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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM), a technique by which
a platform can estimate its trajectory with greater accuracy than odometry alone, especially when the
trajectory incorporates loops. We discuss some of the shortcomings of the "classical" SLAM approach
(in particular EKF-SLAM), which assumes that no information is known about the environment a pri-
ori. We argue that in general this assumption is needlessly stringent; for most environments, such as
cities some prior information is known. We introduce an initial Bayesian probabilistic framework which
considers the world as a hierarchy of structures, and maps (such as those produced by SLAM systems)
as consisting of features derived from them. Common underlying structure between features in maps
allows one to express and thus exploit geometric relations between them to improve their estimates.
We apply the framework to EKF-SLAM for the case of a vehicle equipped with a range-bearing sensor
operating in an urban environment, building up a metric map of point features, and using a prior map
consisting of line segments representing building footprints. We develop a novel method called the Dual
Representation, which allows us to use information from the prior map to not only improve the SLAM
estimate, but also reduce the severity of errors associated with the EKF. Using the Dual Representation,
we investigate the effect of varying the accuracy of the prior map for the case where the underlying
structures and thus relations between the SLAM map and prior map are known. We then generalise to
the more realistic case, where there is "clutter" - features in the environment that do not relate with the
prior map. This involves forming a hypothesis for whether a pair of features in the SLAM state and prior
map were derived from the same structure, and evaluating this based on a geometric likelihood model.
Initially we try an incremental Multiple Hypothesis SLAM (MHSLAM) approach to resolve hypotheses,
developing a novel method called the Common State Filter (CSF) to reduce the exponential growth in
computational complexity inherent in this approach. This allows us to use information from the prior
map immediately, thus reducing linearisation and EKF errors. However we find that MHSLAM is still
too inefficient, even with the CSF, so we use a strategy that delays applying relations until we can infer
whether they apply; we defer applying information from structure hypotheses until their probability of
holding exceeds a threshold. Using this method we investigate the effect of varying degrees of "clutter"
on the performance of SLAM.
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Introduction
1.1 What is SLAM?
With the increasing use of autonomous agents (platforms) such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and
rescue robots in both military and civilian applications, there is a need for these agents to be able to
localise themselves, that is determine their pose (location and orientation) in space. This is important for
an autonomous agent, as most tasks it performs will require it to interact with its environment in some
way. For such an agent to be truly autonomous it must maintain some notion of where it is, so that it can
make decisions on where to travel to next or what actions to take at a particular location, or to inform its
controllers of its location. There are a number of applications requiring such localisation, for instance
the operation of dump trucks within an underground mine [79], exploring and mapping disaster sites
while locating potential victims and threats [63, 91, 65], and in augmented reality (wearable computing)
[27].
Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) is a technique whereby such an agent equipped
with sensors (such as a camera) can create a spatial map of its environment, while simultaneously local-
ising itself relative to this map. Figure 1.2 shows this process for a small robot equipped with a laser
scanner. As the robot moves around the environment, static, repeatedly-observable features in the envi-
ronment (such as building corners) are detected from the laser scanner measurements, and form the basis
of an internal map; the robot is able to localise itself in terms of the features in this map. The benefit of
SLAM is that when the robot re-observes features in its map, the uncertainty in its position will gener-
ally reduce to similar levels to those of the features, as the uncertainty in the position of a static feature
remains bounded over time. The requirement for SLAM has come about partly due to the inadequacy of
alternatives for localisation such as odometry (wheel and steer encoders) and global positioning systems
(GPS).
While odometry is easy to deploy [45], wheel and steer encoders suffer from significant drift [22,
127, 45]. Figure 1.1 shows an example of the poor trajectory estimate obtained when solely using
odometry; other sources experience similar errors [35, 121, 43, 79].
An alternative to using encoders for odometry is visual odometry, a method for estimating motion
based on visual input from cameras mounted on the platform. Visual odometry can provide a velocity
and position estimate that exhibits far less drift than wheel encoders; generally around 1% of distance
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Figure 1.1: Example from our simulation environment (units in m) showing the trajectory estimate (small
×’s) for a simulated platform using odometry only (thus ignoring the beacons), compared to the actual
trajectory (dots). Significant drift has built up leading to a large pose error. Over long distances the
degree of error is unacceptably high. The large ellipse represents the 3σ bound of the pose estimate.
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travelled, however as little as 0.1% is possible [67]. Although this drift is small, for prolonged operation
over great distances (of the order of kilometres) the error will ultimately accumulate to a greater extent
than if complemented with SLAM [90], particularly in trajectories involving loops (where the agent
returns to an area it has previously mapped).
Alternatives to odometry include the use of a compass and GPS. A compass could be used to give
an absolute estimate of a platforms orientation, however on its own it is inadequate as it is subject
to significant error when used in places where the Earth’s magnetic field is disrupted, for instance in
buildings with a significant metal content [41], or on planets without a magnetic field. GPS can be used
to give a location estimate, however it suffers from problems with reception around buildings (“urban
canyons”) [45] and in other environments, such as underground [49]. Naturally GPS cannot be used
where there is no GPS infrastructure, such as on other planets.
SLAM can be used with the sole aim of providing localisation, in which case the map produced is
a by-product and may only be of secondary importance. This is in contrast with photogrammetry, where
ultimately the map is most important and accurate localisation of the platform arises as a means to this
end. In addition, SLAM is more difficult as it is a continuous process that is performed in real time,
whereas photogrammetric data is often processed offline.
An alternative to building up a map during SLAM from which to localise is to populate the environ-
ment a-priori with identifiable features (beacons) with known locations, which the agent can observe and
use to localise itself. However the investment required to survey the environment and mount beacons
is costly and restricts the application to environments that can be accessed a priori, making SLAM the
more desirable method in many cases [79, 45]. Another example is that of RHINO [118, 120], a robot
system first deployed in the Deutsches Museum Bonn as an interactive tour guide. This required very
accurate maps (of the order of centimetres), which were acquired laboriously through manual surveying
previously. The current system installed in the Carnegie Museum of Natural Science used the robot to
generate the map, with a saving in time and effort.
Figure 1.2 shows an example of the kind of SLAM we are interested in; that of a robot performing
SLAM in a large urban environment. The crosses represent the internal map estimate. At the same time,
the platform knows its location in the environment based on this map. In general it is assumed that the
platform has no prior knowledge of its environment, however in most cases its starting position is known.
Sensors mounted to the platform, such as laser range finders or cameras detect suitable features (inter-
changeably called landmarks or beacons) in the environment, such as building edges or distinctively
textured areas, and use these to build up a representation (i.e. map) of the environment in terms of these
features. Simultaneously, this map is used to localise the platform. As noted above, in its pure ideal
form, SLAM eliminates the need for artificial infrastructures, beacons or a priori topological knowledge
of the environment [32].
There are a number of sensor types used to obtain measurements when performing SLAM [80].
Each method has its advantages and disadvantages, and can affect the requirements and performance
of the SLAM problem [43, 101, 111]. In general there are two qualitatively distinct types of sensors;
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Figure 1.2: Example of SLAM showing the robot used in chapter 6 performing SLAM in an urban
environment (left) [24], and a visualisation of the SLAM process showing the uncertain robot position,
path and beacon estimates, and planes representing building walls (right). Here prominent features in
the environment (such as building corners) are represented as point beacons in the SLAM state, along
with the uncertainty in their position estimate.
range-bearing (such as LIDAR, including SICK scanners) and bearing-only (mainly cameras).1
1.2 Sensors Types used in SLAM
There is a significant difference between range-bearing sensors and cameras in SLAM. Range-
bearing sensors give the range and bearing to the beacons, and thus allow for range-bearing SLAM.
Cameras only give the bearing, and thus require a type of SLAM called bearing-only SLAM.
The most common range-bearing sensor type used in SLAM is LIDAR (light detection and ranging),
where a laser beam is systematically scanned across the environment at high frequency, yielding a dense
set of points with accurately known range and bearing from the sensor. The most common 2D laser
scanner is the SICK scanner, which while scanning in a single plane, can be mounted and rotated so as
to obtain high resolution point clouds of the environment in 3 dimensions [125].
There has been a recent surge of interest in bearing-only SLAM as it allows for the use of a single
camera as a sensor rather than the LIDAR scanners used in range-bearing SLAM. A camera has a number
of advantages compared to a LIDAR scanner. It can be applied as a cheap, compact sensor and is
particularly suited to emerging areas such as wearable robotics, telepresence and television [25, 27, 70].
In addition, it is a passive sensor and thus safe to operate, and will not interfere with any devices in
its environment. This is particularly desirable for military applications and for performing SLAM in an
urban environment. A camera may also leverage a growing number of computer vision techniques when
performing data association, and may recognise certain features of its environment [74, 119, 107, 73].
An example is the use of image data to detect when loop closing has occurred [24].
Davison [25, 27], Calway [44] and Klein [64] are researching SLAM using a single wearable cam-
1We will not consider range-only sensors here, suffice to say that they include sonar [80], and are mainly used underwater.
However the principles developed in this thesis can still be applied to SLAM with these sensors.
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era, for use in wearable sensors, game interfaces and other devices.
1.3 Motivation for prior information in SLAM
Despite the popularity and potential of SLAM, there is difficulty in applying it to real-world applications.
Figure 1.3 shows an example of a map produced using a popular method based on the Extended Kalman
Filter [23]. The points represent features in the map, the positions of which the SLAM algorithm is
estimating. The ellipses around the features shows the 3σ bound for where we expect each feature to
lie. Note how the map estimate appears rotated relative to the actual positions of the features, which lie
outside of their ellipses (and thus the map does not reflect where the actual features are). For a map that
is being estimated correctly it should be unlikely for the features not to lie within the ellipses, however
this occurs relatively often, and thus the filter is termed inconsistent.
The primary cause of the inconsistency in this example is that the EKF is unable to correctly model
the angular uncertainty in the system [58, 61]. Error also arises from the linearisation of the process
and observation models. Inconsistency in SLAM can also arise from unmodelled errors, such as wheel
slip, or incorrectly associating observations with beacons in the map (known as the correspondence or
data association problem). The nature of SLAM is such that any errors made will propagate over time,
affecting all subsequent estimates.
There is a storage and computational penalty associated with estimating the map and platform pose
in SLAM. For standard EKF-SLAM this increases nonlinearly with the number of features in the map,
meaning that real-time performance cannot be maintained indefinitely.
Most approaches to SLAM consider the problem from a perspective in which the platform moves
through an environment about which it has effectively no prior knowledge [22, 32, 28]. Thus, the only
map that the platform has for localisation is the corrupted map created by its own noisy sensors based
on its noisy motion. Research to date has concentrated on reducing the degree of corruption in the map,
and improving the computational tractability of SLAM, however the reliance on a single platform for
mapping means that it is very difficult to apply SLAM robustly over prolonged time periods in real
environments.
However in many cases a number of different agents will have mapped the same environment.
For example, a military UAV may be performing SLAM in an area that has already been mapped by
a satellite. Thus an agent performing SLAM is rarely in completely unmapped territory. In addition,
environments rarely consist of an alien landscape with unrecognisable features. These prior maps and
semantic knowledge of the environment constitute prior information that can contribute vastly to locali-
sation and mapping. Yet most current SLAM methods are unable to exploit these sources of information,
due to their unduly restrictive assumption that the environment is completely unknown in advance [119].
Given the difficulty of the SLAM problem, particularly in practical, outdoor environments, a number
of researchers are looking to improve SLAM by exploiting information known about the environment,
rather than solely attempting to improve the algorithms [20, 12, 102, 69].
In this thesis we will show that using prior information in SLAM has the potential to improve
the accuracy, robustness and performance of SLAM algorithms . Figure 1.4 shows an example of the
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Figure 1.3: Example of a map and estimates produced by a SLAM system, obtained from one of our
simulation runs (units in m). The crosses represent the actual positions of beacons in the environment,
while the ellipses represent 3σ bounds on the estimate of their position. The SLAM system here is
deemed inconsistent because the actual beacons do not lie within their position estimates, suggesting the
degree of error is greater than its estimate.
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improvement that is possible compared to Figure 1.3, when a noisy geometric prior map consisting of
line segments (with a 1 m standard deviation error compared to the 0.1 m range error of the sensor) is
introduced into the SLAM process. With the exception of the prior map, both SLAM runs are the same,
using identical observations and noises.
1.4 Scope
The SLAM problem is very active with research ongoing in a number of areas. Given the number of
unsolved issues that are part of the complete SLAM problem, we restrict ourselves to focusing on a
particular SLAM problem. Thrun [114] offers a convenient taxonomy of localisation problems in the
following taxons:
• Localisation: This concerns the type of knowledge available to the robot at the start of and during
the run. There are three types of localisation problems, each progressively harder. Position track-
ing assumes we start with a known pose (with a degree of uncertainty). Global localisation is more
difficult, and assumes that the robot does not know its initial pose. Finally the kidnapped robot
problem is one where the robot (platform) is suddenly teleported to another location on the map
without its knowledge. This primarily tests the ability of the robot to recover from localisation
failures.
In this research we restrict ourselves to the simpler position tracking (with a known uncertain
pose), with the aim that our research could be extended to global localisation and kidnapped robot
cases.
• Environments: These are either static or dynamic. A static environment is one in which only the
platform moves, and all other objects remain fixed indefinitely. Dynamic environments are harder
but more realistic, and may consider both short term motion, for instance walking pedestrians and
longer term motion such as temporarily parked vehicles.
Because dynamic environments are an entire research field in themselves [14], we only consider
static environments in this research. While we do perform SLAM in a dynamic environment in
chapter 6, we treat the dynamic components as noise.
• Controllability: A robot may be actively controlled by the localisation algorithm, for instance in
autonomous exploration [127]. Alternatively, in passive localisation the robot may be controlled
by other means, with the localisation algorithm only able to observe the robot motion.
We consider passive localisation in this thesis. By not considering the robot exploration strategy,
our research is applicable to both active and passive localisation. Active localisation requires cost
functions, which themselves are modelled on the environment. By using prior information, the
platform’s knowledge of its environment is improved, allowing for more detailed and accurate
cost functions.
• Number of robots: SLAM may be performed simultaneously by a single robot, or by a group of
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Figure 1.4: Simulated SLAM run from Figure 1.3 (units in m), with the introduction of a noisy prior
map consisting of line segments with a 1 m standard deviation error to the SLAM process. This results
in an accuracy and consistency improvement compared to SLAM without the prior map (contrast with
Figure 1.3). This is true despite the range-bearing sensor on the platform being an order of magnitude
more accurate than the prior map, having a 0.1 m standard deviation range error.
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robots. Multiple robot SLAM raises issues of communication and data fusion, which are research
topics themselves and thus outside the scope of this thesis.
Thus to avoid having to consider multiple platforms, we will consider prior information in the
context of platforms performing SLAM serially, that is a robot performing SLAM using informa-
tion from a platform that previously performed SLAM in the same area (but not at the same time).
Thus though the prior information the platform uses may be incorrect or inaccurate, it is accessible
to the platform when SLAM starts, and is not subject to change thereon.
1.5 Aims
We aim to perform a comprehensive study on the integration of absolute prior information into SLAM,
featuring:
• A rigorous method by which a platform performing SLAM may make immediate use of absolute
prior information, with initial emphasis on prior geometric maps.
• An initial analysis of some of the issues surrounding its use in SLAM, such as the effect of the
quality of the information, its sparsity and correctness.
• Demonstration of a system performing SLAM utilising a prior map in a large practical environ-
ment.
In developing a method for applying prior map information in SLAM, there are a number of issues and
factors we will consider. We will begin to address whether introducing prior constraints fundamen-
tally alters the characteristics of SLAM, and the extent to which they can potentially improve SLAM.
Specifically, we consider:
1. Quality: What effect does the prior map accuracy have on SLAM accuracy and consistency?
Ultimately, a question that would form part of the broader research in this area is whether any
prior map, regardless of how accurate is worth exploiting, or whether there is a point at which the
prior map makes no difference to the SLAM problem, and is thus not worth using.
We have considered the effect of the prior map when the relationships between the features in the
prior map and SLAM state are known (chapter 3) and unknown (chapters 4 and 5). Even a prior
map with a 1.5 m 1σ (1 standard deviation) error can improve the accuracy of the estimate and
reduce the degree of inconsistency in EKF-SLAM, however these benefits decrease substantially as
the prior map error increases. At a prior map accuracy level of 1 m, the improvement in consistency
and accuracy over regular SLAM is very noticeable, as shown in Figure 1.4.
2. Sparsity: How much prior data would have to be applied, and how often? Can very sparse maps
or conservative use of prior information still improve the SLAM map?
We used a relatively sparse prior map for our experiments, consisting of 48 line segments over
a 1.4 km trajectory. We have found that even this level of sparsity significantly improves the
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accuracy and consistency of the SLAM estimate. However at high levels of ambiguity, which we
term clutter (considered in chapter 5) the ability to resolve the relationships between the SLAM
state and prior map decreases to the point where very little of the prior map information can be
used.
3. Correctness: The prior map may contain qualitative errors such as spurious features. For instance,
a feature in the prior map may no longer exist in the real world, as in the case of an outdated map.
We would like to know whether we can account for such errors and filter them out of the SLAM
process. A possible application where this could be used deliberately is in model validation; to use
SLAM to determine whether the environment, for instance a new building, significantly deviates
from the blueprints (prior map).
We propose a theoretical probabilistic framework in chapter 3 which would allow the system
modeller to account for these problems, and show that our EKF-based implementation maintains
a low association error rate when 6 out of 54 line segments in the prior map are spurious.
4. Integration: In general the way features are parameterised in the prior map will be different to those
in the SLAM state (they will be heterogeneous), thus can this information be easily integrated into
the state?
We considered a geometric prior map consisting of line segments, used to inform point beacons
in the SLAM state. In chapter 3 we found that integrating this map into the SLAM state in a
robust way is non-trivial, due to nonlinearity and EKF errors. These can nullify the improvement
that using information from the prior map gives, and in our case necessitated the use of the Second
Order filter, along with the development of the Dual Representation, a parameterisation specifically
designed to prevent corruption of the prior map.
5. Robustness: How well does the application of prior information work in practice?
With a parameterisation designed to use the prior map to mitigate EKF errors, in chapter 5 we
found that the severity of the errors in EKF-SLAM are such that we can be optimistic when re-
solving ambiguity between features in the SLAM state and prior map, using more of the prior
information to offset EKF errors, even if our false positive rate is higher (applying the prior infor-
mation to beacons to which it does not apply). When the prior map is very accurate, for instance
10 cm 1 std. dev. error the system is more susceptible to false positives stemming from EKF
errors, however less accurate prior maps, such as 1 m std. dev. are more robust to this.
6. Applicability: Ideally prior information would be applicable to all SLAM situations, i.e. all SLAM
methods, platforms and sensors. However this is unlikely to be the case. There may be situations
in which the use of prior information may not be appropriate, or would be particularly challeng-
ing. Conversely, if we find that there are situations under which SLAM with a prior map works
particularly well, we will seek to identify these.
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1.6 Structure of the Thesis and Contributions
The structure and contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• In chapter 2 we provide the problem statement and illustrate the characteristics that make SLAM
difficult, with emphasis on EKF-SLAM. We illustrate some alternative approaches, however all
have significant disadvantages. This motivates the need to consider prior information.
• chapter 3 presents a novel probabilistic framework for reasoning with prior information. The
framework allows one to express models of the shared information between heterogeneous prior
maps based on common underlying structure in the environment from which features in the maps
were generated.
We also present the novel Dual Representation, a method for using a geometric prior map incre-
mentally in EKF-SLAM such that EKF errors are mitigated. We apply this method to investi-
gate the effect of the accuracy of the prior map on platform localisation, when correspondences
(caused by the common underlying structure) between features in the SLAM state and prior map
are known.
However, known correspondences are an ideal situation; in practice they are ambiguous and would
have to be inferred by the SLAM system.
• We address this problem in chapter 4 by showing how an incremental multiple hypothesis SLAM
(MHSLAM) approach can be used to estimate the correspondences. We present the Common State
Filter (CSF), a novel method for efficiently resolving ambiguity in sparse EKF-based MHSLAM.
We apply this method with the Dual Representation to incrementally resolve the ambiguous cor-
respondences between the prior map and the map being built by SLAM.
However MHSLAM can be computationally expensive as the number of hypotheses still grows
exponentially, even with the CSF. This motivates a more computationally tractable delayed ap-
proach.
• In chapter 5 we show how the correspondences can be estimated using a more computationally
efficient delayed approach. This also allows inference of the underlying structure to be informed
by a prior. We compare this approach with CSF-based MHSLAM, and use it with the Dual Rep-
resentation to investigate the effect spurious features in the prior map, its accuracy and the level of
clutter (proportion of beacons that correspond with the prior map) on SLAM.
• In chapter 6 we apply the method in chapter 5 to perform one of the first practical experiments on
applying a geometric prior map in SLAM in a real environment, using a vehicle equipped with a
range-bearing laser scanner, from which we extract sparse salient points. The prior map consists
of line segments representing the footprints of building walls.
• In chapter 7 we summarise the work done in this thesis, and our conclusions. We then discuss
further work that could follow on from this research.
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Chapter 2
Mapping and Localisation in an Uncertain
World
In this chapter we give an overview of SLAM, presenting its general form and the main requirements
that a SLAM algorithm should strive to meet, and discuss some of the problems that make it difficult
to solve. We then present some philosophies to solving it, and a broad overview of techniques, with
emphasis on the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), and its shortcomings. In addition to the EKF, we briefly
consider three commonly used SLAM methods; Sparse Extended Information Filters (SEIF), FastSLAM
and Maximum Likelihood estimation (ML).
We start by briefly giving an overview of the form of metric SLAM.
2.1 SLAM Form
The general structure of metric SLAM, shown in Figure 2.1, is as follows. At time k, the true state x(k)
consists of the platform pose xv(k) and a set of n static beacons x1...n,
x(k) =
[
xTv x
T
1 . . . x
T
n
]T
k
. (2.1)
In the 2D case, the platform pose consists of its x, y position and the orientation θ,
Figure 2.1: A metric SLAM scenario. The crosses represent point features in the environment that are
repeatedly observed (represented by the rays) by a sensor mounted on a moving platform, represented
here by a triangle.
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xv(k) =
[
x y θ
]T
v
, (2.2)
and each beacons state consists of the beacon x and y position,
xn =
[
xn yn
]T
. (2.3)
The SLAM estimator maintains an estimate of this state, with a notion of the uncertainty of its
estimate. When the platform receives sensor information, it predicts its state estimate to the time at
which the sensor information was received, and then uses it to update (correct) its estimate. This is
shown as a flowchart in Figure 2.2. The platform is initialised (placed in a location in the environment)
and the map is empty. The platform pose forms the reference for the map that will be created. SLAM
is then an iterative process whereby at each time step, the platform predicts where it has moved to, and
receives beacon observations from its sensors. By associating beacons from the sensors with beacons in
the map, the platform can add new beacons to the map or update it based on observations of beacons
already in the map.
By assumption, the beacons are stationary. Therefore, only the platform pose xv has a motion
model, which at time k is given by
xv(k) = z[xv(k − 1),u(k), k,v(k)], (2.4)
where u(k) are the control inputs with control noise v(k). For the case where the platform is a vehicle
with a steered bicycle motion model [61], as used in this thesis, the control inputs are velocity uv and
steer us
u(k) =
 uv
us

k
. (2.5)
An observation z(k) can arise from one of three sources – either it is an observation of a beacon
already in the map, a new beacon not present, or clutter (observations that do not correspond to features
of interest). When the status of the observation is known then implementing SLAM is, in principle, very
simple. The observation function that links the observation z(k) of the jth beacon xj to the platform
pose xv(k) is
zj(k) = hj [xv(k),xj ,w(k)], (2.6)
where w(k) is observation noise.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, SLAM has a number of uses, including facilitating navigation
and exploration for autonomous robots. To be useful for these functions, there are a number of key
requirements that a SLAM algorithm should meet. We will give a key overview of these below.
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Figure 2.2: Flowchart showing the predictor-corrector structure of SLAM estimators.
2.2 Requirements for a SLAM Algorithm
In order for SLAM to be a feasible technique for a mobile platform to use, Frese [43] identifies three
key criteria of importance in the design of a general SLAM algorithm, in terms of map quality, storage
space and computation time [43, 105]. Because SLAM is applicable within a broad domain, the exact
requirements that a SLAM algorithm needs to meet within each of these categories will vary depending
on the details of the specific application and platform, however the general characteristics that SLAM
algorithms should strive for as described by [43] are:
1. Optimality: the uncertainty of any aspect of the map should not be much larger than could be
derived from the ideal estimator. That is to say, given the information available to the algorithm,
it should not be unduly conservative or suboptimal. Ideally, under ideal conditions (for instance
when the SLAM system models are representative of the actual system), certain optimality char-
acteristics of the SLAM algorithm would be mathematically guaranteed.
This is equivalent to stating that the map should represent nearly all the information contained in
the observations, and implies the ability to represent the relative positions of beacons well, giving
topologically consistent maps even when closing large loops. In this thesis we will use a SLAM
method based on a mathematical technique for which there are proven optimality results; where
extensions and assumptions are made that prevent these results being directly applicable, these are
known and made not for convenience, but because mathematically rigorous techniques do not yet
exist.
2. Consistency. A SLAM algorithm should not underestimate its uncertainty. An algorithm that does
so is deemed to be inconsistent. The exact way in which this is defined depends on the algorithm
used; a precise definition for the one used in this thesis will be given in section 2.4. Inconsistency
is undesirable, as the degree of error in the estimate cannot be accurately gauged, and the ability
of the algorithm to perform data association is reduced [121]. Again it would be desirable for this
to be mathematically proven under ideal conditions.
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3. Complexity: A SLAM algorithm needs to work incrementally (in real time). This is because an
autonomous agent performs SLAM out of a need to have up to date knowledge of its location
and surroundings. This places constraints on the storage and computational complexity of the
SLAM algorithm. For the general case where computational resources are finite and the size of
the environment is unbounded, the storage space of a map and incorporating sensor observations
should be at worst linear in the number of beacons, otherwise a point will be reached when the
computational requirements make incremental operation impossible [25].
In this thesis we will not attempt to meet the linear storage and computational criterion directly,
however instead we will identify and comment on the potential of prior information to aid in the
meeting of this criterion in the future. In addition, there are a number of techniques for addressing
computation in SLAM; we aim for our methods to be compatible with them.
There are a number of approaches to solving SLAM, however as we will discuss below, none of them
are able to satisfy all three of these criteria in all situations. These approaches can be broadly segregated
into three main types; we will now give a brief overview of these.
2.3 Philosophies to solving SLAM
The variety and difficulty of the problems associated with SLAM has led to several philosophies for
solving it. There are three broad approaches; stochastic (estimation-theoretic), qualitative and numerical
[32].
• Estimation-theoretic
This is a stochastic approach and follows the framework established by Smith, Self and Cheeseman
[108]. It is based on Bayes rule where the uncertainties over the vehicle and beacon positions are
maintained. This method, which includes the EKF is the most popular and was briefly presented
in Section 2.1. Durrant-Whyte [36] stresses the importance of explicitly representing errors and
having an understanding of how they affect the geometry.
• Qualitative
The qualitative approach to SLAM contrasts with the quantitative stochastic approach. It does not
consider position and observations precisely. The main advantage to this approach is that accurate
models of the system are not required, and it is less expensive computationally [32]. Kuipers
and Byun [68] describe a qualitative method for robot exploration and mapping, with the aim of
overcoming the fragility of purely metrical methods.
• Numerical
The numerical approach does not use the rigorous stochastic formulation, but still retains a numer-
ical approach to the problem [32]. Examples include Genetic Algorithm SLAM (GA-SLAM) [34]
and Expectation Maximisation (EM) [119].
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Figure 2.3: Graphical model of the full SLAM process for four time steps, showing the platform pose xv
and beacon xp vertices; these are linked by observation z and odometry u edges. Observing the same
beacon from multiple platform poses allows constraints to be formulated between the platform poses,
improving their estimates and those of the beacons. In this way SLAM results in a better estimate than
using pure odometry.
One of the most popular approaches to SLAM is the stochastic formulation, which models SLAM
probabilistically and maintains probabilistic notions of the uncertainty in the SLAM system, and how it
propagates. Figure 2.3 shows a graphical model for the full SLAM process. The platform poses xv(k)
at each time step k are linked together by odometry u(k) and the observations z(k) of a set of common
beacons xp (a subset of the SLAM map). For the time period K = 1 : k, the posterior estimate in
stochastic full SLAM is p(xv(K),xp|z(K),u(K)). In the filtering (as opposed to smoothing) approach
to SLAM, the platform estimates of xv(1 : k − 1) are marginalised out, and only the current platform
pose estimate corresponding to xv(k) is kept. The posterior at time step k, p(x(k)|z(K),u(K)) can be
updated from the posterior of the previous time step p(x(k− 1)|z(1 : k− 1),u(1 : k− 1) in a recursive
manner according to
p(x(k)|z(1 : k − 1),u(K)) = ´ p(x(k)|x(k−1),u(k)) p(x(k−1)|z(1:k−1),u(1:k−1)) dx(k−1) (2.7)
p(x(k)|z(K),u(K)) = p(z(k)|x(k)) p(x(k)|z(1 : k − 1),u(K))
p(z(k)|z(1 : k − 1),u(K)) , (2.8)
where K = 1 : k, x(k) represents the joint vehicle and map state estimate at time k, z(K) all ob-
servations up to time k, p(x(k)|x(k − 1),u(k)) is the platform transition model (the beacons remain
stationary) and p(z(k)|x(k)) = p(z(k)|x(k), z(1 : k − 1),u(K)) is the observation likelihood. The
Bayesian formulation is difficult to implement for arbitrary probability distributions, however propa-
gating approximations to the first two moments of a distribution (the mean and covariance) is feasible
provided the higher order terms are small, and is the approach taken by the Extended Kalman filter
(EKF).
Although we will show that all current SLAM solutions suffer from problems that prevent them
from meeting the three requirements discussed above, we adopt the EKF as our SLAM algorithm in this
thesis. We will begin by giving a more in-depth description of its application to SLAM, and will then
demonstrate the main problems that prevent EKF-SLAM from being an effective solution to the SLAM
problem.
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2.4 The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
The EKF-based approach is one of the most popular methods for performing SLAM in use currently
[23, 45, 1, 89, 114, 79]. The EKF is an extension of the Kalman filter to non-linear systems, and has a
recursive predictor-corrector structure, shown in Figure 2.2, allowing for incremental operation.
The EKF has the advantage of being well-studied and applied in many fields in addition to SLAM
[114], such as nonlinear estimation and machine learning [124]. Its primary advantage is that it maintains
a full covariance matrix, tracking the correlations between the estimated states. This is mandatory to
prevent an erroneous map and inconsistent vehicle estimate [18, 32], and allows the EKF to update its
entire map estimate consistently following loop closure [43].
At the heart of the system, the EKF represents the state distribution by its mean and covariance1,
which is propagated through the first-order linearisation of the nonlinear system [124, 101].
The EKF estimate of the state (2.1) consists of the mean and covariance
xˆ(i|j) =
[
xˆTv xˆ
T
1 . . . xˆ
T
n
]T
i|j
=
[
xˆTv xˆ
T
b
]T
i|j
, (2.9)
P(i|j) =

Pv P
T
v1 . . . P
T
vn
Pv1 P11 . . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. PT1n
Pvn P1n . . . Pnn

i|j
=
 Pv pTvb
pvb Pb

i|j
, (2.10)
where (i|j) denotes the estimate at time step i given observations up to and including time step j at
discrete time steps [75]. Pv is the vehicle pose covariance, Pnn is the nth beacon covariance, Pvj is
the cross correlation between the vehicle and the jth beacon, andPnj are the cross correlations between
the nth and jth beacons. This joint covariance matrix must be maintained to ensure a consistent solution
[61, 6, 108], as it captures the correlation between all the beacons and vehicle (i.e. the uncertainty
structure of the map). For a filter to be consistent, its covariance should be greater than or equal to the
true MSE of the estimate,
P(k|k) ≥ (xˆ(k|k)− x(k))(xˆ(k|k)− x(k))T . (2.11)
If the covariance is significantly larger, the filter is deemed conservative. A conservative filter is
preferred to an inconsistent one, however neither is desirable; a suboptimal filter implies that it is not
using all the information available, and thus should be improved.
The vehicle pose propagates according to (2.4), the noise requirements for v(k) being zero-mean
with known covariance Σ(k). The conditional mean of the estimated vehicle pose xˆv propagates ac-
cording to
xˆv(k|k − 1) = z[xˆv(k − 1|k − 1),u(k), k,0], (2.12)
1Although it is commonly stated to be a Gaussian random variable (GRV), the EKF does not require the distribution to be
Gaussian [10]. However, a Gaussian assumption is made in hypothesis testing later.
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and the covariances according to
P(k|k − 1) = ∇F(k)P(k − 1|k − 1)∇F(k)T +Q(k), (2.13)
where∇F(k) is the Jacobian of z(·) and Q(k) is the process noise covariance,
Q(k) = ∇GΣ(k)∇GT +Qs, (2.14)
where ∇G is the control inputs Jacobian, Σ(k) is the control noise covariance and Qs is optional
stabilising noise. Stabilising noise is a positive semi definite matrix sometimes added to improve the
properties of the SLAM algorithm, generally to compensate for nonlinearities or modelling errors in the
control inputs [57].
The control inputs Jacobian ∇G takes the form
∇G =
[
∇Gv 0 . . . 0
]
, (2.15)
the v subscript referring to the vehicle, and the zeros to the beacons, as they are assumed static.
The observation function is given by (2.6), where the observation noise w(k) is zero-mean with
known covarianceR(k). Typically for a range-bearing sensor
R(k) =
 σ2r 0
0 σ2φ

k
, (2.16)
where σr and σφ are the standard deviations of the range and bearing noise respectively.
If the beacon already has an estimate in the state, it is updated by linearising the observation function
about the state estimate xˆ(k|k − 1), then performing a Kalman update. The Jacobian ∇H(k) for the
observation function is sparse and has the form
∇H(k) =

dh
dxˆv
0 . . . dh
dxˆ
j
0 . . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
dh
dxˆv
0 . . . 0 dh
dxˆn
0
 , (2.17)
where dh
dxˆv
are the matrices of appropriate dimension for the vehicle and dh
dxˆ
j
are the entries for the jth
beacon.
The update is computed using the Kalman filter update equations,
ν(k) = z(k)− zˆ(k|k − 1) (2.18)
S(k) = ∇H(k)P(k|k − 1)∇HT (k) +R(k) (2.19)
K(k) = P(k|k − 1)∇HT (k)S(k)−1 (2.20)
xˆ(k|k) = xˆ(k|k − 1) +K(k)ν(k) (2.21)
J(k) = I−K(k)∇H(k)
P(k|k) = J(k)P(k|k − 1)J(k)T +K(k)R(k)K(k)T , (2.22)
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Figure 2.4: Notation used to describe the platform and beacons. The platform is modelled as a steered tri-
cycle, and the blue star represents a point beacon being observed by the sensor mounted on the centreline
of the front wheel.
where K(k) is the Kalman gain and ν(k) is the innovation.
2.4.1 Example Platform Model
There are a number of types of platforms on which SLAM is performed, including wearable computers
with head-mounted sensors, robots and cars. For large outdoor environments, a car-like vehicle is usually
used. This is more straightforward to implement compared to head-worn systems. In the 2D experiments
used in this thesis, we use a fundamental steered bicycle model [58], which receives the control inputs
speed uv(k) and steer angle us(k) at each time step, with associated errors vv(k) and vs(k) as shown
in Figure 2.4. These are noisily measured with zero mean and standard deviations σv and σs. The state
transition function z from (2.4) is

x
y
θ

v,k
=

x
y
θ

v,k−1
+ (uv(k) + vv(k))4 t

cos (ϕ(k))
sin (ϕ(k))
1
B
sin (us(k) + vs(k))
 , (2.23)
where4t is the time elapsed between k−1 and k (50 Hz for our simulations),B is the vehicle wheelbase
(which we took as 2 m), and ϕ(k) = θ(k − 1) + us(k) + vs(k). The estimate according to (2.12) is

xˆ
yˆ
θˆ

v,k|k−1
=

xˆ
yˆ
θˆ

v,k−1|k−1
+ uv(k)4 t

cos (ϕˆ(k|k − 1))
sin (ϕˆ(k|k − 1))
1
B
sin (us(k))
 , (2.24)
where ϕˆ(k|k− 1) = θ(k− 1|k− 1)+ us(k). The linearised Jacobian of (2.24),5F(k) is given by
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0 0 0 0 · · · 1

, (2.25)
Note how this is the identity matrix with the exception of the two non-zero vehicular elements,
showing that the map is assumed static.
Assuming the vehicle initially starts with an empty map, the initial covariance of the vehicle pose,
P(0|0) = diag(
[
Px Py Pθ
]
)i may be set to 0, in which case the map and vehicle poses will be
estimated relative to this starting pose.
The process noise covarianceΣ(k) in (2.13) is assumed to be
Σ(k) =
 σ2v 0
0 σ2s
 . (2.26)
The vehicular component of the linearised process model with respect to the control inputs,∇Gv(k)
is
∇Gv(k) = 4t

cos(θ + us) −us sin(θ + us)
sin(θ + us) us cos(θ + us)
1
B
sin (us)
us
B
cos (us)
 , (2.27)
where θ is θ(k − 1) and us is us(k). The remaining elements in ∇G(k) are 0 as the environment is
static. It should be noted that ∇Gv(k) represents the discrete-time process noise covariance, which
corresponds to the integrated effect of the continuous-time process noise over 4t [38]. We have not
had to use stabilising control noise from (2.13) in our simulations, as our true system uses ideal process
models and the noise characteristics are exactly known; thus Qs = 0.
If a new beacon is to be initialised into the map, provided it is observable at the time it is first
observed, its estimate is given by applying the inverse observation function
xi = ~[xv(k), zi(k),w(k)]. (2.28)
The new mean and covariance become
xˆ
′
(k|k) =
[
xˆT ~[xˆv, zi(k),0]
T
]T
k|k
, (2.29)
Pi = ∇~xiP∇T ~xi +∇~wi R∇T~wi
P
′
(k|k) =
 P (∇~xiP)T
∇~xiP Pi

k|k
, (2.30)
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Table 2.1: Vehicle parameters used in the simulations.
Parameter Symbol Value
Starting uncertainty

Px 0 0
0 Py 0
0 0 Pθ

0|0

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
 .10−5 (m2, θ2)
Vehicle speed uv 14 m/s
Steer noise σs 3◦
Speed noise σv 0.5 m/s
Odometry time period 4t 0.02 s (50 Hz)
Vehicle wheelbase B 2 m
where ∇~xi and ∇~wi are the Jacobians of ~[·] with respect to the vehicle and observation noise respec-
tively [61]. In some cases this can be computed using measurements collected from several time steps
[126].
Certain desirable sensors in SLAM (most notably a camera) are only partially observable, in which
case initialising a beacon into the map is more complicated. In this case zi(k) consists only of a bearing
observation, so the estimate of xi in the range (depth) direction has effectively infinite uncertainty. In
this case applying (2.29) and (2.30) will give a badly conditioned estimate which can result in filter
divergence and failure. Thus beacon initialisation in bearing-only SLAM needs to be handled explicitly.
Having described EKF-SLAM in more detail, we will now demonstrate that EKF-SLAM suffers
from defects that prevent it being an effective solution to the SLAM problem. We will do this through
a simulation representing the scenario we are interested in this research; that of a vehicle performing
SLAM in an urban environment (in this case representing a part of London), described below.
2.5 Simulation Conditions
We investigate the contribution of a prior map to SLAM using Monte Carlo simulations (consisting of
100 runs each) on a simulated planar environment with a configuration similar to that which may be
encountered in a real life urban area. The map and the part of London it represents is shown in Figure
2.5. The trajectory consists of a large loop which a vehicle traverses at 14 m/s, loop closure occurring at
approximately 4300 s, and is 1400 m long. Occlusions are modelled by rectangular regions. A number
of 2D point beacons are scattered around the environment, however most initially lie on the building
walls, with an average of 1 beacon per 5 m of wall.
The line segments represent building walls that we will use later in chapter 3 as the basis of our
prior information.
The vehicle simulation parameters are given in Table 2.1, and those of the range-bearing sensor in
Table 2.2. The range-bearing sensor specifications are within the capability of modern LIDAR scanners,
such as the SICK LMS 291.
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Figure 2.5: Left: the simulated environment, units in m. The dashed line shows the trajectory, which
starts near the centre (where the vehicle can be seen making observations) and completes an anti-
clockwise loop before ending at the top. There are 516 beacons that lie on the building walls (they
are shown as crosses), and 164 other beacons (shown as ×’s). The dashed rectangles show occlusion
boundaries. Right: the simulated environment is based on a part of London south-east of the UCL cam-
pus, where most of the building walls close to the vehicle trajectory are modelled. (Background image
source: www.multimap.com)
Table 2.2: Range-bearing sensor parameters for the simulations.
Parameter Symbol RB sensor values
Maximum range rmax 50 m
Maximum sweep φmax ±90◦
Range error σr 0.01 m
Bearing error σφ 1.15◦
Update frequency n/a 50 Hz
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As EKF-SLAM scales cubically with the number of beacons and our Matlab implementation does
not used advanced map management techniques such as submapping with the Compressed EKF [48]
or Thin Junction Tree Filters [97], for computational reasons we use a sliding window, discarding all
beacons not seen within 5 s (250 time steps), with the exception of the beacons in the loop closure region
(seen in Figure 2.5). We manually selected beacons to stay there as we know that loop closure will occur
there, however a more advanced implementation would not need to do this as all beacons would be kept.
Although we could have used such advanced map management techniques, in this thesis we restrict
ourselves to considering the performance and error propagation under a single global coordinate frame.
However the techniques developed in this thesis would be usable with such methods.
2.6 Example of EKF-SLAM Problems
For the simulations performed in this thesis we introduce a consistency metric, similar to that used by
[14], intended to show how many of the Monte Carlo runs exhibit a given degree of inconsistency.
The metric is intended to capture the probability that the pose error for a run would remain within
a given bound, thus allowing the filter to successfully gate with prior map features and close loops.
Traditionally the average NEES [11] is used to indicate filter consistency, however this does not account
for the distribution of inconsistency over runs. For instance the average NEES of a filter that is almost
consistent over 99% of runs, and very optimistic over 1% may appear similar to a filter where 99% of
the runs are moderately inconsistent, whereas the former may presumably be preferable.
For a particular MC run to be considered successful with regard to a certain upper confidence bound,
we require the NEES for the vehicle pose to remain within that bound for at least 95% of the run. As we
increase the confidence bound, we would expect more runs to be successful; the number of runs that pass
each confidence bound threshold gives an indication of the inconsistency severity over the runs. We have
found that the EKF is sufficiently inconsistent that we express the confidence bound in terms of standard
deviations of the Gaussian distribution, rather than percentages. For instance, 99.7% of the mass of a
Gaussian distribution is within 3σ of the mean. Thus for a consistent Gaussianly-distributed estimate we
would expect almost all the runs to remain within the 3σ bound for at least 95% of the run. Although
the state estimates are almost certainly not Gaussianly distributed, the vehicle pose dimension is always
3 in all cases and thus we use this to compare the algorithms in relative terms.
To illustrate the consistency problem with SLAM, consider the vehicle in Section 2.4.1 performing
SLAM using the EKF on the map shown in Figure 2.6. Data association is assumed known. The results
are presented for the average of 100 Monte Carlo runs.
Figure 2.7 shows that there is almost a 40% chance that during a run the actual pose error would
exceed the 6σ bound of its estimated error for more than 5% of the run (in total), which by our criterion
indicates that the uncertainty estimate is highly optimistic compared to the actual error, and thus the filter
is highly inconsistent.
Figure 2.6 shows that unsurprisingly all of the beacons lie outside of their 3σ estimate bounds; the
3σ bound is usually used as (for a consistent filter) the true state would almost always lie within it. Al-
though this example only shows an EKF-based system, other SLAM methods also exhibit inconsistency
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Figure 2.6: Map showing the growth of inconsistency in a run of our simulated scenario of a platform
performing SLAM. The 3σ covariance ellipses represent the map estimate, and the crosses the actual
positions of the features. The inconsistency is clearly illustrated by the actual feature positions lying
outside of their expected uncertainty ellipses.
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Figure 2.7: Consistency metric from our SLAM simulation, indicating for what percentage of runs the
vehicle pose was within a given standard deviation criterion for at least 95% of the run. For a consistent
algorithm we would expect almost all the runs to lie within the 3σ bound, however less than 30% of the
runs do, showing that the filter estimate is highly inconsistent.
[121, 8].
Figure 2.8 shows the absolute errors in the vehicle pose (x, y and orientation), along with its 3σ
uncertainty bound. The run appears to be consistent until 3000 time steps, when the x and orientation
errors increase without a corresponding increase in uncertainty. The filter underestimates its error and is
thus inconsistent.
While the above examples demonstrate the inconsistency problem with EKF-based SLAM, a num-
ber of other methods, some of which we will discuss below also suffer from inconsistency and other
problems of their own. Thus although some authors consider the SLAM problem to be effectively solved
[32], there are a number of major problems that suggest that this is far from the case in all but a small
number of applications. The number of approaches found in the literature, together with the lack of
practical demonstrations in difficult (prolonged large, outdoor) environments suggests that there is still
much work to be done before SLAM can be truly considered solved. Fundamentally there are a number
of challenges at the heart of the SLAM problem that make it difficult to solve.
2.7 Why is SLAM Difficult?
There are a number of aspects of the SLAM problem that make it difficult to solve.
A consistent solution to the SLAM problem requires that a complete distribution over the vehicle
and all beacon estimates is maintained [61, 18, 32]; not doing so will lead to an erroneous map and
inconsistent vehicle estimate [18]. The computational cost of updating the correlations between beacons
quickly becomes computationally intractable for maps with a moderate to large number of beacons
[85, 25, 32]. For a fairly detailed 3D map, the number of dimensions can be very large [119, 43].
Robot motion is subject to errors (for instance due to wheel slippage) which ideally would be
avoided by staying in one place [117]. However very few environments can be mapped from a single
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Figure 2.8: Root MSEs and 3σ standard deviation bounds for the vehicle pose from our SLAM simula-
tion, showing the onset of inconsistency in the latter stages of the run.
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Figure 2.9: A typical SLAM run using the EKF from [41]. a) The true robot map b) The estimated map.
Nonlinearity causes the map to become steadily distorted.
position; sensors have limited range (as with SICK scanners) and observability (as in the case of cameras)
and obstructions block beacons [119]. SLAM can be even harder for a platform not in control of its
motion, such as a wearable computer. Thus process noise from platform motion is inevitable.
Because the sensor is mounted on a platform that has a pose error, any measurements and thus the
map produced will inherit this error. Furthermore, unlike the measurement noise, whose effect reduces
with multiple observations, the platform noise is always present. Thus SLAM has a specific uncertainty
structure, described as certainty of relations despite uncertainty of positions [43]. In this structure, the
relations between nearby landmarks are known precisely even though the position of the landmarks
is highly uncertain. These systematic and correlated map errors are a complicating factor in robotic
mapping, as errors at previous time steps accumulate and cannot be removed [119, 117].
The nonlinearity of the platform and motion models further complicate SLAM, the main source of
issues stemming from the robot orientation uncertainty [43]. EKF-SLAM, which linearises the nonlin-
ear models, is particular sensitive to nonlinearities, which cause a build-up in inconsistency and map
distortion as the run progresses. An example of this from [41] is shown in Figure 2.9. There have been
attempts to maintain consistency by inflating the covariance after each update, however it is difficult to
determine the degree of inflation required and convergence may not occur [102].
Some consider the data association problem (also known as the correspondence problem) to be the
most difficult problem in SLAM [15, 119]. This is the problem of determining whether an observable
beacon is new or has been seen before (and if so, which beacon it is). It also encompasses the problem of
distinguishing between beacons which look alike [114]. In the latter case, the algorithm must distinguish
which beacon it is seeing. Whilst initialising a previously seen beacon as a new one is undesirable but
relatively benign, incorrectly identifying a beacon as another can result in an inconsistent estimate or
even catastrophic failure of the algorithm [34, 43, 117].
Given these challenging aspects of the SLAM problem, a number of approaches have been pro-
posed, including extensions to the EKF and entirely different approaches. Let us start by considering an
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extension to the EKF that seeks to reduce the errors in EKF-SLAM demonstrated above by considering
higher order terms in the linearisation of the observation models.
2.8 Higher Order Filters
Because the EKF performs a first-order linearisation of the nonlinear system, the output distribution is
often not adequately described by the mean and covariance alone. This can introduce large errors in the
true posterior mean and covariance, degrading the quality of the filter estimates. A strategy to reduce
this is to capture the effect of the higher order terms of the nonlinear system on the posterior mean and
covariance.
The Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [59] uses the unscented transform to obtain a posterior es-
timate that accounts for higher order terms. It does not require Jacobians to be computed, and thus
is particularly suited to complex models where Jacobians are difficult to compute. However, the UKF
is computationally expensive compared to the EKF, thus an analytical method is preferable where the
nonlinear models are relatively straightforward, as is the case with the models in this thesis.
We use the alternative approach of Truncated Second Order filters [56], which capture the second-
order statistics. Although these require the Hessian to be computed, the sparseness of the observation
Jacobian ∇H means that the Hessian tensor M is also sparse. The computational form of the Second
Order filter update is
ν(k) = z(k)− h(xˆp,0)T , (2.31)
S(k) =
[
∇H(k)P(k|k − 1)∇HT (k) +R+ 1
2
(M(k)P2M(k))
]
k
, (2.32)
K(k) = P(k|k − 1)∇HT (k)S(k)−1, (2.33)
xˆ(k|k) = xˆ(k|k − 1) +K(k)× [ν(k)− 1
2
(P(k|k − 1)M(k))], (2.34)
J(k) = I−K(k)∇H(k), (2.35)
P(k|k) = J(k)P(k|k − 1)J(k)T +K(k)R(k)K(k)T . (2.36)
where S is the innovation covariance and ν is the innovation. This update is very similar to that of the
EKF, with the addition of a correction to ν and S.
The structure of the Hessian, showing its sparsity, for a beacon b is
Mb(k) =

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, (2.37)
whereMvv and Mbb are the vehicle and beacon derivatives respectively, andMvb are the mixed deriva-
tives. The equations are relatively straightforward to implement using numerical or symbolic differenti-
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of the vehicle pose root MSEs and 3σ variances for the EKF and second order
filter. The Second Order filter gives a small accuracy increase in this case, but does not qualitatively
improve performance.
ation, and the overall computational costs remain O(n3).
Figure 2.10 shows that while there is a slight improvement, the pose accuracy for the Second Order
filter is very similar to that of the EKF, showing that the using higher order filters does not solve the
consistency problems of SLAM. This suggests that in many cases the greatest cause of inconsistency
in EKF-based SLAM is the inability of the EKF to propagate angular errors correctly [61], rather than
linearisation errors. However we do use the Second Order filter later in this thesis to reduce errors
stemming from nonlinearities.
EKF-based approaches are unable to handle nonlinear process models directly, thus alternative
methods that can inherently the nonlinearity have been used in SLAM with some success. The most
popular of these is FastSLAM, which will be discussed in the next Section. However, as will be men-
tioned FastSLAM is not a consistent SLAM solution. The lack of a SLAM solution that can handle
nonlinearity whilst meeting the requirements for a SLAM algorithm discussed in Section 2.2 is a moti-
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vation for our approach of leveraging prior information to address these issues.
2.9 Other Incremental Methods
There are a number of other methods used for performing SLAM, the most popular being FastSLAM
and sparse extended information filters (SEIFs). FastSLAM is more efficient than the EKF and is able
to handle nonlinear process models. SEIFs are similar to the EKF, and express the correlations between
beacons in a form that allows for a significant reduction in the computational and storage costs compared
to the EKF.
2.9.1 FastSLAM
FastSLAM is a particle filter based approach to SLAM. Particle filters perform sequential Monte Carlo
estimation based on a particle representation of probability densities [101]. FastSLAM exploits the
above-mentioned structure of SLAM, where correlations in the uncertainty among different map features
arise only through robot pose uncertainty [117]. There are two versions of FastSLAM, 1.0 and 2.0, of
which FastSLAM 2.0 is the more efficient [6, 117].
FastSLAM is a trajectory-oriented, rather than pose-oriented method [7], estimating a posterior
over robot paths rather than just momentary poses [117]. Using Rao-Blackwellisation, the joint state
is represented in a factored form [6] such that the posterior over paths and maps is decomposed into a
number of recursive estimators; one for the vehicle and one for each beacon [117]. The form of (2.7) is
p(xv(K),xb|z(K),u(K)) = p(xb|xv(K), z(K)) p(xv(K)|z(K),u(K)), (2.38)
where K = 1 : k, xv(k) is the vehicle pose at time k (xv(1 : k) being the trajectory), xb is the map of
beacons, z(1 : k) is the sequence of observations and u(1 : k) is the sequence of control inputs. The
trajectory posterior estimate p(xv(K)|z(K),u(K)) is modelled by a set of particles, while the beacon
estimate p(xb|xv(K), z(K)) consists of a set of independent distributions, one for each particle. The
trajectory estimate is calculated using a particle filter, while the beacons are estimated analytically by
low-dimensional EKFs (each EKF estimates a single beacon) [117].
FastSLAM has a number of advantages over the EKF formulation. Because the map is represented
as a set of independent Gaussians, the update complexity is linear in the number of particles [6], and it in-
herently supports nonlinear motion models. FastSLAM also allows for multiple hypotheses, maintaining
posteriors over multiple data associations rather than just the most likely one [117].
However FastSLAM has been shown to be inconsistent, degenerating over time, regardless of the
density of beacons in the environment and the number of particles used [8]. This is due to the nature of
particle filters, where the approximation error accumulates over time, requiring a corresponding increase
in the number of particles. With a finite number of particles, the variance of sample weights increases
over time, resulting in all samples but one possessing negligible weight. Resampling is performed to
offset this, however this will only allow for consistent estimation provided that any error is forgotten
exponentially over time (which does not occur in SLAM). Consequently, whenever a particle is removed
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an entire pose history and map hypothesis is permanently lost, and the remaining particles lose track
independence and landmark estimate diversity [8].
Because particle filters do not modify the robot trajectory represented by the particles chosen, nor
back-propagate the error along the loop, FastSLAM generally requires many particles to be able to
perform loop closing [43].
An alternative to FastSLAM that is very similar to the EKF, but reduces its computational cost for
updates is the Sparse Extended Information Filter (SEIF).
2.9.2 Sparse Extended Information Filters (SEIFs)
SEIFs are based on the Extended Information Filter (EIF). The EIF is the dual of the EKF, being alge-
braically identical and therefore subject to the same assumptions as those underlying the Kalman filter
[114, 77]. The main difference between the two is that whereas the EKF represents the map and vehicle
by their mean and covariances, the EIF represents them by an information matrix and information vector
(called the canonical parameterisation) [114]. The information matrix is the inverse of the covariance
matrix. While the EIF and EKF are computationally equivalent [43, 114, 121] and both incremental,
they differ in the complexity of their process and measurement updates. The process update for the EKF
is relatively simple; the measurement update complex. The situation is reversed for the EIF [114].
The EIF has a number of advantages over the EKF. The EIF also tends to be more numerically
stable than the EKF, though Anderson and Moore [4] note that under certain conditions there could be
numerical difficulties when using the information filter equations, for instance when a feature is known
with high accuracy, in which case the information form tends towards infinity. The EIF is particularly
well suited to SLAM using multiple robots, as information can be integrated in an arbitrary order with
arbitrary delays, and in a decentralised manner [114].
The EKF remains vastly more popular due to a number of limitations of the EIF [114, 121]. The
EIF needs to recover a state estimate in the update step, which requires a matrix inversion. In general,
the complexity of the EIF is cubic in the size of the state space [121]. For high dimensional state spaces,
the EIF is thus considered computationally inferior to the EKF [114].
For these reasons, the standard implementation of the EIF is not used. Instead, sparsity in the
structure of the information form is exploited in an algorithm called the Sparse EIF (SEIF). Thrun [121]
defines an information matrix as being sparse if the number of links to the robot and to each feature of the
map is bounded by a constant independent of the number of beacons. The elements of the information
matrix can be considered as links between the locations of different beacons [77]. The stronger the link,
the larger the element in the information matrix. Robot motion has the effect of linking features that were
previously linked only through the robot. When normalised, the information matrix tends to be naturally
sparse, consisting of a small number of strong links between nearby beacons, and a large number of
weak (near-zero) links between the rest. Frese offers a proof for the sparsity of the information matrix
in [40]. The strength of the links is related to the distances between the beacons [77]. The sparsity
of SLAM information matrices is shown in [43]. The SEIF therefore maintains the strong links, and
sets the weak (near-zero) links to zero. The benefit of this form is that storing a sparse information
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matrix requires linear space, and both the process and observation updates can be performed in constant
time regardless of the number of beacons (provided the mean is available) [77, 121]. Thrun [121] has
performed experimental runs with the SEIF, and has found that compared to the EKF, the SEIF runs
twice as fast and consumes less than a quarter of the memory, at a penalty of being slightly less accurate.
In enforcing sparsity, the resulting information matrix is only an approximation of the original,
whose quality depends on the strength of the removed link [77]. Some methods, such as [121] sacrifice
consistency in enforcing sparsity, however as mentioned this is undesirable. Recently, exactly sparse
EIFs (ESEIFs) have been developed which do not suffer from this, however the estimate is conservative
[123].
Unfortunately the similarity of the EIF to the EKF means it suffers from many of the same prob-
lems, including linearisation and angular errors and the inability to maintain multiple data association
hypotheses.
If the requirement for incremental (online) operation is relaxed, a number of methods which aim
to find the maximum likelihood (ML) solution can be used [43]. The maximum likelihood estimate is
the joint platform/map which has the largest probability of causing the control and sensor observations
made.
2.10 Maximum Likelihood
Unfortunately finding a maximum likelihood map is computationally challenging because it involves
searching in the space of all maps, whose size is generally very large, and thus is not practical for
incremental SLAM [41, 120]. The global update complexity is O((n + p)3), where n is the number
of beacons and p the number of platform poses [41, 43], compared to O(n3) for the EKF (which can
be considered to be equivalent to maximum likelihood estimation over a single time step, where the
previous time steps have been marginalised out [105]).
The maximum likelihood estimate can be considered in the context of a graph-based formulation
of SLAM, termed GraphSLAM [122]. GraphSLAM is based on the intuition that the posterior of full
SLAM forms a sparse graph. In this graph each node represents a platform pose, and edges by the
associations between the observations (odometry and sensor) made at these poses. GraphSLAM is based
on the work of Lu and Milios [78], which estimates the platform poses at which range scans (such as
LIDAR point clouds) were made, using the pose relations as constraints.
If the observation errors between poses are independently Gaussian with known covariance, the
maximum likelihood estimate corresponds to the minimum of the sum of nonlinear quadratic constraints
corresponding to the sensor observations (given the data association parameter c) L, and odometry ob-
servations G,
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L(k) = (z(k)− h(x, c))T R(k)−1 (z(k) − h(x, c)) , (2.39)
G(k) = (xv(k)− f(xv(k − 1)))T Q(k)−1 (xv(k)− f(xv(k − 1))) , (2.40)
xˆv(1 : k), xˆb = arg min
xv(1:k),xb
k∑
t=1
L(t) +
k∑
t=1
G(t), (2.41)
where xv(1 : k) is the set of vehicle poses and xb is the map (which is assumed static). This system can
be solved by techniques such as the conjugate gradient method [122, 69].
Expectation Maximisation (EM) [31] can also be used to compute the maximum likelihood map,
along with the data associations. This uses hill climbing in likelihood space to maximise the expectation
over the joint log likelihood of the observations and the platform’s path [119]. It consists of two alter-
nating steps; an expectation and a maximisation step. In the expectation step probabilistic estimates of
the robot’s locations at various points in time are estimated based on the current best available map. In
the maximisation step, a maximum likelihood map is estimated (along with the data association) based
on the locations computed in the expectation step [120]. Iterating both leads to a refinement of both the
platform poses and the map.
EM has the advantage of being one of the best solutions to the data association problem [119, 120],
as the unknown associations are estimated along with the map in the maximisation step.
However EM has the disadvantages of being a numerical approach, so it does not maintain a full
notion of uncertainty [119], and tends to converge to a local rather than global maximum.
For our purposes we will not be considering smoothing methods as they are more complex than fil-
tering [4] and because we require a method that will run incrementally. While batch processing provides
the most accurate and robust solution to any estimation problem where off-line processing is satisfac-
tory, incremental SLAM operation requires estimation that can run in constant time [25]. While there
has recently been an increasing body of promising research in applying smoothing methods in real-time
[62, 104, 64], we consider smoothing methods to be too immature for timely implementation of the prob-
abilisitic frameworks in this thesis, and will thus use filtering, with the intention of possibly applying our
methods to smoothing approaches in the future.
2.11 Main SLAM Research Centres
There are several major research centres for SLAM, focusing on varying SLAM applications and sensor
types:
• The ARC Centre of Excellence for Autonomous Systems, which includes groups at the ACFR
(Australian Centre for Field Robotics), University of Technology Sydney (UTS) and University
of New South Wales (UNSW) is a major hub for SLAM research and experimental application,
hosting a number of leading researchers including Hugh Durrant Whyte, Tim Bailey (who has
analysed the consistency of FastSLAM and the EKF), Eduardo Nebot and Gamini Dissanayake.
The popular Victoria Park data set [47] was collected at the UTS.
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• The University of Freiburg has a strong robotics group performing 3D SLAM using small mobile
robots equipped with 3D laser scanners. The main technique used is scan pose alignment, the
direct alignment of dense point clouds produced by 3D laser scanners [91, 92]. Recently the group
has started to look at integrating prior information into GraphSLAM [69]. Prominent researchers
include Wolfram Burgard and Andreas Nüchter.
• The Robot Vision Research Group at Imperial College, led by Andrew Davison has a strong em-
phasis on monoSLAM (single camera SLAM), generally for hand-worn devices [87, 25, 27, 29].
They have traditionally used EKF-SLAM with a sparse set of features for this purpose, and de-
veloped the Inverse Depth parameterisation for representing large depth uncertainty using a single
EKF state [87]. Recently the group has started to focus on a smoothing rather than filtering ap-
proach to monoSLAM [110].
• The Robotics, Perception and Real Time group at the University of Zaragoza perform research
in several SLAM areas, including monoSLAM. In particular, Javier Civera and José Montiel
have collaborated with the Robot Vision Research Group at Imperial College on several key
monoSLAM publications [87, 110]. Other key researchers include José Neira, Juan Tardós and
José Castellanos, and among them have introduced the popular Joint Compatibility Branch and
Bound (JCBB) data association method [88], and the SPmap representation for uncertain geome-
try in maps [19].
• The Oxford Mobile Robotics group, led by Paul Newman, have a number of small robots with
which they perform SLAM in large outdoor environments, mainly using stereo vision sensors.
Our experiment in chapter 6 uses data from one of the robot experiments performed by this group.
The group emphasises robot perception and understanding for robots operating autonomously for
long periods of time, and to this end has developed several vision based algorithms for semantic
labelling [98] and loop closing [24], and techniques for accurate local (rather than global) locali-
sation and mapping, namely relative bundle adjustment [104].
• Stanford University’s Artificial Intelligence Lab (SAIL), whose Robotics and Machine Learning
group is led by Sebastian Thrun, is active in probabilistic robotics, the application of probabilistic
techniques to robotic problems (including SLAM). Thrun has overseen the development of two
of the SLAM algorithms discussed above; FastSLAM [85, 84] and SEIFs [121, 77], and has also
demonstrated a number of robotic systems including robotic tour guides [113] and a robot for
mine mapping [115]. The group also won the DARPA Grand Challenge with the “STANLEY”
autonomous car [116], and came second in the DARPA Urban Challenge with their car “Junior”.
2.12 Conclusion
While the methods above are all designed to improve certain aspects of the SLAM problem, such as
computational cost, they are generally used under the traditional assumption of there being no prior
information about the environment, and are thus limited to the platform observations. This means that
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regardless of how good the algorithm is, it cannot mitigate errors in the motion and observation models,
and could still be subject to significant drift with unbounded error, especially on long trajectories with
no loops. In addition, each of the aforementioned SLAM methods only adequately addresses some of
the SLAM problems, often without addressing or seeing reduced performance in the others.
Thus in the next chapter we propose an alternative approach to improving SLAM, where rather than
trying to improve the performance of the algorithms on the standard SLAM problem, we seek to improve
SLAM by leveraging any prior information known about the environment.
We have chosen to use the EKF as the SLAM algorithm on which we will implement our techniques
for several reasons.
Firstly, the EKF has mathematically rigorous roots. The EKF is based on the Kalman Filter, which
under known conditions (linear systems and representative uncertainties) is known to be the optimal
MMSE (minimum mean square error) estimator. Although these results do not necessarily hold for
the EKF because of the use of nonlinear motion models, it is an open problem of how to extend the
Kalman Filter to such models in a way that guarantees optimality, and progress in this area would be
directly applicable to EKF-SLAM and the techniques in this thesis. The extensive use of the EKF in the
literature suggests that heuristically, the EKF is still effective even though the optimality results do not
apply when nonlinear motion models are used.
Secondly, the EKF explicitly encodes a probabilistic representation (the mean and covariance) of
the state, maintaining the cross terms (covariances) of all the variables in the state. Thus it is relatively
straightforward to extract the mean and covariances of the marginal distributions of the platform pose
and map, required for visualisation, performance analysis and data association. This is in contrast to the
main alternatives: FastSLAM, which uses a particle filter representation whose performance can depend
on the quality of heuristic resampling strategies, and SEIFs, where the marginal distributions can be
computationally expensive to recover.
Thirdly, the EKF is a filtering solution (and is in fact equivalent to smoothing over a single time
step [105]), which we have chosen instead of smoothing for the work in this thesis as we desire a base
SLAM technique that has been widely implemented, does not have the complexity of smoothing over
multiple time steps, and which can conceptually work in real time. Smoothing approaches to SLAM are
relatively immature compared to EKF-SLAM, thus it is unclear how easy it would be to implement such
a technique for the work in this thesis.
In the following chapter, we give an overview of the state of the art in the use of prior information
in SLAM, then formulate an interpretation of maps (of which the SLAM state is an example) and the en-
vironment which facilitates the development of a probabilistic model for exploiting information between
maps, which we then implement using EKF-SLAM with prior information consisting of a prior map.
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Using Prior Information in SLAM
As discussed in the previous chapter, despite its conceptual simplicity, SLAM presents many theoreti-
cal and practical problems, and of the many solutions proposed none meet all the nominal optimality,
consistency and performance requirements of a functional SLAM solution.
However, almost all SLAM research makes the assumption that there is no prior information about
the environment, and that when there is such information it uses the same representation as the SLAM
state. These assumptions are unlikely to be true in practice. Even in civilian applications, high-quality
prior information about urban environments can be readily obtained from many sources. These include
cartographic data (historical maps, street maps, GIS), human intelligence (sketch maps or reports), and
data collected from other platforms (such as other UAVs, satellites, or even unattended ground sensors).
For example, the Ordnance Survey MasterMap aims to map all building structures with an accuracy of
1m. Even the surface of Mars has been mapped to an accuracy of 1.5 m per pixel in some areas [81].
Given that the prior information is collected by a disparate set of agents, each with their own sensing
and signal processing capabilities, each might not represent the same environment in the same manner.
For example, consider the situation shown in Figure 3.1: the platform is equipped with a sensor such as
a laser range finder or a camera, and picks up point features on building walls from its vantage point on
the ground. The camera on the satellite sees the same environment from above, from which the edges
of building walls are detected. Thus the platform (satellite vs. vehicle), sensors used (laser scanner vs.
camera), vantage point (ground-level vs orbit) and feature types (points vs. line segments) are different,
with different error characteristics. However although this is the case, it still makes a great deal of sense
to explore whether this information can be used to improve the metric accuracy of SLAM, provided we
explicitly account for this heterogeneity.
In this chapter we present a novel SLAM-oriented probabilistic framework for exploiting heteroge-
neous prior information through the relations and structure that humans semantically know to be present
in the environment. Using our scenario of a vehicle driving around an urban environment where a ge-
ometric prior map exists, we show how the task of using the prior map to inform the SLAM system is
non-trivial in an EKF-SLAM framework, even with known correspondences between the prior map and
SLAM map, because of errors caused by the inability of the EKF to correctly handle nonlinear models as
discussed in the previous chapter. To address this, we formulate a novel parameterisation for mitigating
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Figure 3.1: Left: satellite image with line segment features extracted by hand. Right: ground camera
image with extracted Harris corner features. The images represent heterogeneous features obtained from
two different views of the same building.
Table 3.1: Types of prior information used in SLAM with specific examples.
Absolute Relational Topological Semantic
Beacon positions Orthogonality [12, 102, 108] Repetitive features [20] Place recognition [24]
Platform pose [69] Parallelism [1, 45, 108] Easily partitioned [42]
Planar ground [47]
these errors using information from the prior map.
Having determined how to robustly integrate a prior map in EKF-SLAM, we then show the theo-
retical benefits this gives on the vehicle localisation performance.
Let us begin by considering the main types of prior information that are used in SLAM.
3.1 Information Types
We have identified four main types of prior information; absolute, relational, topological and semantic,
of which the latter three have been covered to some degree in the literature [102, 36, 24]. These are
presented with examples in Table 3.1, and discussed in more detail below. Absolute (also called dimen-
sional) information introduces external data to constrain the position of beacons in space or in relation
to each other. Relative constraints relate to how beacons lie in relation to one another, without absolute
knowledge [83]. Topological constraints relate to assumptions about the connectivity between places,
and tend to be more subtle than absolute and relational constraints, in that they tend not apply to par-
ticular beacons but to the map as a whole. Semantic information exploits non-geometric features of the
environment to aid in SLAM. The most obvious application is visual processing of camera data.
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3.1.1 Absolute Information
Most SLAM research considers environments as being either completely devoid of any prior knowledge
[119], or sufficiently well mapped to present a localisation rather than a SLAM problem [128, 45, 30].
However, most problems for which we seek to apply SLAM will lie somewhere in between these two
extremes. When considering prior information in this context, there are a number of factors that need to
be addressed. The amount of prior data available and its accuracy needs to be considered. In particular,
how poor can the data be whilst still being useful? At what point is the data sufficiently accurate so
as to fundamentally simplify the SLAM problem? The effect of using incorrect or inaccurate data (for
instance obsolete maps) is also an issue. There are at least two examples in the literature where standard
SLAM runs have produced maps which highlight deviations of actual buildings from their designs (the
building plans were not used in the SLAM algorithm itself) [37, 119]. To date these factors have not
been adequately addressed in the literature.
Such absolute prior information, when used during the SLAM process can potentially prevent the
SLAM map from becoming deformed to the extent that loop closure can no longer be reliably performed,
and can help to improve data association, for instance by indicating areas that are susceptible to produc-
ing unstable features; for instance features that lie on roads may correspond to moving cars, so may be
avoided.
There are a number of issues with using prior information in this way, and unknowns that need to
be accounted for. For instance, data can become obsolete, temporary changes can occur to a building
appearance (e.g. due to scaffolding), or the data may have unmodelled errors. An example of such error
is distortion caused by heat haze in maps derived from aerial imagery [33]. There is also the need for the
data to be compiled and updated, bringing increased complexity to the operation of a practical SLAM
system. Depending on the nature and resolution of the data, storage and data protection requirements
will also have to be considered.
Guivant et al. [50] note that absolute information from sporadic GPS observations and beacons with
prior position estimates can be integrated into EKF SLAM, and consider the numerical and linearisation
effects associated with incorporating such observations. However they do not consider prior information
in further detail, such as its origin (other than GPS), error structure and the problem of associating prior
map features with the SLAM state. In addition we also consider heterogeneous metric maps, where the
prior map may have a different parameterisation to those of features in the SLAM map, as this is a more
general and widely applicable case.
Yun and Miura [128] use a rough map consisting of planar walls modelling buildings to perform
EKF-based localisation in outdoor environments. However pure localisation does not specifically ac-
count for correlated errors in the prior map, and requires the prior map to span the entire area of opera-
tion. By integrating the prior map into SLAM, we overcome these problems.
Kümmerle at al. [69] use a prior map in the form of edges extracted from an aerial image to augment
a Graph-based ([122]) formulation of SLAM, in a similar manner to Monte-Carlo Localisation ([30]).
The effect of using the prior map is an increase in the accuracy of the trajectory and map produced by the
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SLAM run. However errors in the prior map are treated as observation errors, and only contribute to a
platform pose estimate. The method appears to be oriented towards high quality aerial imagery-derived
prior maps (as opposed to other agents performing SLAM for instance), so SLAM with sparse landmarks
are likely to be challenging. In addition, because the prior map errors are not estimated at the feature
level, prior maps with correlated errors and effects such as missing, corrupted or spurious features are
not explicitly accounted for.
Lee et al. [72] integrate a prior map consisting of road segments into a FastSLAM [85] formulation
to constrain the location of a vehicle performing SLAM, significantly improving its pose estimate. We
aim to be able to use prior information pertaining to the SLAM features in addition to the vehicle.
3.1.2 Relational Information
Relative constraint methods attempt to exploit correlations between landmarks due to structure in the
environment. They make an assumption as to the true position of certain beacons in relation to each other
based on how close the estimated beacon positions approximate a given criterion, usually co-linearity
(parallelism) or orthogonality. Beevers and Huang [12] have evaluated this method using a particle filter
approach, and have found that the method can yield a significant improvement in the resulting maps and a
reduction in estimation error (however, consistency is not guaranteed). In addition, using a particle filter
incorporating constraints allows one to use fewer particles, giving improved computational performance.
Matia et al. [102] look for orthogonality or parallel relationships between line segments extracted
from laser data in indoor environments, under the assumption that such environments are mainly com-
posed of straight walls. They obtain good results in a large (approximately orthogonal) indoor map
(~650 m), and have applied the system in the Urbano robot tour guide and the Guido robot for the el-
derly. However, their method is tailored for use in indoor environments consisting of straight, mainly
orthogonal and colinear walls, and the relationships are not inferred probabilistically but rather using ap-
proximations based on Mahalanobis distance. Thus the method is unsuitable for outdoor environments
that feature randomly oriented walls and curves.
Gee et al. [44] detect planes in the environment using a 6D handheld camera, and use them to
reduce the size of the state space, thus reducing storage requirements. Their method is also used indoors,
however has difficulty detecting planes once the uncertainty in the beacons becomes sufficiently high.
The difficulty in applying relational constraints to beacon locations lies in the problem of deduc-
ing what kind of relationships apply between landmarks, and whether they actually apply. Existing
algorithms implicitly assume a particular kind of environment, for instance an indoor rectilinear envi-
ronment, however this lacks generality, and suggests that a more principled approach would have to
explicitly probabilistically reason about which relative constraints apply, using probabilistic models and
informed priors. Fortunately, most rectilinear environments (i.e. buildings) have been built from plans,
which if available can be used to apply absolute constraints, or determine whether certain relational
constraints hold (for instance by identifying the positions of flat walls for colinearity constraints).
There are other ways in which relational prior information may be leveraged, for instance in data
association and vehicle pose estimation. Urban environments in particular retain some predictable fea-
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tures, such as an abundance of straight lines, from which Georgiev [45] compiles a database of building
facade models to perform consistent pose estimation (CPE) as part of a SLAM solution.
3.1.3 Topological Information
Topological information represents an environment as a collection of places connected together, rather
than their geometric location in space. Thus a robot is able to move between places by following the
connections. This is similar to the way people navigate through environments. Choset [22] describes
a method for performing topological SLAM (T-SLAM) that does not perform explicit localisation, that
is it does not keep track of the robot’s pose. The method uses a Generalised Voronoi Graph (GVG) to
capture the salient topology of the environment. The robot is thus able to plan a path from a start to end
point by moving along the GVG, even if it does not explicitly know where it is in Euclidean space. By
itself, topological SLAM cannot provide the geometric data that an agent may require, and only works
when the environment is topologically rich, for instance in indoor environments.
Treemap is a topological SLAM method that is designed for environments with a topology that
lends itself well to hierarchical partitioning. Indoor environments naturally exhibit this kind of topology,
being split into areas such as rooms and corridors [42]. Prediction-based SLAM (P-SLAM) [20] attempts
to infer the structure of areas it has not explored yet from areas it has seen. It exploits the repetition seen
in many buildings, for instance between different floors and wings. However, these methods generally
do not work in outdoor environments as they show far less predictability [45, 28, 42].
A non-geometric method for detecting loop closure is FAB-MAP [24], which applies vision tech-
niques to camera frames independently of the map estimate to recognise whether a particular place has
been visited previously. The use of a non-geometric method facilitates loop closure when the map esti-
mate is erroneous or highly uncertain. However it is unclear how robust the method is to large variations
in the pose at which two images representing the same location were taken (for instance when comparing
an oblique aerial image with a ground camera image), and whether different sensing modalities could be
used.
There are other methods by which topological constraints from prior information could help out-
doors. For instance, using a rough street atlas a robot could count the number of roads entering a junction
to determine whether it has become lost. Another method less likely to be useful in practice is to use
information about whether a beacon is visible to make inferences about position.
3.1.4 Semantic Information
Until recently, semantic data from camera sensors has not been used in SLAM; rather the positions of
salient points have been extracted as geometric observations and the rest of the image has been dis-
carded. However, with the increased use of cameras as sensors for SLAM, vision techniques are now
being recognised as having potential for augmenting metric SLAM. The FAB-MAP loop closure method
discussed above is an example of a technique that extracts features to use in a non-geometric way, using
them independently of the geometric map estimate.
There are many other ways in which vision data can help in SLAM, most notably in the data asso-
ciation problem. By recognising appearance signatures, which encode various aspects of the features the
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platform is observing such as their texture or object classification, the system can reduce the uncertainty
in associating observations with features in the state [7]. In addition, semantic information allows the
platform to infer things about the environment based on where the features lie. For instance, vehicles
tend to reside on roads, and bricks on buildings; vehicles are rarely found on buildings.
We would like our framework for exploiting prior information to be general enough that this kind
of semantic information could be used.
3.2 Benefits of Using Prior Information
Given a geometric prior map of an environment, if the map can be used to inform the position of some
beacons in a SLAM map, their error will be bounded by the error in the prior map, regardless of the
platform pose error [41]. This potentially allows SLAM to be applied to very large environments, where
the platform pose uncertainty might otherwise grow to unmanageable levels.
Prior information could help to manage computational complexity by allowing a means by which
the utility of maintaining beacons in the state for loop closure could be evaluated. For instance, in a
road network environment beacons at junctions are likely to have more value for loop closure than those
on single roads, so should be checked for loop closure first, and given higher priority when deciding
which beacons to remove from the state. For instance in the simulation experiments in chapter 2, we
determined which beacons to maintain in the state for loop closure manually, however a prior map could
inform such a process instead.
Using prior information can also make a SLAM solution more robust. If the SLAM process ex-
periences a catastrophic fault that would otherwise go undetected (for instance the map slips by a large
amount), for instance due to a data association failure or strong nonlinearities, comparison with prior
information may allow the failure to be detected. For instance if a geometric prior map of building lo-
cations indicates that the platform is going through buildings, but the camera indicates it is outside, the
possibility that the map has slipped or the robot has been kidnapped can be considered.
With constrained beacon locations, it is possible that catastrophic failure may be avoided or reduced.
Prior constraints may provide a basis by which beacons which look alike can be distinguished, and
incorrect data associations can be identified and mitigated. If failure does occur however, a degree of
recovery may be possible due to the bounded position error. For instance a military UAV performing
SLAM may be able to recover from errors made due to chaff or flare deployments by hostile forces.
Prior information also raises the possibility of applying negative information; information concern-
ing where a beacon cannot lie. This would be of particular benefit when performing bearing-only SLAM
[25], to reduce the large initial beacon depth uncertainty. For instance, if it is known a priori that there is
a large building in the line of sight of a beacon, if the beacon can no longer be seen, it suggests that the
beacon lies behind the building, rather than between the camera and the building.
3.3 The Challenge of Exploiting Prior Information in SLAM
Consider again the situation shown in Figure 3.1: the robot is equipped with a sensor such as a laser
range finder or a camera, and can pick up point features on building walls, and the satellite edges of
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building walls. The types of maps built by high-speed, high-altitude UAVs equipped with a LIDAR
sensor will be very different from those constructed by low-speed UGVs (unmanned ground vehicles)
equipped with stereo cameras and laser range finders.
Using these maps in SLAM implies that we can express a mathematical relationship between their
features, and determine whether this relationship holds. Traditional feature association methods, such
as Joint Compatibility Branch and Bound (JCBB) [88] are not necessarily sufficient, as the maps are
likely to have been generated by different sensing modalities from highly different positions, and thus
will pick up different things in the environment. In addition they will be subject to missing and spurious
features, and high position uncertainty. This results in a number of difficulties compared to standard data
association.
The standard data association problem uses the same platform and sensor modality, so observations
generated in the same part of the environment are likely to generate the same features, provided the
feature extraction method extracts salient features and is able to reduce the incidence of spurious features.
For instance if a sensor picks up railings in front of a building as salient features, on revisiting the
area the sensor can be expected to once again pick up these same features (provided the environment
remains relatively static). However a prior map will often have been generated by a different sensing
system, which even for a homogeneous map representation would likely have picked up entirely different
features. Thus features present in one of the maps will be absent in the other. If the map uncertainty
is sufficiently high, features that correspond to different objects in the environment may appear to gate
with each other. Such association failures are particularly difficult because they may only be detected
once the platform closes a loop; if the error is large enough the platform may fail to recognise that it has
closed the loop [39] too. This has motivated the use of non-geometric loop closure detection methods,
such as FAB- MAP [24].
Because the sensor is mounted on the platform, the errors between the (projected) sensor features
and SLAM state features are highly correlated through the platform pose (provided they were seen
recently), and thus the association uncertainty mainly comes through sensor noise, which for accurate
sensors such as SICK scanners is low. However because the prior map was generated independently of
the SLAM state, they are uncorrelated and thus there is a greater degree of uncertainty when associating
between them. This parallels the loop closure problem, where beacons not seen in a significant amount
of time (and thus poorly correlated with the vehicle) are re-observed.
For these reasons for incremental association between features in the SLAM state and those in the
prior map we place emphasis on being able to formulate a prior from non-geometric information, and
use this with geometric information in a MAP-based framework. Thus we only commit to using prior
information if the probability (rather than simply likelihood) of that information applying is high enough.
In addition, we want to be able to express feature characteristics from structure knowledge. For
instance, if a feature arose from a car, it is likely to be dynamic; likewise buildings imply an urban area
with buildings and roads nearby. Classifiers for labelling which objects (such as cars) a feature is part of
have been developed [99, 76, 2] however they have yet to be exploited in this way.
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Figure 3.2: Example showing a feature map whose map model Gw extracts straight edges on all struc-
tures in a 2D world; there are 5 such edges. In this case each surface may be described in the feature
map xw by a single line segment feature (shown as a black line), whose elements are the coordinates of
the two end points.
In the following sections we formalise the above intuition, presenting a framework by which models
expressing semantic knowledge of structures could be leveraged to relate features in one or more maps
each other in a probabilistic way. We do not seek to create such models, rather we wish to be able to
express them in such a way that they can be used to inform the SLAM process.
3.4 Modelling Prior Information
Consider again the situation shown in Figure 3.1. The robot has not visited the environment before,
however prior information in the form of a map based on aerial imagery has become available. Although
the features are dissimilar (heterogeneous) due to the different sensors and viewpoints, there is a common
underlying structure generating these features - the building. Because of this common underlying cause,
features in different feature maps are not independent of one another, and this makes it possible to
pass information between them. Note that we assume that the errors, given association variables, are
conditionally independent.
Consider Figure 3.2, which gives a simple example of a world consisting of 3 structures represented
by grey shapes, from which line segment features have been extracted. The world is assumed to be
populated by a set of structures, each of which is an instance of a structure class. The semantically
meaningful analogy of a structure is an object such as a building, however our concept of structures
is more general. The development of exhaustive taxonomies and object classes of world models are a
major topic [82, 21, 86]; our intent is to have something sufficiently descriptive to support relationships
between maps. Therefore, we only support part-of relationships: for example a window can be part of a
wall, a wall may be part of a building, and a building may be part of a city. All structures of interest in
the world can be considered to be an instance of one of the set of structure classes pi, pi ∈ {1 . . . n}. For
the structure class sn, an oracle Λ can partition the world into the set of all instances of this structure,
the ith instance being denoted sn{i}.
A sensing system typically consists of a physical measurement device together with signal pro-
cessing, segmentation and detection algorithms. As a result, a particular sensing system induces certain
features on an instance of a structure. In Figure 3.2 these are shown as line segments. The extracted fea-
tures are defined by a feature map model G, which embodies the characteristics of the sensing system.
Different sensing systems will in general induce different sets of features with different dimensionalities
on different parts of the same structure. The features for all the sensing systems are maintained in a set
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Figure 3.3: Top: Example of features that may be induced from structures. The large crosses represent
the centroids of the building, car and tree, while the small crosses represent salient points detected by
the LIDAR. Bottom: Example structure class hierarchy corresponding to the top picture, defined by the
oracle Λ with the feature maps xp and xb being produced from them (under the feature map models Gp
and Gb), along with labels of what they represent. In this case sv and sb are structure classes at the same
level, and sw is at a level lower as it is derived from sb. Feature maps may be produced from instances
of structure classes at all levels of the hierarchy.
of feature maps, m ∈ {1 . . .M} (or simply maps). Each feature map contains features of the same type.
The mth feature map xm is parameterised the same way, which describes the structures from which it is
derived in terms of the sensing system. The features within it are stable, repeatedly observable aspects
of an structure represented by a state, such as a set of points in space, texture patches or the centroid of
a particular structure instance.
The pth feature map can be written as
xp =
{
xp{1},xp{2}, . . .xp{N}
}
, (3.1)
where x
p{i} is the ith feature (or set of features) in the map. Thus in Figure 3.2, the map model Gw
extracts line segments from the straight edges of the structures, and stores the coordinates of the end
points of each line segment in xw.
We can generalise the simple example above to form a more complex network for several feature
maps obtained from structure instances within an structure class hierarchy composed of several structure
classes, as shown in Figure 3.3. In the example feature maps are produced from three structure classes
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Figure 3.4: Bayes network showing the set ofm features in the ith feature map x
i{m}, which have been
derived from the structure class sn under the feature map model Gi, from which a set of observations
z
i{m} have been made under the observation model Hi.
(buildings, trees and cars). Note that features do not have to be exclusive to a single feature map, so there
may be overlapping features across maps.
A system makes observations of subsets of these features to create an estimate of a feature map.
3.4.1 Observations of Feature Maps
Observations are measurements z of features within a feature map, made under an observation model H
and usually with respect to a local coordinate frame (for instance with respect to the pose of the platform)
zp(k) =
{
zp{1}, zp{2}, . . . zp{n}
}
k
, (3.2)
where at time k z
p{i}(k) is the measurement of the ith feature in the pth feature map, as shown in Figure
3.4. The measurements may not have the same form as the features in the feature map. For instance,
a measurement of a 3D point feature by a camera will result in the projection of the feature into the
camera frame, thus giving a 2D observation. Specifically zp(k) is a function of xp determined by the
observation model Hp(k). Unlike xp, zp(k) is a function of the platform pose and observation noise,
zp(k) = h(xv(k),xp, Hp(k),w(k)), (3.3)
where xv(k) is the platform pose and w(k) is observation noise.
Maps are inferred from a set of observations z = z(k1 . . . kn) under a given map model G and
observation modelH(k1 . . . kn). The discrete data association parameter c(k1 . . . kn) as commonly used
in SLAM [43], which we consider to be part of the observation model, determines which map feature the
observation goes with. Thus the full estimate of a feature map is p(xp|Hp(k1 . . . kn), Gp, zp(k1 . . . kn)),
as shown in Figure 3.5. For brevity we make the models implicit, giving p(xp|zp(k1 . . . kn)).
Having formally defined how we consider systems to produce a set of feature maps, and how there
is shared information between them if they came from a common structure, we can now describe the
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Figure 3.5: Bayes network describing a map xp conditioned on a set of observations zp under the obser-
vation model Hp and map model Gp.
form of this shared information, and perform inference as to whether this information applies.
3.4.2 Using structure information to inform features
Information of a usable form exists between features in maps if they were generated by a common
known structure instance; this determines the form of the shared information between them. Thus for
each feature we define a binary indicator function that expresses the statement “is the feature associated
with (generated by) the structure sw{s}?”,
d(xp{i}, {sw{s}}) =

1 if sw{s} generated xp{i}
0 otherwise
. (3.4)
If multiple features, such as a point i in feature map p and a line n in feature map l are associated
with the structure sw{s}, this is indicated by
d(xp{i},xm{n}, {sw{s}}) = d(xp{i}, {sw{s}})  d(xm{n}, {sw{s}}), (3.5)
where x  y denotes logical conjunction (multiplication). This generalises to any number of feature
maps, and indeed multiple features in one map can to be constrained by a single feature in another map.
However for the purposes of illustration we will consider the case of two maps.
If d(xp{i},xm{n}, {sw{s}}) = 1 (which for brevity we can abreviate to din,s = 1) then this implies
that
f
(
xp{i},xm{n}
)
=

	(x
p{i},xm{n}) for din,s = 1
∅ otherwise
, (3.6)
where f(·) is a non-trivial function with a unique value1 and 	(xp{i},xm{n}) is the parameterisation of
the relationship; thus
f(xp{i},xm{n}) = θin, (3.7)
where θin is a unique parameter encoding a degree of freedom. The value of θin depends on the feature
types, and it has a prior p(θin|din,s = 1) conditioned on the structure class w and instance (or set of
1Although this is not a requirement we make this assumption here for simplicity
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instances) s. p(θin|din,s = 1) thus represents the distribution of θ across all features in xp and xm that
are associated with sw{s}. For instance, if θ is the distance of the ith point xp{i} from the line segment
x
m{n}, where both are part of the wall structure sw{s}, and it is known that all points on this wall are
uniformly distributed within a certain region, p(θin|din,s = 1) would be uniform over that range.
We can perform inference using this model as follows. For brevity let us denote the set of maps
xpm = {xp,xm} and associated observations zpm = {zp(k1 . . . ka), zm(k1 . . . kb)}. If we know that
din,s = 1, then the posterior probability of the maps conditioned on the observations z is given by Bayes
rule,
p(xpm|din,s = 1, zpm) = η p(din,s = 1|xpm) p(xpm|zpm), (3.8)
where η is a normalising term.
The concept of the description of the world presented above is that any map generated by a system
is a feature map. The presence of shared information between feature maps p and l is expressed by
an underlying structure w{s} between them, and is indicated by d(xp,xl, {sw{s}}). For now we will
assume that the value of this indicator is known, that is we know that the common underlying structure
between the feature maps applies, however later in this chapter we will show how we can infer its value.
Consider an agent performing SLAM. If there is shared information between the map in the SLAM
state and a prior map, the prior map can be used to improve the SLAM map and thus the pose estimate
of the agent. As a prior map represents an external reference, it is independent of the map model and
observation model of the agent and its sequence of observations, and thus should give significant benefits
to SLAM. The prior map may mitigate modelling, representational and linearisation errors in the SLAM
system, such as those present in EKF-SLAM [61].
To determine whether a prior map does indeed significantly improve SLAM, we now discuss how
we can implement the framework for EKF-SLAM when the underlying structure is known, and perform
experiments with various map accuracies. We start by presenting the form of the prior map we use
throughout the thesis.
3.5 SLAM with a Line Segment Prior Map
The prior information considered in this thesis is assumed to consist of a geometric map; that is we
have a map consisting of line segments or points whose position in the real world are known to a certain
degree of accuracy. In general the accuracy of the prior map is higher than that of the map produced by
an unaided agent performing SLAM (and thus whose error grows without bound). The features on the
prior map would correspond to landmarks in the map, such as building walls. This map is assumed to
have been extracted a priori from aerial data (as depicted in Figure 3.6), LIDAR data or otherwise. We
wish to integrate this known data into our metric SLAM map (which consists of points), thus increasing
its accuracy and the accuracy of the platform’s position estimate as it moves around the environment.
The prior map for an EKF-based SLAM system, as in this thesis estimates n features in the feature
map xm by their mean xˆm and covariance Pm. We are interested in the case where the SLAM map
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Figure 3.6: Left: line segments in the simulated environment introduced in chapter 2, representing flat
vertical building walls near the platform trajectory. Right: the line segments overlayed on the map they
were manually derived from, representing a part of London south-east of the UCL campus. Units are in
m.
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Figure 3.7: The point xu may be represented in terms of the displacement xc along the line segment
defined by x1 and x2.
consists of 2D point features and the prior map consists of a series of separate line segments representing
building walls in planar 2D space. The nth prior map feature has mean
xˆm{n} =
 xˆ1
xˆ2

m{n}
(3.9)
and covariance
Pm{n} =
 P11 PT12
P12 P22

m{n}
. (3.10)
In our implementation x
p{i} is a point which lies on the line segment xm{n} that passes through
the points x1l{n} and x2l{n} if both are generated by the same flat wall structure instance sw{s}, xp{i} and
x
m{n} being the true feature positions. Then f(xp{i},xm{n}) is the normal distance between the point
and line segment,
f(xp{i},xm{n}) =
det
([
x2
m{n} − x1m{n} x1m{n} − xp{i}
])
∣∣∣x2m{n} − x1m{n}∣∣∣ , (3.11)
and f(x
p{i},xm{n}) = θin = 0 because the point lies on the line segment if din,s = 1. Thus
p(θin|din,s = 1) is a delta function in our case. This means that the feature xp{i} that lies on the
line segment x
m{n} can be represented by the relation
xp{i} = f(xc{i},xm{n}) = x
1
m{n} + xc{i}
(
x2m{n} − x1m{n}
)
, (3.12)
where xc{i} is the distance of the point along the line existing between the points x1m{n} and x2m{n}, as
shown in Figure 3.7.
The line segments representing flat, vertical building walls in the environment described in chapter
2 and shown in Figure 3.6 can be considered a feature map xm. A noisy prior map representing all the
48 walls in the map is made available at the start of each run. The covariance of the map in m2 is
Pm = diag (Pm) , (3.13)
where Pm is the variance of each element, all elements having the same variance. The prior map mean
is
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xˆm = xm + ℵ (0,Pm) , (3.14)
where ℵ (µ,Σ) is Gaussian distributed noise with mean µ and covariance Σ, xˆm computed at the start of
each run. xˆm has dimension 192 (there are 4 elements per line segment). The platform is assumed not to
be in communication with any other agents or ground stations, and thus only has access to this version
of the prior map during the run.
3.6 EKF-SLAM Implementation
Given din,s = 1, we can evaluate (3.50) as follows. At time k p(xp|zp(1 : k)) and p(xm|zm) are the
map estimates from the SLAM state and prior map respectively; here the observations zp(1 : k) and zm
are assumed independent however this condition is not required.
When a platform performing SLAM receives a prior map, it is appended to the SLAM state from
(2.9) and (2.10) as
xˆ(k|k) =
[
xˆTv xˆ
T
p xˆ
T
m
]T
k|k
, (3.15)
P(k|k) =

Pv P
T
vp 0
Pvp Pp 0
0 0 Pm

k|k
, (3.16)
representing the mean and covariance of the joint vehicle/map/prior map estimate p(xv(k),xp,xm|zm, zp(1 :
k)).
The prior map information is applied to beacons as follows. When a new beacon is seen it is
initialised into the state as in regular SLAM. A method such as Euclidean gating can be used to determine
which features in the prior map have a common structure k with beacons in the state. In this thesis we
use the scenario where point beacons in the state may relate with prior map line segments representing
walls. We assume here that we have already established that d(xp{i},xm{n}, {sw{s}}) = 1 for the ith
point feature in the state and nth line segment feature in the prior map (thus (3.12) holds), however in
the next chapters we will show how d(x
p{i},xm{n}, {sw{s}}) can be inferred from the observations.
Our task is to condition our estimate on this structure, thus to estimate the posterior map and plat-
form estimates p(xv(k),xpm|zpm, d(xp,xm, {sw{s}}) = 1). Before the structure has been exploited,
the estimate of the two maps is given by
p(xp,xm|zp(1 : k), zm) = p(xp|zp(1 : k)) p(xm|zm), (3.17)
as the two are independent.
The relation implies that (3.12) holds, and thus we can represent the unconstrained form xˆ
p{i} by
the constrained form f(xˆ
m{n}, xˆc{i}). Thus instead of maintaining both xˆp{i} and xˆm{n} in the state,
we estimate xˆ
m{n} and the extra parameter xˆc{i}.
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We now need to initialise xˆc{i} and Pc{i} into the state. Initially it is added to the state with
an uninformative (highly uncertain) variance which will be refined below. The intermediate state and
covariance estimates (assuming this is the first time the prior map is used, and is thus uncorrelated with
the rest of the SLAM state) for this first beacon are
xˆ(k|k) =
[
xˆTv xˆ
T
p xˆ
T
c xˆ
T
m
]T
k|k
, (3.18)
P(k|k) =

Pv P
T
vp 0 0
Pvp Pp 0 0
0 0 Pc 0
0 0 0 Pm

k|k
. (3.19)
We use the information from xˆp to estimate an intial value for xˆc via a pseudo-observation [112].
The pseudo-observation specifies that the innovation between the constrained and unconstrained esti-
mates is zero,
ν(k) = xˆp{i}(k|k)− f(xˆm{n}(k|k), xˆc{i}) = 0. (3.20)
The covariance S of the innovation is
P
in = ∇fi
 Pic Pincm(
Pincm
)T
Pnm

k|k
∇T fi
℘inpc = ∇fi
[ (
Pipc
)T (
Pinpm
)T ]T
k|k
S =
 Pip ℘inuc(
℘inpc
)T
P
in

k|k
, (3.21)
where∇fi is the Jacobian of f(·) evaluated at xˆ(k|k), under the hypothesis that d(xp{i},xm{n}, {sw{s}}) =
1 (k representing the structure that gives rise to (3.12)).
The updated mean and covariance have the form
xˆ(k|k) =
[
xˆTv xˆ
T
p xˆ
T
c xˆ
T
m
]T
k|k
, (3.22)
P(k|k) =

Pv P
T
vp P
T
vc P
T
vm
Pvp Pp P
T
pc P
T
pm
Pvc Ppc Pc P
T
cm
Pvm Ppm Pcm Pm

k|k
. (3.23)
At this point having initialised xˆc{i}, xˆp{i} is redundant so we remove it and maintain only the
constrained form f(xˆ
m{n}, xˆc{i}), estimating xˆm{n} and xˆc{i} jointly with the vehicle and rest of the
map as in regular SLAM.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of the vehicle pose error for regular Second Order EKF-SLAM with and without
a prior map. The map has a 1 m std. dev. error. The estimate with a prior map is more accurate, and
remains within its 3σ estimate bounds, showing the accuracy and consistency gains possible when using
prior information.
3.6.1 Initial Results
Let us now show the effect of introducing a prior map on SLAM in the simulation environment described
in chapter 2. The results presented are averaged over 100 Monte Carlo runs.
Figure 3.8 shows that for SLAM with an accurate (0.01 m 1σ range error) sensor and inaccurate (1
m 1σ error) prior map, the vehicle pose estimate is more accurate and consistency is improved compared
to regular SLAM. In addition the growth in uncertainty is limited. This occurs because as the platform
moves around the environment, new line segments are added to the state, and their information propa-
gates to the SLAM map and vehicle estimate, reducing their uncertainty. In our case, the prior map is
consistent, so when combined with the inconsistent EKF-SLAM estimate it acts as a “buffer”, reduc-
ing the degree of inconsistency in the map and vehicle pose (however in doing so its estimate becomes
inconsistent). We use the Second Order filter to reduce the effect of linearisation errors.
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Figure 3.9: Consistency metric comparison between SLAM with and without a prior map.
Figure 3.9 shows the consistency metric, which indicates for what percentage of runs the vehicle
pose was within a given standard deviation criterion for at least 95% of the run. Significantly more runs
met the consistency criterion for SLAM with a prior map than without. At the 3σ criterion twice the
number of runs were within this bound for SLAM with a prior map, and all the runs were within the
4.5σ criterion, compared to only 50% of the runs for SLAM without a prior map. This confirms that the
prior map has significantly improved the consistency of SLAM.
However, despite the significant error decrease and consistency improvement, under certain condi-
tions the estimate can become corrupted and thus the above solution is inadequate on its own, as we will
now show. Figure 3.10 shows an example of the effect of using a prior map with a 2 m std. dev. error
in SLAM. We have increased the vehicle steer error standard deviation from 3 to 6◦ to clearly show the
error. For a relatively accurate map (1 m std. dev.), even at 6◦ steer error there is no obvious corruption -
the state appears consistent. However for the more uncertain (2 m) map, the state has become corrupted
resulting in the greater vehicle pose error and inconsistency.
Corruption also occurs for the vehicle with 3◦ std. dev. steer error when we reduce the sensor
bearing uncertainty from 1.1◦ to 0.1◦ (1σ error). Figure 3.11 compares regular Second Order EKF
SLAM (without a prior map) for the two sensor noises, the results being averaged over 100 MC runs.
Note how the orientation error sharply increases between 300 and 500 time steps, indicating rotational
“map slip” [106] (the map estimate rotates relative to the ground truth). There is no obvious reason for
why this consistently happens there.
When we introduce a 1 m std. dev. prior map the severity of the error is greatly reduced, however
it is still present as shown by the inconsistent vehicle pose in Figure 3.12.
As discussed in chapter 2, these errors occur because EKF-based SLAM suffers from corruption
of its estimate due to linearisation errors and a fundamental deficiency in the way the EKF handles ori-
entation uncertainty [9, 58, 61]. The prior information reduces the uncertainty in the system and can
qualitatively mitigate the EKF and linearisation errors that cause this corruption, however its effective-
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Figure 3.10: Increased error and inconsistency of the vehicle pose for a vehicle with 6◦ std. dev. steer
noise, when the prior map error is increased from 1 m to 2 m std. dev. The weaker prior map information
makes the SLAM system more vulnerable to corruption (caused by EKF and linearisation errors).
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Figure 3.11: Changes in model parameters can have non-obvious effects on EKF errors. This comparison
of the vehicle pose error between Second Order filter SLAM runs with two sensor bearing accuracy levels
(1.1◦and 0.1◦) shows how map slip suddenly obviously manifests itself for the more accurate sensor.
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Figure 3.12: Effect of using a prior map with the SLAM system in Figure 3.11, whose sensor bearing
1σ error is 0.1◦. The vehicle pose recovers from the map slip at 500 time steps, however there is still
noticeable inconsistency, as the error should be far lower than the 3σ uncertainty estimate shown.
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ness at doing so diminishes as the uncertainty in the prior map increases. These errors will manifest
themselves to a greater or lesser extent depending on the models and noises in the system, so may not be
immediately noticeable [61].
To reduce the severity of these effects, and other sources of corruption such as modelling errors we
introduce a novel parameterisation for beacons with prior information, which we call the Dual Repre-
sentation [95].
3.6.2 The Dual Representation
The Dual Representation allows us to use prior information to improve the SLAM process in terms of
both reducing uncertainty, reducing corruption in the state and rendering the prior information itself
immune to corruption resulting from the SLAM process. With the Dual Representation we keep the
two constrained and unconstrained beacon representations in the state, which has the form of (3.22)
and (3.23) above. The constrained estimate f(xˆm{n}, xˆc{i}) maintained by the Dual Representation
differs from that of the regular constrained form in that the prior map estimate xˆ
m{n} is never updated.
This is why for an optimal estimate the Dual Representation also maintains the unconstrained estimate
xˆ
p{i}. The redundacy in the Dual Representation using more elements than the regular constrained (line
segment) form poses no problem in theory, provided we account for the correlations [60].
3.6.2.1 Updating Beacons in Dual Representation Form
When new observations are made, we estimate both xˆp and xˆc as follows. The observations received by
the robot at time k are contained in the vector zu(k). A new observation vector is formed by duplicating
the observations to form
z(k) =
 zp
zm

k
, zp = zm (3.24)
where zp and zm are observations of unconstrained and constrained beacons respectively.
These relate to the state through the observation functions
zp = h(xp,w) (3.25)
and
zm = h(f(xm,xc),w) = g(xm,xc,w), (3.26)
where w is zero-mean noise with covariance R, xm is the prior map and the p and m subscripts refer
to unconstrained and constrained beacons respectively. In our case, that of planar range-bearing SLAM
(3.25) is given by
h(xv,xp,w) =
 zr
zφ

u
=
 √(xp − xv)2 + (yp − yv)2 + wr
arctan(
(yp−yv)
(xp−xv)
)− θv + wφ

k
, (3.27)
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where xv =
[
x y θ
]T
v
is the vehicle pose, xp =
[
xp yp
]T
is the unconstrained beacon and
w =
[
wr wφ
]T
is noise, and (3.26) by
g(xv,xm,xc,w) =
 zr
zφ

c
=
 √(xm+xc(x2−x1)m−xv)2+(ym+xc(y2−y1)m−yv)2+wr
arctan(
(x2u−yv)
(x1u−xv)
)− θv + wφ
 , (3.28)
where xm =
[
x1 y1 x2 y2
]T
m
is the line segment and xc is the distance along the line segment.
Beacons that do not have relations, and are thus only represented by xp are updated solely using
(3.25) as in regular SLAM [23]. For beacons that do have two representations in the state, both repre-
sentations are updated together. Thus the observation noise covariance is
R(k) =
 Rp RTp
Rp Rm

k
,Rp = Rm. (3.29)
The observation Jacobians of (3.25) and (3.26) are ∇h and ∇g respectively. ∇g has the form
∇g(k) =
[
∇gv 0 ∇gp ∇gm
]
k
, (3.30)
corresponding to (3.22), where ∇gv are the vehicle terms, ∇gp corresponds to beacons in constrained
form and ∇gm are the prior map terms. The terms corresponding to xˆp are zero. ∇h has the form
∇h(k) =
[
∇hv ∇hp 0 0
]
k
, (3.31)
where∇hv are the vehicle terms and∇hp corresponds to the beacons in unconstrained form. The terms
corresponding to xˆc and xˆm in (3.22) are zero.
Thus the update Jacobian ∇H(k) has the form
∇H(k) =
 ∇hv ∇hp 0 0
∇gv 0 ∇gc ∇gm

k
, (3.32)
the rows of ∇H(k) corresponding to the observations in (3.24), and the columns corresponding to the
individual components of the state in (3.33).
A Schmidt-Kalman update [103] is used to update all but the prior map state (the curly braces
indicating which terms are not updated),
xˆ(k|k) =
[
xˆTv xˆ
T
p xˆ
T
c
{
xˆTm
} ]T
k|k
, (3.33)
P(k|k) =

Pv P
T
vp P
T
vc P
T
vm
Pvp Pp P
T
pc P
T
pm
Pvc Ppc Pc P
T
cm
Pvm Ppm Pcm {Pm}

k|k
. (3.34)
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Figure 3.13: Line segment showing the constrained (dotted) and unconstrained (solid) 3σ ellipses for
two beacons (crosses) lying on the wall (thin line). The accuracy and consistency of the unconstrained
estimate is a direct result of the presence of the constrained estimates in the state. Because the prior map
is never updated, the constrained estimates still lie on the prior map estimate of the wall (thick line).
The Schmidt-Kalman update equations are the same as in the standard Kalman update [23] with the
exception of the addition of an indicator matrix with the form
W(k) = diag
([
1 1 1 0
])
, (3.35)
with appropriately sized 1s and 0s to correspond to (3.33), where diag(·) is a diagonal matrix. For the
Second Order filter described in Section 2.8 of chapter 2 the update equations are
ν(k) = z(k) −
[
h(xˆp,0)T g(xˆm, xˆc,0)T
]T
, (3.36)
S(k) =
[
∇H(k)P(k|k − 1)∇HT (k) +R+ 1
2
(M(k)P2M(k))
]
k
, (3.37)
K(k) = W(k)P(k|k − 1)∇HT (k)S(k)−1, (3.38)
xˆ(k|k) = xˆ(k|k − 1) +K(k)× [ν(k)− 1
2
(P(k|k − 1)M(k))], (3.39)
J(k) = I−K(k)∇H(k), (3.40)
P(k|k) = J(k)P(k|k − 1)J(k)T +K(k)R(k)K(k)T . (3.41)
3.6.2.2 Comparison with the Line Segment Parameterisation
Figure 3.13 shows an example of the unconstrained and constrained estimates of two beacons using the
Dual Representation with a line segment feature from the prior map. Note how the ellipses corresponding
to the constrained estimates are suboptimal because they depend on the fixed prior map xˆm.
Figure 3.14 shows a comparison between the vehicle pose error from the dual representation and
that of the regular constrained parameterisation used in Figure 3.10, for the 2 m std. dev. prior map. The
Dual Representation parameterisation has reduced the degree of corruption in the vehicle pose. This is
particularly noticeable in the x and y position.
Figure 3.15 shows that the Dual Representation also reduces the inconsistency of the estimate when
using a 1 m std. dev. prior map with the accurate (0.1◦ bearing std. dev.) sensor, compared to using the
line segment form as used in Figure 3.12. The map slip is still present as seen from the spikes, however
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Figure 3.14: Absolute vehicle pose error for SLAM with a 2 m std. dev. prior map showing the reduced
error from using the Dual Representation over the regular line segment parameterisation.
the Dual Representation appears to reduce the knock-on effect of corruption from this event, and from
further errors (This is particularly noticeable for the vehicle x position).
3.6.2.3 Stabilising Noise
The structure of the Hessian indicates that the line segment form has significant second order terms,
and thus we use the Second Order filter for all our experiments. If second order terms are neglected
performance is degraded.
When doing simulations using the nonlinear vehicle motion and range-bearing sensor models from
chapter 2 we encountered a common failure mode with the Dual Representation whereby even with
the Second Order filter the map estimate would suddenly rotate off, as shown in Figure 3.16 (the line
segment form without the Dual Representation does not suffer from this). We found that adding stabil-
ising noise when using the Dual Representation mitigated this. The form of the stabilising noise we use
was heuristically determined; it works within the domain of noises and models we used, however is not
necessarily the required form. The stabilising noise δR is added to (3.29) to give
δR = ∇g(k)P(k|k − 1)∇gT (k) (3.42)
R(k) =
 Rp RTp
Rp Rm + δR

k
,Rp = Rm. (3.43)
The vulnerability of the unstabilised Dual Representation to this failure mode appears to be a result
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Figure 3.15: The Dual Representation reduces the degree of inconsistency compared to the line segment
parameterisation when using a 1 m std. dev. prior map with an accurate (0.1◦ std. dev.) bearing sensor.
The improvement in the x position is particularly noticeable.
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Figure 3.16: Example of map slip failure without (top) and remedied with stabilising noise (bottom) in
our simulation environment (units in m).
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Table 3.2: Attributes for the linear sensor used in our simulations. The range and uncertainty are the
same in the x and y directions.
Parameter Symbol Value
Maximum range rmax 50 m
Range variance R 0.52 m2
Update frequency n/a 0.02 s
Table 3.3: Linear vehicle and environment parameters used in our simulations.
Parameter Symbol Value
Starting uncertainty
 Px 0
0 Py

0|0
 0.5 0
0 0.5
m2
Speed v 14 m/s
Motion noise Rx, Ry (34t)2 m2
Observation time period 4t 0.02 s
Prior map uncertainty Pm 1 m2
of numerics and the inability of the EKF to correctly propagate angular uncertainty, as discussed in
chapter 2, rather than an error in its formulation, however further research is required to conclusively
prove this. To show this we performed simulations using linear vehicle and sensor models, and the
Dual Representation without stabilising noise. The trajectory covered 800 time steps (16 seconds) in our
simulated urban environment. The vehicle is similar to that used in our nonlinear experiments, but has
no control input or orientation errors. Instead motion noise is added to xv and yv. The vehicle has a
linear sensor, which measures the x and y distance in global coordinates to each beacon in range, and
has the parameters shown in Table 3.2. The vehicle parameters are shown in Table 3.3.
Figure 3.17 compares the vehicle pose error over the trajectory for SLAM with and without the
Dual Representation, where the errors in the prior map are correlated such that the actual line segment
and its estimate are known to be parallel. For comparison SLAM without a prior map is also shown. The
results with the prior map are similar; the Dual Representation does not exhibit the failure mode seen in
the nonlinear vehicle, indicating that without the presence of strong nonlinearity the Dual Representation
is equivalent to regular SLAM with a prior map. As expected the systems that use a prior map have a
more accurate pose estimate than without it.
3.6.3 Varying Prior Map Accuracy
Figure 3.18 shows that over a range of four prior map accuracies with 1σ errors ranging from 0.01 m to
1.5 m, we see the same dramatic accuracy and consistency improvement compared to SLAM without a
prior map. The average error in the vehicle x and y pose estimate increases approximately linearly with
increasing error in the prior map, while the average orientation error remains similar for all the prior map
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Figure 3.17: Comparison between the vehicle pose rMSEs and 1σ uncertainty bounds with and without
the Dual Representation for a linear SLAM system with a nonlinear parameterised prior map. The errors
in the x and y positions of each line segment are fully correlated.
accuracies (this is probably due to the steered bicycle model we use). The consistency improvement is
maintained over the range of prior map accuracies.
3.7 Inferring underlying structure
The results in the previous section show that even a relatively inaccurate prior map (1.5 m error compared
to the 0.01 m range error in the sensor) can dramatically improve the accuracy and consistency of SLAM
in the ideal case; when the underlying structure between the features in the prior map and SLAM state
are known, and thus the indicator d(xp,xl, {sw}) is known for each feature. In practice we expect that
the relation status of a set of features will be unknown a priori and thus must be estimated based on the
observations of the feature maps zpm, a problem we now address.
The probability p(din,s = 1|zpm), where din,s = d(xp{i},xm{n}, {sw(s)}) can be computed as
follows. First we define φ = f(x
p{i},xm{n}). Thus θin = φ if din,s = 1 (p(φ|xpm) is a delta function).
Then
p(din,s = 1|zpm) =
ˆ ˆ
p(din,s = 1|φ) p(φ|xpm) p(xpm|zpm) dφ dxm
= η
ˆ
p(φ|din,s = 1) p(din,s = 1) p(φ|zpm) dφ, (3.44)
where Bayes rule was used,
p(din,s = 1|φ) = η p(φ|din,s = 1) p(din,s = 1), (3.45)
and
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Figure 3.18: Vehicle pose estimate x, y and θ accuracy and 3σ uncertainty bounds when performing
SLAM with a prior map of varying accuracy, using the Dual Representation. The legend indicates
the 1σ error of each map. The consistency is similar for all the maps, with an accuracy improvement
proportional to the prior map accuracy (with the exception of the orientation).
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p(φ|zpm) =
ˆ
p(φ|xpm) p(xpm|zpm) dxpm. (3.46)
Note that p(φ|din,s = 1) = p(θin|din,s = 1), and thus we can compute
´
p(φ|din,s =
1) p(φ|zpm) dφ in this case. (3.44) is equivalent to
p(din,s = 1|zpm) = η p(θin = φ|din,s = 1, zpm) p(din,s = 1), (3.47)
where
p(θin = φ|din,s = 1, zpm) =
ˆ
p(φ|din,s = 1) p(φ|zpm) dφ. (3.48)
The distribution p(θin − φ|din,s = 1, zpm) is given by
p(θin − φ|din,s = 1, zpm) = p(φ|zpm) ? p(θin|din,s = 1), (3.49)
f ? g denoting cross-correlation2 [16], and corresponds to (3.48) when evaluated at θin − φ = 0. For
computing the normalising term L(φ = ∅|din,s = 0, zpm) = 1 because θin is undefined in this case (i.e.
we have no distribution with which to compare φ with).
The prior on the structure being common to the feature maps, p(din,s = 1) in (3.47) can itself be
conditioned on the configuration of features in one of the maps, or on other observations by exploiting a
model of how the structure looks like in a particular feature map. For instance if the prior was conditioned
on the configuration of features in the point map xp it would have the form p(din,s = 1|z). In chapter 5
we show how this can be done.
Having determined that din,s = 1 we can compute p(xpm|din,s = 1, zpm) by replacing p(din,s =
1|xpm) in (3.8) with the equivalent form of (3.47), where p(din,s = 1) = 1 giving
p(xpm|din,s = 1, zpm) = η p(θin = φ|din,s = 1,xpm) p(xpm|zpm), (3.50)
where p(xpm|din,s = 1, zpm) = p(xpm|θin = φ, din,s = 1, zpm). Thus xp and xm are conditioned on
the consequence of din,s = 1, namely that θin = φ.
3.8 Summary
In this chapter we presented a probabilistic framework for exploiting prior information in SLAM. The
framework is intended as a practical tool for integrating heterogeneous prior information sources with
SLAM, and to probabilistically support our approach to integrating geometric prior information. Be-
cause the framework is probabilistic, it should not to be restricted to a particular technique (such as
EKF-SLAM) or representation. Examples of maps that could be handled with the framework include
volumetric maps, hand-drawn maps and semantic information. Potentially diverse prior information
forms such as those represented by Gaussian processes (for instance kriging [93]) could be handled.
2f ? g = f(−t) ∗ g(t), where ∗ denotes convolution
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Table 3.4: Table showing the effect of the prior map accuracy (using the Dual Representation) on the
average absolute error and consistency of the vehicle pose over the entire run for the average of the
Monte Carlo runs, showing that as the accuracy of the prior map increases, the platform pose estimate
becomes more accurate and less inconsistent.
Prior map 1σ uncertainty Average rMSE (m) 3σ consistency criterion (%)
0.01 0.24 89
0.5 0.36 96
1 0.55 86
1.5 0.72 82
No prior map 3.25 28
However such maps and representations are a significant research topic themselves and are outside the
scope of this thesis. Thus we restrict ourselves to metric maps consisting of geometric data.
In addition, an implementation of the framework could involve multiple agents updating and sharing
their maps in real time. This involves aspects of multiple-agent SLAM, data fusion and communications
which are also outside the scope of this research. In this thesis we assume a “sequential” use of informa-
tion; the prior map is obtained by the agent prior to performing SLAM and is not updated subsequently
(other than by the SLAM process).
We also introduced the Dual Representation, a method for integrating a prior map in EKF-SLAM
in such a way that the errors inherent in using the EKF are mitigated and the prior information is not
corrupted. Though metric, the prior map may have a heterogeneous representation compared to the
SLAM features. We have shown the benefits of the method using simulations representing a large urban
environment.
When the relations between features in the prior map and the SLAM state are known, the prior map
reduces the vehicle pose error and the degree of inconsistency compared to the EKF without a prior map,
as summarised in Table 3.4. Even though known relations represent an ideal case, the implementation is
still non-trivial, necessitating our Dual Representation approach.
In the next chapter we show how the relation indicator d(xp,xm, {sw}) in this chapter may be
estimated using a greedy incremental approach to evaluating the equations in section 3.7, and present an
EKF-based implementation of this for the geometric map form presented in section 3.5.
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Chapter 4
Resolving Common Structure with Multiple
Hypotheses
In the previous chapter we described a framework for introducing prior information into SLAM. We
demonstrated the improvement that a geometric prior map can have in the ideal case; where the shared
structure and thus relations between features in the state and prior map are known. However this is not
true in practice. Realistically, whether a structure is shared between these features will be unknown, and
must be determined. Until this is done we can only hypothesise as to the shared status of the structure
(whether it applies or not), and attempt to decide which of these hypotheses is correct.
In this chapter we present the mathematics of incrementally determining whether a structure holds
between features in the SLAM state and those in a geometric prior map, in the context of the framework
developed in the previous chapter. The method works by maintaining multiple concurrent hypotheses of
whether a shared structure is present or not. To this end we present a novel method, called the Common
State Filter (CSF) for resolving ambiguity more efficiently than naively duplicating the entire state for
each hypothesis. We evaluate the method through simulations.
4.1 Inference with Multiple Concurrent Hypotheses
Consider the case from the previous chapter where we are given a geometric prior map p(xm|zm) from
the observations zm, and then begin performing SLAM to incrementally estimate a joint map xp{i} and
set of platform (vehicle) poses xv(1 : k), p(xv(1 : k),xp{i}|zp{i}(1 : k)) conditioned on observations
zp(1 : k). As before our example scenario consists of two maps xp and xm - where xp is a map of
salient points from a laser scanner, and the prior map xl is a set of planes representing flat brick building
walls (sw), obtained from UAV-derived aerial imagery.
Suppose the first observation of the ith feature x
p{i} occurs at time k1, and we hypothesise that it has
a known structure in common with the nth feature x
m{n}. If we denote the common structure instance
sw{s}, then the hypothesis is that d(xp{i},xm{n}, {sw{s}}) = 1 (we abbreviate this as din,s = 1 for
clarity). The posterior probability (3.8) can then be expressed as
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p(xv(k1),xp{i},xm{n}|din,s = 1, zm, zp{i}(k1)) =
η p(zp{i}(k1)|xv,xp{i}) p(xp{i},xm{n}|zm, din,s = 1) p(xv(k1)), (4.1)
where η is a normalising term, p(zp{i}(k1)|xv(k1),xp{i}) is the observation likelihood model and
p(xp{i},xm{n}|zm, din,s = 1) = η p(θin = φ|din,s = 1,xp{i},xm{n}) p(xp{i}) p(xm{n}|zm), (4.2)
where η is a normalising term and p(xp{i}) is an uninformative prior. In our case θin = 0 and φ =
f(x
p{i},xm{n}) from (3.11), and thus
p(θin = φ|din,s = 1,xp{i},xm{n}) = p(f(xp{i},xm{n}) = 0|din,s = 1,xp{i},xm{n}). (4.3)
If the likelihood function p(z
p{i}(k1)|xv(k1),xp{i}) is nonlinear (as with a range-bearing sensor),
(4.1) may be difficult to reliably estimate with the EKF (similarly to the problems caused by large depth
uncertainty in bearing-only SLAM [13]). This can be prevented by evaluating (4.2) instead,
p(xp{i},xm{n}|zp{i}(k1), zm, din,s = 1) =
η p(θin = φ|din,s = 1,xp{i},xm{n}) p(xp{i}|zp{i}(k1)) p(xm{n}|zm), (4.4)
and is the method we use in our implementation.
For subsequent observations up to time ka the estimate conditioned on din,s = 1 is updated as in
regular SLAM,
p(xv(ka),xp{i},xm{n}|din,s = 1, zm, zp{i}(k1 : ka)) =
η p(zp{i}(ka)|xv(ka),xp{i}) p(xv(ka),xp{i},xm{n}|din,s = 1, zm, zp{i}(k1 : ka − 1)). (4.5)
By separately maintaining an estimate of the state conditioned on din,s = 0, we can incrementally
infer the probability (3.47) that the hypothesis din,s = 1 is correct as follows.
In general, for maps x and all observations z(k1 : ka), where d signifies the structure indicator we
wish to infer, from Bayes rule
p(d = 1|z(k1 : ka)) =
[ˆ
η p(x|d = 1) p(x|z(k1 : ka)) dx
]
p(d = 1). (4.6)
From chapter 2, the general form for updating the state based on Bayes rule is
p(x|z(k1 : ka)) = η p(z(ka)|x) p(x|z(k1 : ka − 1)), (4.7)
where η is a normalising term, p(z(ka)|x) is the observation likelihood and p(x|z(k1 : ka − 1)) is the
posterior map estimate at time ka − 1. Thus substituting this into (4.6) gives
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p(d = 1|z(k1 : ka)) =
[ˆ
η p(z(ka)|x) p(x|z(k1 : ka − 1), d = 1) dx
]
p(d = 1), (4.8)
where η is again a normalising term such that p(d = 1|z) is a probability, and is given by
η =
∑
d
[ˆ
η p(z(ka)|x) p(x|z(k1 : ka − 1), d) dx
]
p(d). (4.9)
Note how evaluating η requires us to track p(x|z(k1 : ka − 1), d) for all possible values of d.
Thus it follows that p(d = 1|z(k1 : ka)) can be inferred in an incremental manner at time kn by
maintaining the posterior state estimates of the previous time step ka − 1 for all values of d, p(x|z(k1 :
ka − 1), d) and the observation likelihood function p(z(ka)|x).
For the case above, from (4.1) the form of p(z(ka)|x) in (4.8) is p(zp{i}(k1)|xv(k1),xp{i}), and
the posterior is p(x
p{i},xm{n})|zm, din,s) p(xv(k1)).
For the first observation,
p(din,s = 1|zp{i}(k1), zm) = η p(zp{i}(k1)|zm, din,s = 1) p(din,s = 1), (4.10)
where η is a normalising term, which in this case is
η = p(zp{i}(k1)|zm, din,s = 1) p(din,s = 1) + p(din,s = 0). (4.11)
As shown in Appendix A.1, (4.10) is equivalent to
p(din,s = 1|zp{i}(k1), zm) = η p(f(xp{i},xm{n}) = 0|din,s = 1, zp{i}(k1), zm) p(din,s = 1),
(4.12)
where θin = 0 and φ = f(xp{i},xm{n}) from our constraint form, given by (3.11).
From the above we see that we do not have to delay applying the structure constraint in order to
be able to infer whether the structure is indeed shared between the two maps, however to compute the
probability the structure is indeed shared from (4.8), we need to track the posterior state estimate for
both hypotheses, i.e. that the structure is and is not shared.
Having applied a constraint, by evaluating (4.8) every time an observation is made, over time the
probabilities of incorrect hypotheses will decrease to the point where they can be considered false, even-
tually revealing the correct hypothesis (that din,s = 1 or din,s = 0).
To implement this in an EKF-SLAM framework, we need a method of storing multiple state esti-
mates corresponding to multiple hypotheses, evaluating (4.5) and (4.8) whenever an observation is made.
To do so we use a method adopted from multiple target tracking [100], that of multiple hypothesis SLAM
(MHSLAM) [106, 84].
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4.2 Ambiguous Decisions and MHSLAM
MHSLAM propagates a set of m hypotheses, representing the SLAM state conditioned on all possible
values for a structure d(x
p{I},xm{N}, {sw{S}}) (or set of structures) between a set of features I and
N , and structure instances S. At time k each hypothesis h consists of the joint SLAM vehicle/map
estimate p(xv(k),xp|d(xp{I},xm{N}, {sw{S}}) = Ch, zm{n}, zp(1 : k − 1)), represented by its mean
and covariance, and a weight representing the probability that the hypothesis is correct (and thus that
d(x
p{I},xm{N}, {sw{S}}) = Ch). Therefore, the MHSLAM state can be written as
{
{xˆ,P, w}1 {xˆ,P, w}2 . . . {xˆ,P, w}m
}
k|k
. (4.13)
A normalised weighting at time k, w1...m(k) is maintained for each filter,
wh(k) ∝ p(d(xp{I},xm{N}, {sw{S}}) = Ch|zp{i}(1 : k), zm{n}), (4.14)
so that when normalised the weights represent the posterior probability distribution over all possible
outcomes that d(x
p{I},xm{N}, {sw{S}}) could take1.
For instance if we would like to determine whether a relation holds between the ith feature in the
SLAM state and the nth feature in the prior map, two hypotheses, d(xp{i},xm{n}, {sw{s}}) = 1 and
d(x
p{i},xm{n}, {sw{s}}) = 0 would be kept, in the hope that over time as more observations are made
the posterior probability of all but one will eventually become sufficiently low that we can say that the
remaining hypothesis is the correct one.
In a SLAM context this has been referred to as a “brute force” method [106], and the Gaussian Sum filter
(GSF) when using multiple Gaussians to approximate another distribution [71, 3].
The steps for the algorithm are as follows:
1. Predict the state forwards in each hypothesis to the current time. This is achieved by executing the
mean and covariance prediction equations (2.12) and (2.13).
2. Update and reweight. The update equations (2.18) to (2.22) are applied and the weight is updated
(assuming a Gaussian likelihood)
wh(k) = wh(k − 1)
[
1
(2pi)
c
2
√|Sh| exp
(
−1
2
νTS−1 ν
)
h
]
k
, (4.15)
where, νh is the innovation from (2.18) with dimension c, and Sh is the associated innovation
covariance from (2.19), in the filter representing hypothesis h. Note the recursive nature of (4.15)
from (4.8).
3. Pruning. Filters with a normalised weight (posterior probability) falling below a low threshold
preject (such as 0.02) are considered to correspond to false hypotheses; thus they are trimmed
1In practice it is not feasible to maintain the distribution over all possible outcomes indefinitely; instead the probabilities of
hypotheses that become sufficiently improbable are set to 0, allowing them to be dropped from further consideration. Thus strictly
speaking the distribution we maintain is an approximation.
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Figure 4.1: Hypothesis tree showing the explosion in the number of hypotheses as child hypotheses
conditioned on the possible values of three ambiguous structure indicators din,s, djo,t and dkp,u are
spawned from a single parent (marginal) hypothesis.
(removed). Note that in doing so we are in effect saying that their probability is zero, and thus the
posterior probabilities of remaining hypotheses will be implicitly conditioned on these hypotheses
being false.
4. Spawn new hypotheses. This step is only taken when new relations are identified that need to be
resolved; generally when a new beacon that could relate with a feature in the prior map is observed.
New hypotheses are initialised as follows. A new beacon x
p{i} that may or may not obey a relation
with the nth prior map feature x
l{n} is observed; thus the possible outcomes for this beacon are
that din,s = 1 or din,s = 0. Each existing hypothesis in the MHSLAM state is thus duplicated and
augmented with either one of the two possibilities, as shown in Figure 4.1, doubling the number
of hypotheses in the MHSLAM state. In our case, for hypotheses conditioned on din,s = 1, the
prior map feature is initialised into the state as in section 3.6 in chapter 3; the state for hypotheses
conditioned on din,s = 0 remains unmodified. The weight of each hypothesis h is then given by
wh(k) = wg(k)Lh p(din,s = C
h), (4.16)
where h was spawned from hypothesis g, and Lh is the likelihood corresponding to (4.10). This
integrates the prior probability and initial likelihood of the hypothesis into the weight. Because
the weights are renormalised at every time step, the distribution over weights constitutes a valid
probability density function.
The initial likelihoodLh for a hypothesis h corresponds to (4.12). For the hypothesis that din,s = 1,
in the absence of other information as to its distribution, we assume that the likelihood function is a
Gaussian,
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p(f(xp{i},xm{n}) = 0|din,s = 1, zp{i}(k), zm{n}) =
(
1
(2pi)
c
2
√|S| exp
(
−1
2
νTS−1 ν
))
h
, (4.17)
where c is the dimension of the innovation νh (which represents f(x
p{i},xm{n})), with covariance Sh
computed from (3.21).
For subsequent observations k + n the observation likelihood p(z(k + n)|x) in (4.8) is given by
(4.15).
Where there are multiple hypotheses, hypothesis enumeration must be performed on each filter in
turn. As the number of hypotheses spawned can grow quickly, it is important that the filter is able to
detect and prune unlikely hypotheses as quickly as possible, to keep the computational and storage cost
feasible. Each filter at the end of a run can be considered to correspond to a chain of hypotheses which
over time have been shown to have a high likelihood of being correct. When there are multiple hypothe-
ses 1 . . .m, the highest weighted state (the MAP estimate) is chosen as the representative hypothesis. In
addition, if the posterior probability of this hypothesis exceeds a threshold paccept, it may be accepted as
the correct hypothesis and all others trimmed.
If a hypothesis requires the addition of a new beacon, it is added to the state concerned using (2.29)
and (2.30), as in regular SLAM.
The main advantages of full MHSLAM over other methods is its generality, and the ability to
defer association decisions while making full use of the information available [51]. In addition each
hypothesis is in principle optimal. Dropping ambiguous observations as an alternative is restrictive, and
leads to increased ambiguity further on [51].
However, MHSLAM has two important disadvantages. First, the number of hypotheses increase
exponentially with the number of ambiguous associations. Second, a complete state must be maintained
for each hypothesis. Clearly there is a large computational storage and update complexity associated with
this. Even if aggressive pruning techniques are used, maintaining even a small number of hypotheses can
be prohibitively expensive. If we consider a state comprising n beacons over m hypotheses, the storage
requirements of full MHSLAM are O(mn2), with an update complexity of O(mn3). One way to make
MHSLAM tractable is to reduce the computational and storage costs associated with each hypothesis.
[109] and [70, 73] attempt to approximate MHSLAM using a single state, however because they do not
maintain either full correlations or hypothesis independence, the methods either lose information while
there is ambiguity or are not guaranteed to maintain consistency [17]. In the next section we present a
novel algorithm that mitigates these issues, known as the Common State Filter (CSF) [96].
4.3 The Common State Filter
The intuition for the CSF is illustrated in Figure 4.2. This figure shows an example of a vehicle perform-
ing planar full MHSLAM, with the crosses representing beacons, and the covariance ellipses representing
3σ beacon estimates. There are 14 hypotheses, and the ellipses for all the beacons on the map across
all the hypotheses have been superimposed (i.e. 14 ellipses are shown per beacon). Close examination
shows that the map naturally segregates itself into beacons that are “near” (i.e. being observed or which
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Figure 4.2: Example of a full MHSLAM run from our simluations (units in m), with 14 hypotheses. Top:
The platform is moving down, and there are 14 hypotheses. Left: There is noticeable variation between
groups of hypotheses close to the platform. Right: The estimates for beacons further away show less
variation across the hypotheses.
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Figure 4.3: Full MHSLAM (left) and CSF (right) covariance matrices shown as a single large matrix for
3 hypotheses. The common state beacon covariances are square hatches, the hypothesis state beacons
are sparse black dots. The cross terms between the platform pose and map and hypothesis covariances
are shown in lighter and darker shading respectively.
have been observed recently), and “far”. “Near” beacon estimates will vary substantially across hypothe-
ses, while “far” beacons will have very similar estimates, as the map shows. Full MHSLAM makes no
distinction between the two types of states and replicates the entire map across all hypotheses. This is
inefficient, as it can contain hundreds of states in a large map. Based on the above intuition, the CSF
removes the need to copy distant beacons across all hypotheses.
The benefit of this method is illustrated in Figure 4.3 which visually indicates the structure of the covari-
ance matrices required to maintain MHSLAM and CSF covariances. The MHSLAM portion of the CSF
is of a far smaller dimension than in full MHSLAM, and allows for greater control of storage/accuracy
via the deliberate consideration of beacons within it (see section 4.4). The difference in size becomes
more apparent as the number of hypotheses or the size of the state grows.
This state partitioning concept is similar to postponement [66], a method of amortising the compu-
tational costs associated with the Kalman filter, by deferring the updates of “far” beacons in the state to
a more convenient time. Postponement, as applied to single hypothesis SLAM is fully optimal and is
intended to give the platform increased flexibility in the times at which it updates beacons in the state.
There is no storage saving associated with the method. The CSF by comparison is a suboptimal method
that is mainly intended to reduce the storage and computational costs of MHSLAM at a given point in
time.
In deriving the CSF let us consider the full MHSLAM structure in (4.13) above. This will become
the set of hypothesis states
{[
xˆTv xˆ
T
b
]T
, P, w
}1...m
. We augment this with a common state {xˆb,Pb},
which remains the same across all hypotheses. The structure of all the hypotheses becomes
xˆ1...m(k|k − 1) =

2
66666664
»
xˆb
–
2
664 xˆv
xˆb
3
775
1
3
77777775
,... ,
2
66666664
»
xˆb
–
2
664 xˆv
xˆb
3
775
m
3
77777775

k|k−1
. (4.18)
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Figure 4.4: Visualisation of the Common State Filter in terms of a regular EKF and reduced order MH-
SLAM (the hypothesis state) linked by cross correlations. The arrows show the direction of information
flow between the two filters. Information cannot flow to the common state.
The associated covariance structure of the common state and each hypothesis state, along with the
cross terms between them is
P1...m(k|k − 1) =
{[
[ Pb ] [ pTbv pTbb ]
1
h
pvb
pbb
i
1
»
Pv P
T
vb
Pvb Pb
–
1
]
, . . . ,
[
[ Pb ] [ pTbv pTbb ]
m
h
pvb
pbb
im » Pv PTvb
Pvb Pb
–m
]
k|k−1
. (4.19)
The covariance matrix of each hypothesis state is shown in uppercase, and the cross terms with the
common state are shown in lowercase. Beacons that have not had a recent observation will eventually
be moved into the common state, as described in section 4.3.3. The joint common and hypothesis state
across all hypotheses is shown in (4.18), with corresponding covariance structure (4.19).
Because only one of the hypotheses in MHSLAM is correct, we block the information flow from
the hypothesis states to the common state. To do so we use a Schmidt-Kalman update [103, 55] to
ensure that information going from each hypothesis to the common state is discarded; it is here that
the suboptimality arises. Figure 4.4 shows the main components of the CSF, with arrows showing the
direction of permissible information flow. Note how updating the hypothesis states does not update the
common state.
4.3.1 CSF prediction
The CSF prediction step applies (2.12) and (2.13) to each hypothesis in turn. In the covariance update
step (2.13), the structure of the control inputs Jacobian corresponding to hypothesis h at time k,∇Gh(k)
is
[
0 ∇Ghh 0
]T
k
, where the first term, which applies to the common state is always zero. ∇Fh(k)
has the form
∇Fh(k) =

1 0 0
0 ∇Fhv (k) 0
0 0 1
 (4.20)
with respect to (4.18), where∇Fhv (k) is the process model Jacobian for the hypothesis h. The upper left
diagonal corresponding to the common state is always identity. The prediction equation (2.13) for the
hypothesis h is
Qh(k) =
[
0 ∇Ghh 0
]T
k
Σ(k)
[
0 ∇Ghh 0
]
k
=

0 qTvb 0
qvb Qvv Q
T
vb
0 Qvb 0

h
k
, (4.21)
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Ph(k − 1|k − 1) =
=

1 0 0
0 ∇Fhv (k) 0
0 0 1

[
[ Pb ] [ pTbv p
T
bb ]
h
h
pvb
pbb
ih » Pv PTvb
Pvb Pb
–h
]
k−1|k−1

1 0 0
0 ∇Fhv (k) 0
0 0 1

T
+

0 qTvb 0
qvb Qvv Q
T
vb
0 Qvb 0

h
k
,(4.22)
=
[
[ Pb ] [∇T Fhv (k) p
T
bv p
T
bb ]
h
»
∇Fhv (k) pvb
pbb
–h »∇Fhv (k) Pv ∇T Fhv (k) ∇T Fhv (k) PTvb
Pvb ∇
T
F
h
v (k) Pb
–h
]
k−1|k−1
+

0 qTvb 0
qvb Qvv Q
T
vb
0 Qvb 0

h
k
. (4.23)
This equation is applied to each hypothesis state in turn. Note how the common state Pb remains
unmodified, allowing it to remain common across all hypotheses.
4.3.2 CSF update
When there is a single hypothesis, the single map is updated using (2.18) to (2.22). When there are
multiple hypotheses, we cannot use the standard Kalman update equations to update xˆ and P as we
require the common state to remain the same across all hypotheses. Thus we use the Schmidt-Kalman
[103][55] form of the update equations to update xˆh (and its correspondingPh and ph) for each hypothesis
h without updating the common state xˆ or its covariance P.
Common state beacons which have been associated with an observation (in any hypothesis) are
transferred into each hypothesis state and are updated using their respective platform poses. Moving
beacons from the common state into each hypothesis state involves reordering elements; making the ith
beacon with mean xˆi and covariance Pi explicit, the state for the hypothesis h is
xˆh(k|k − 1) =


2
4 xˆb
xˆi
3
5
2
664 xˆv
xˆb
3
775
1
 ,
 » Pb PTbiPib Pi – » pTbv pTbbpTiv pTib –hh
pvb pvi
pbb pbi
ih » Pv PTvb
Pvb Pb
–h


h
k|k−1
(4.24)
before the beacon is moved, and
Ph(k|k − 1) =


»
xˆb
–
2
66664
xˆv
xˆb
xˆi
3
77775
1
 ,
 [ Pb ] [ pTbv pTbb PTbi ]h" pvb
pbb
Pib
#h 24 Pv PTvb pviPvb Pb pbi
p
T
iv p
T
ib Pi
3
5
h


h
k|k−1
(4.25)
after. This operation is performed for every hypothesis. The update operation can now take place.
As all beacons with observations will be found in the hypothesis state, any non-zero terms in the
observation Jacobian ∇H (corresponding to the observation function (2.6)) will be confined to entries
in the hypothesis states, so we need only consider this part of the Jacobian, ∇Hh. The gain Kh(k),
which corresponds to the h hypothesis state is computed from the standard Kalman or Second Order
filter update equations in section 2.8 of chapter 2. The hypothesis state and covariance are updated by
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state size increases. This assumes the hypothesis states have 50 elements, and that there are 5 hypotheses.
For 2D point beacons, 50 elements corresponds to 25 beacons, or 16 in Dual Representation form (for a
line segment prior map).
 xˆ
xˆh
 =
 xˆ
xˆh +Kh(k) ν˜h(k)
 (4.26)
J = I−Kh(k)∇Hh(k), (4.27)
N = Kh(k)R(k)
(
Kh(k)
)T (4.28) P (ph)T
ph Ph

k|k
=
 P JT (ph)T
J ph J Ph JT

k|k−1
+
 0 0
0 N
h
k
, (4.29)
where ν˜h(k) is the innovation νh(k) in the regular Kalman update, or ν˜h(k) = νh(k) − 12 (Ph(k|k −
1)Mh(k)) in the Second Order filter update,Mh(k) being the Hessian of the observation equation with
Jacobian ∇Hh(k).
Because the common state P is not updated, there is a computational improvement over the standard
Kalman update used by full MHSLAM.
Following the update stage, the weight of each hypothesis is updated and trimmed based on (4.15),
in the same way as in full MHSLAM.
New beacons are appended to their respective hypothesis states in the same way as in regular MH-
SLAM, using (2.29) and (2.30). It follows that if there is a single hypothesis, beacons will be appended
to the single common state.
The CSF reduces the full MHSLAM storage and update complexity to O(n(m + n)) for storage
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and O(n(m+ n2)) for the update. Figure 4.5 compares the storage requirements of full MHSLAM and
the CSF for a typical scenario, showing how even for a small number of hypotheses the storage savings
of the CSF over full MHSLAM become readily apparent. This efficiency comes at a penalty; there is an
information loss associated with this simplification, however as we will show in Section 4.5.3 we have
found this loss to be small in practice.
The update presented here requires common state beacons to be moved into each hypothesis state
before they can be updated. This results in a storage and computational increase; in the Appendix we
describe a less optimal alternative method that may suffice in certain applications.
4.3.3 Merging
Once all except one hypothesis have been trimmed2, the hypothesis state beacons are moved into the
common state. If we consider the remaining hypothesis state c, then just prior to merging, the state and
covariance appear as follows;
xˆ(k|k) =
[
xˆ
T
b
[
xˆTv xˆ
T
b
]c ]T
k|k
, (4.30)
P(k|k) =

[Pb]
[
pTbv p
T
bb
]c pvb
pbb
c  Pv PTvb
Pvb Pb
c

k|k
. (4.31)
Moving the platform pose to the top, the merged state is
xˆ
′
(k|k) =
[
xˆTv xˆ
T
b xˆ
T
b
]T
k|k
, (4.32)
and the covariance
P
′
(k|k) =

Pv p
vb
T P
T
vb
pvb Pb p
T
bb
Pvb pbb Pb

k|k
. (4.33)
4.4 Common State Information Management
On one hand, it is beneficial to place beacons in the hypothesis states as the full hypothesis state and
covariance is updated for any beacon observations. On the other hand, placing a beacon in the hypothesis
state removes the storage and computational benefits that the common state provides. Taking this to the
limit, if all the beacons are placed in the hypothesis state, the CSF becomes full MHSLAM. Thus ideally
we would like to compromise, and identify a subset of beacons in the common state that would provide
the most accuracy benefit if updated, and move them into the hypothesis states.
We can determine which beacons are significant enough to place in the hypothesis state by consid-
ering the mutual information (MI) [26] between each beacon in the common state and each hypothesis
2Beacons could also be merged and thus moved into the common state even when there are multiple hypotheses, however doing
so in a mathematically rigorous way remains the subject of further work.
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Figure 4.6: (Top) Time step at which a particular beacon in the state was last observed (the current time
step is 2250). (Bottom) Euclidean distance of the posterior beacon estimates from their prior estimates
following a Kalman update. In general, the greater the time elapsed since a beacon was seen, the less its
estimate is affected by a Kalman update of recently seen beacons.
state platform. The MI captures the strength of the correlations between the platform poses and beacons
in the common state without any spatial or temporal assumptions and is thus general. The MI between
the h hypothesis platform pose Phv and each beacon b in the common state is given by
I(Pb, P
h
v)
h
k|k−1 =
1
2
log2
( |Pb(k|k − 1)|
|Pb(k|k − 1)− phbv(k|k − 1) Phv(k|k − 1)−1 phbv(k|k − 1)T |
)
. (4.34)
This tells us the extent to which updating the hypothesis platform pose would update the bea-
con. If a beacon in the common state has a high MI with a hypothesis state pose, its estimate can
potentially change significantly, so it should be moved. We move a beacon from the common state
if I(Pb, Phv)hk|k−1 > Ithresh for any hypothesis h, accuracy taking preference over performance with
decreasing Ithresh.
The generality of this measure means we can expect it to give good performance in a variety of
situations, including loop closure. However it can be expensive to compute, and thus in trajectories
without loop closure a simpler time-based metric, described below can give similar performance.
Consider a platform performing SLAM. Over time, as the platform noise accumulates, its correla-
tion with beacons left behind decreases, and thus they become less significant. Figure 4.6 shows a plot
of the amount that the mean of each beacon in the state has translated following a Kalman update of a
small subset of those beacons (the latest ones seen). There is an obvious trend whereby the longer the
time elapsed since the beacon was last seen, the less its position estimate changes3. Therefore, a crude
but straightforward metric to determine which beacons are significant is to transfer those beacons which
were observed within the last kthresh time steps, a greater kthresh favouring accuracy over performance.
We used this metric in our simulations as we found it to give similar performance to the more rigorous
MI approach, while being computationally cheaper. We use a value of kthresh = 1.5 s.
3Here time is an approximation; the relationship is spatial, however this depends on the robot control policy [84].
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Before the update stage, provided there are multiple hypotheses, all beacons in the common state
are tested with the chosen metric, and those above a certain threshold (whose value is chosen with regard
to the storage and accuracy trade off) are placed into each hypothesis state, where they reside along with
the beacons currently being observed, until a single hypothesis remains, where they are integrated into
the common state according to Section 4.3.3.
As mentioned, the worst-case storage and computational cost in this case occurs when all the bea-
cons are moved into the hypothesis states, in which case the CSF behaves as full MHSLAM, with the
same computational and storage costs.
4.5 Experiments
Because of the computational complexity of EKF-SLAM and the lack of map advanced map manage-
ment in our Matlab implementation, we only performed the MHSLAM experiments over 1000 time steps
of the 5000 time step trajectory (the total covariance update cost in terms of FLOPs alone being 5 times
greater than regular single-state SLAM over the same trajectory). However as we are comparing the
computational complexity of the CSF with full MHSLAM, unlike in chapters 2 and 3 we do not remove
any beacons from the state.
As the cost associated with initialising hypotheses, computing Jacobians and updating the like-
lihoods for each hypothesis took a significant additional amount of time, thus we only performed 50
Monte-Carlo runs, using identical noises for all the algorithms for a given run.
4.5.1 Modelling Clutter
While some beacons in our environment lie on the walls, some lie close to walls but not on them. In
their case the structure does not hold, and thus should not be used. We term such beacons clutter,
because although they are useful features for SLAM, they cannot exploit information from the prior
map. Attempting to exploit a relation that does not hold (i.e. the structure is not shared) with such
beacons will lead to an inconsistent estimate.
We simulate clutter as follows. At the start of each run, a given percentage (or clutter density)
of the beacons on all the walls are randomly displaced normal to the wall to create clutter. Beacons
that are clutter always lie in front of their walls (i.e. outside of the building) at a uniformly distributed
distance between 1 mm and 5 standard deviations of the variance Pm in the prior map covariance matrix,
as shown in Figure 4.8. For the MHSLAM experiments in this chapter Pm = 0.52 m2. This models
the effect of features in front of building walls, such as railings, trees and signs. In the absence of real
clutter distribution data, we hypothesise that this distribution is sufficiently realistic to show the algorithm
working.
Figure 4.7 shows a typical line segment showing non-clutter and clutter beacons.
4.5.2 The Clutter Prior
The prior in (4.12), p(din,s = 1) is computed from (3.5). We use a constant prior for
p(d(x
m{n}, {sw{s}}) = 1), the probability that wall features come from walls (encompassing spu-
rious features), where the kth wall structure instance is defined in terms of producing line x
m{n}. We
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Figure 4.7: Close up of a typical line segment in the map. The crosses show beacons; some lie on the
wall and are thus non-clutter. The grey line is the actual wall position, with the building interior indicated
by the short normal line. The black line shows the noisy prior map segment from the prior map.
Figure 4.8: Prior map and clutter distribution normal to a wall. The clutter is distributed between 1 mm
and 5
√
Pmax m in front of the wall (corresponding to outside the building), where Pmax is the variance
of each element in the prior map.
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also use a constant for p(d(x
p{i}, {sw{s}}) = 1|d(xm{n}, {sw{s}}) = 1), the probability that the point
xp{i} came from the structure instance s defined as having generated the line segment xm{n} (with
p(d(x
p{i}, {sw{s}}) = 1|d(xm{n}, {sw{s}}) = 0) = 0). Furthermore we assume that the structure
instance heritage of independent features is independent.
Generalising to the set of features xp{I} and xm{N}, which share the common structure instances
sw{S}, P (dIN,S = C) can be inferred from the structure of the hierarchy as products of these density
functions, considering that
P (dIN,S = C) = p(dI,S = A|dN,S = B) p(dN,S = B), (4.35)
where AB = C, and A,B,C are binary vectors of 1s and 0s.
For instance for the set of J points x
p{J} that may come from the same wall structure instance
sw{s} as the the nth line segment xm{n},
p(dJn,s = D) =

p(dn,s = 0) + p(dn,s = 1)
∏
j∈J p(dj,s = 0|dn,s = 1) if D = 0
p(dn,s = 1)
∏
j∈J p(dj,s = D
j |dn,s = 1) otherwise
, (4.36)
where D is a binary vector of 1s and 0s.
4.5.3 Results
Figure 4.9 compares the platform pose error over the trajectory for the 30 averaged Monte Carlo runs.
The CSF estimate is indistinguishable from the full MHSLAM estimate, at a total covariance update cost
over the run of 40% that of full MHSLAM. In all cases the average error is well within the 3σ uncertainty
bound, as expected given our findings on the effect of a prior map in the previous chapter.
Figure 4.10 confirms that there is no appreciable difference in consistency levels between the CSF
and full MHSLAM. At 3σ 80% of the runs met our consistency criterion, compared to less than 30% for
regular SLAM without a prior map.
Figure 4.11 shows that the number of correct and incorrect constraints applied are similar for the
CSF and full MHSLAM. However, the number of incorrect constraints applied is greater when the Dual
Representation is not used. This suggests that the EKF and linearisation errors that the Dual Represen-
tation reduces degrade our ability to distinguish the correct hypothesis. The number of correct relations
applied on average by the end of the trajectory is almost 40, whereas on average only 1.6 incorrect
relations are made. EKF and errors from the nonlinearity of the models and prior line segment form
all contribute to incorrect relation hypotheses being applied. However, provided this number is small
compared to the number of correct relations made, the effect of these is small.
The incremental MHSLAM approach appears to be effective at distinguishing whether relations
hold, and is able to apply around 80% of the maximum number of relations that could be applied. The
Dual Representation works with this framework and yields a modest reduction in the false positive rate,
with a corresponding decrease in the platform pose error.
Figure 4.12 shows that the number of hypotheses present over the trajectory for the CSF and full
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Figure 4.9: Platform pose error over the trajectory for the CSF and full MHSLAM, showing how the
CSF gives effectively the same results as MHSLAM.
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Figure 4.10: Consistency metric indicating for what percentage of runs the vehicle pose was within a
given standard deviation criterion for at least 95% of the run, for the CSF and full MHSLAM. Both runs
have almost identical consistency levels; the difference at the 5.5σ criterion consistutes 1 run (out of the
30 total) so does not constitute a significant difference.
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Figure 4.11: Left: The average number of correct relations applied over the 30 MC runs compared to the
maximum number that could be applied at this clutter level (30%), and the worst case run (least number
applied). Right: The average number of relations applied which do not hold (false positives), along with
the worst and best case runs. Both the CSF and MHSLAM best and worst cases were the same. By
the end of the run less than 2 incorrect relations (on average) were made. In the best case no incorrect
relations were applied.
MHSLAM are almost identical, suggesting that the posterior distribution and its evolution over time in
the CSF represents that of full MHSLAM.
Figure 4.13 shows the evolution of the posterior probabilities of the non-trivial hypotheses gen-
erated by one of the runs, along with the number of hypotheses. Over the entire run there were 389
significant hypotheses generated (these were not immediately trimmed after initialisation); they were
spawned and trimmed at various times over the run. They are represented by the y axis, and their prob-
ability evolution at each time step (the x axis) by a grayscale value representing the probability. This
shows how hypotheses are trimmed at various time steps (their trail abruptly ends), and how most trim-
ming occurs soon after the observation of new beacons with ambiguous relations (and thus the creation
of new hypotheses), as observed at various time steps including 300, 490 and 680. This occurs because
the sensor is sufficiently accurate that the posterior probability of a hypothesis converges to its final
value quickly, so improbable hypotheses are quickly trimmed. However if the combined platform pose
and prior map uncertainty is high enough there is not enough information to give a clear winner. The
introduction of a new relation introduces new information through the correlations of its features, thus
dramatically altering the posterior probability distribution.
Figure 4.14 shows the posterior probability of the maximum a priori (MAP) estimate over time.
Note how the greater the number of hypotheses the lower the probability of the MAP hypothesis. In
general the probability of incorrect hypotheses will decrease to the point they can be rejected, however
the probability a single hypothesis will generally not be high enough to accept it and reject all others.
Figures 4.16 and 4.15 show the approximate computational cost of storing and updating all the
hypotheses. Only the Kalman update cost is considered (the cost of computing the Jacobians, second
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Figure 4.12: Average number of hypotheses over the trajectory for the CSF and full MHSLAM.
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Figure 4.13: Top: Evolution of the posterior probabilities of the 389 significant hypotheses generated
throughout a run. The probability of each hypothesis at each time step is represented by a colourscale
value between red (p=1) and blue (p=0). The probabilities for hypotheses that have not been initialised
yet are also shown as blue. Thus a cross-section of the diagram at any time step represents the posterior
distribution over the hypotheses. Bottom: The number of hypotheses present in the MHSLAM state at
every time step (those hypotheses whose probability is greater than 0.02).
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Figure 4.14: The posterior probability of the MAP estimate over time for the run shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.15: Approximate update cost of full MHSLAM and the CSF for all hypotheses. The computa-
tional complexity of the CSF is approximately half that of full MHSLAM for this time period, and we
would expect the discrepancy to grow as the run progresses and the dimension of the state increases.
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Figure 4.16: Approximate number of elements required to store the covariance matrices for all hy-
potheses (not exploiting symmetry). Here the CSF sees a slight reduction in the storage requirements
compared to full MHSLAM.
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order terms and weights are neglected). As the number of beacons in the state increases over time, the
difference in update cost between the CSF and full MHSLAM becomes substantial; over double the
FLOPs are required for full MHSLAM. At the end of the run the total update cost for full MHSLAM
was 27.9 GigaFLOPs, while the CSF required less than half, at 11.6 GigaFLOPs. However regular EKF-
SLAM with known relations would have required around 2.2 GigaFLOPs, almost a fifth that of the CSF.
The storage saving of the CSF over full MHSLAM is far smaller than the computational saving; this is
unsurprising given that the EKF storage cost is O(n2) while the computational cost is O(n3). Thus the
benefit of the CSF appears to be more in the update cost rather than storage.
We note that both the storage and computational cost could potentially be improved if more intel-
ligent methods than a basic time metric of determining whether to move beacons into the common state
were applied.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we considered the problem of estimating the presence of common underlying structure
(and thus relations) between features in SLAM and a prior map through the use of MHT, resulting in
MHSLAM. We used a prior map accuracy of 0.5 m (1σ) with a 30% clutter level, and were able to exploit
about 80% of the relations present (around 40 relations), with an average of only 1.6 incorrect relations
applied. Exploiting these improved the quality of SLAM dramatically; the average rMSE improved from
3.25 to 0.45 m, and 80% of the Monte Carlo runs met the 3σconsistency criterion, compared to only 28%
for SLAM without a prior map.
To perform MHSLAM more efficiently, we derived the Common State filter, a suboptimal method
of performing EKF-based MHSLAM that is more efficient than full MHSLAM. The performance is
comparable to full MHSLAM, at a significant saving in update complexity (27.9 vs 11.6 GigaFLOPs in
our experiment), and slight saving in storage (1.25 vs 1.38 million elements). In general, the information
loss has an almost negligible impact on the platform pose estimate and quality of the map produced. In
the worst case the CSF is equivalent to full MHSLAM.
The CSF could also be used in this context of Lazy data association [51], in which case one would
not need to consider the common state when revising data associations, resulting in significant compu-
tational savings.
However as with full MHSLAM, the CSF still theoretically suffers an exponential computational
increase with the number of ambiguous relations. The computational cost will also fluctuate as beacons
are moved into the hypothesis states. In addition, there is no lower bound on the computational saving
compared to full MHSLAM; it is possible that under certain conditions, such as during loop closing, that
all beacons will be moved into the hypothesis states, in which case the cost will be the same as full MH-
SLAM. This reduces the applicability of the CSF in platforms that require a predictable computational
cost without compromising on the accuracy level compared to full MHSLAM.
While effectively able to disambiguate correct hypotheses as well as full MHSLAM, it is still too
computationally expensive in our case to provide sufficient performance for evaluating (4.5), suggesting
that the strategy of enumerating all the hypotheses and incrementally evaluating (4.8) at each time step
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is too computationally expensive for a practical SLAM solution, even if each state benefits from the
computational and storage benefits that the CSF provides.
In the next chapter we will trade off the ability to use relation information immediately for com-
putational efficiency, evaluating (4.12) after a batch of observations has been made, thus delaying the
application of constraints until we are sure there is a common structure. This only requires a single EKF
state, and thus we do not need to use the MHSLAM approach.
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Resolving Common Structure with a Single
State
In the previous chapter we presented an undelayed incremental strategy based on multiple hypotheses
for incrementally determining structure between features in the SLAM state and the prior map. Using
the Common State Filter (CSF), we can do this in a manner that has superior computational performance
to full MHSLAM. However, like full MHSLAM, because the CSF does not delay applying common
structure information, and the number of hypotheses (and thus states) grows exponentially with the
number of ambiguous structures, this combined with the large number of features and observations
required to determine the correct relation hypothesis (and thus which structures are common) makes the
method unfeasible in all but the sparsest environments.
In this chapter we show how the problem may be evaluated in a retrospective non-MHSLAM frame-
work, by building up parts of the map in the SLAM state before resolving of common structure hypothe-
ses. As an example of the concept behind this, consider the scenario in Figure 5.1, showing a structure
sw{s} corresponding to a building wall in the physical world, and two map estimates p(xp|zp) and
p(xm|zm), the first a map of dense points created by a platform performing SLAM, and the second a
map of planes representing building walls, obtained by surveying. From the maps so far we can see
evidence of the presence of common underlying structure and its possible type in both maps, without
having to speculatively create hypotheses from the observations. This allows us to directly compute the
posterior probability of relations holding across hypotheses (as in MHSLAM), but without explicitly
enumerating and propagating a state for each hypotheses. Thus we can maintain a single state regardless
of the number of potential relations with the prior map.
The trade-off is that we delay making use of relations until we can determine whether the structure
is common (and thus whether they apply), and thus lose the EKF error mitigation benefits that applying
relations from common structure immediately confers. This is more akin to a batch rather than incre-
mental approach to using the prior information, as we batch up the features in the maps and process
them together at once, rather than as observations are received. This also allows us to effectively use
information from features in a single map with structure models to inform a prior for a structure being
present.
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Figure 5.1: Example showing two map estimates p(xp|zp) and p(xm|zm), the left consisting of dense
point cloud features, and the right of planes. Features that correspond to the same structure instance in
the real world (a wall shown at the top) are indicated. This known common structure allows us to relate
features between the two maps, and use classifiers to identify which features in each map may have come
from this structure type. (Image source: www.multimap.com)
In this chapter we show how we directly implement the framework in chapter 3 in EKF-SLAM
using a single state. We then show how information from features in one of the maps can be used to
inform the prior on the geometric likelihood for a structure being present. Finally we compare this
approach with the incremental CSF approach from the previous chapter, and use it to investigate the
effect of spurious features, varying clutter and prior map accuracy on EKF-SLAM.
5.1 Batch Inference
In the previous chapter we showed how p(d(x
p{i},xm{n}, {sw{s}})|zp{i}(k1 : ka), zm{n}), the proba-
bility of the relation F holding between the ith feature in the SLAM state xp and the nth feature in the
prior map xm, given the observations z may be evaluated incrementally for all the observations from
time steps K = k1 : ka, zp{i}(K). We used a multiple hypothesis approach to evaluate the posterior
probability distribution over all hypotheses, thus allowing us to use structure information immediately,
discarding improbable hypotheses over time. However maintaining a state for each hypothesis can be
too computationally inefficient to be useful.
Fortunately we can delay applying constraint information, evaluating the posterior probability di-
rectly from a single state.
To infer the probability of a common structure being present, d(x
p{i},xm{n}, {sw{s}}) = 1 (which
we abbreviate to din,s = 1), note from (3.47) that
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p(din,s = 1|zp{i}(K), zm) = η p(θin = φ|din,s = 1, zp{i}(K), zm) p(din,s = 1), (5.1)
where in our case
p(θin = φ|din,s = 1, zp{i}(K), zm) = p(f(xp{i},xm{n}) = 0|din,s = 1, zp{i}(K), zm) (5.2)
because θin = 0, and φ = f(xp{i},xm{n}) from (3.11).
Then to apply a constraint given that din,s = 1, we use (3.50),
p(xp,xm|din,s = 1, zp{i}(K), zm) = η p(θin = φ|din,s = 1,xp,xm) p(xp,xm|zp{i}(K), zm), (5.3)
where p(θin = φ|din,s = 1,xp,xm) = p(f(xp{i},xm{n}) = 0|din,s = 1,xp,xm).
Thus for a given time step ka we can compute the probability of any relation hypothesis from a
single posterior distribution p(x
p{i}|zp{i}(K)), and thus unlike the MHSLAM solution in the previous
chapter, we need only maintain a single state. We implement this for EKF-SLAM as follows.
For clarity, let us consider the initial case (before any beacons relate with the prior map) where the
regular joint vehicle/map SLAM state represents p(xv(ka),xp|zp(K)), though this could be conditioned
on other structures being present. At time ka, gating (which is equivalent to only considering features
where (3.48) will be significant) shows that it is plausible that d(x
p{I},xm{N}, {sw{S}}) = 1, or that
the set of point beacons I in the state, x
p{I} potentially relate with a set of prior map line segment
features N , x
m{N} if both came from the flat wall structure instances S, sw{S}. Thus we have a vector
of indicators which evaluate to a binary vector C, d(x
p{I},xm{N}, {sw{S}}) = C, where for the jth
feature pair Cj = d(x
p{Ij},xm{Nj}, {sw{Sj}}), the superscript indicating an index within each set.
For clarity we can abbreviate d(x
p{Ij},xm{Nj}, {sw{Sj}}) to djIN,S . We wish to find the maximum
likelihood estimate for C, CML. In our EKF-SLAM based implementation we cannot revise incorrectly
applied relations1 and thus we additionally want to ensure that CML is significantly more probable than
the next most probable value.
We can do so by enumerating all the combinations that C can take to obtain the set of hypotheses
C1 . . . CN , and then computing the probability distribution p(dIN,S|zp(K), zm) over these hypotheses
from (5.1). The likelihood function we use is given by (4.17).
We consider hypotheses with a probability below a lower threshold preject (such as 0.02) to be
false; the probabilities of these are set to zero and the remaining values renormalised to give the posterior
probabilities of the remaining hypotheses (this parallels the pruning stage in MHSLAM).
However, unlike MHSLAM we cannot track the states for all these hypotheses (using the MAP
hypothesis as the representative state), because we only maintain a single state. This state repre-
sents the joint vehicle map/estimate p(xv(ka),xp{i}|zp{i}(K)) where the ambiguous relation dIN,S
is marginalised out, and is thus conservative. We either need to establish that one of the hypotheses is
correct and commit to it (updating our state to reflect it), or commit to none at this time, and maintain
the current state. Optionally if there are few hypotheses at this point we could choose to spawn and track
1However reversible association is the subject of future work.
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Table 5.1: Example showing the posterior probabilities associated with four hypotheses created from two
ambiguous structure relations. Although none of these hypotheses exceeds the threshold paccept = 0.95,
marginalising out din,s gives two remaining hypothesis, one of which exceeds the acceptance threshold.
Thus summing over the hypotheses of din,s gives p(djn,s = 1) = 0.5 + 0.451 = 0.951.
Hypothesis: 1 2 3 4
d(x
p{i},xm{n}, {sw{s}}) = din,s = 1 1 0 0
d(xp{j},xm{n}, {sw{s}}) = djn,s = 1 0 1 0
Probability: 0.451 0.028 0.5 0.021
states for the hypotheses using the CSF. In this case the current state would be duplicated to as many
hypotheses as there are, and the state for each hypothesis would be updated according to which relations
are hypothesised to apply, as in MHSLAM.
We accept a hypothesis h as being correct (and thus the others as being false) if its probability
exceeds a probable upper threshold value paccept, such as 95%. If no hypotheses meet the threshold, we
may still be able to form a hypothesis that exceeds paccept by marginalising over the relation hypotheses
of some beacons as shown in Table 5.1; the relation status of these beacons will be considered ambiguous
at this time (however can still be resolved at a future time step). Naturally this marginalisation strategy
is only applied when there are multiple ambiguous relations.
Unlike MHSLAM, which commits to the set of hypotheses immediately and thus must compute the
posterior probabilities using (4.5) after every observation, (5.1) does not need to be computed after every
update, rather every 4k time steps depending on computational considerations.
The choice in posterior threshold is a trade-off between the performance (accuracy and consistency)
impact of being either conservative or optimistic when determining the structure indicator status. Being
optimistic with a low acceptance threshold paccept carries a performance penalty from false positives
(applying a relation when the structure is not common). However being conservative also means that
more time elapses before a relation is applied, giving a less optimal estimate and allowing time for EKF
errors to grow. We use a paccept threshold of 70% in our simulations as this gave the best results.
If a hypothesis is accepted, the state is conditioned on the outcome of the relations. Thus if the
accepted hypothesis is that din,s = 1, the state is updated based on the relation this entails, according to
section 3.6 in chapter 3.
5.2 Informing a Structure Prior
Consider again the scenario in Figure 5.1. In this case a relation could be formulated for the ith point and
nth plane that were generated from the same wall s, which we indicate by d(x
p{i},xm{n}, {sw{s}}) = 1
(also shown as din,s = 1 for brevity).
In section 3.7 we mentioned that p(din,s = 1) is a prior to (3.47), which infers whether din,s = 1
conditioned on the geometric compatibility of the estimates of x
p{i} and xm{n}. For a large number of
features (3.47) can be expensive to compute, so if we make the prior as informative as possible we can
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of two point clouds in the map xp. The large points in the centre of each show
the possible location of the ith point x
p{i}. By considering the structure of the surrounding points, we
can see that the top point cloud x
p{i} is unlikely to correspond be a wall structure sw, thus a classifier
would give a low value to p(d(x
p{i}, {sw}) = 1|xp). Conversely, the bottom point cloud is wall-like,
and thus there is a high probability that x
p{i} came from a wall.
reduce the number of features we have to consider. We do this by conditioning the prior on classifiers,
or models of how a given structure appears in a feature map produced under a particular map model,
giving it the form p(din,s = 1|z). Thus for the scenario above, we could infer the probability that each
point in the map xp was generated by a wall sw, and thus reject the majority of points that are not “wall-
like” before comparing features between the maps in (3.47), improving computational performance and
reducing false positives.
It is useful to look for structure a priori in this way for computational reasons when dealing with
dense maps and for determining which structures are present. There are a number of classifiers that could
be used for discovering and recognising structure in the environment [99, 76, 2]. As discussed in chapter
3 these classifiers have yet to be exploited in this way.
The prior in (3.47) can be broken down into a probability for each map, for instance
p(d(xp, {sw{s}})) corresponding to the feature map xp and structure instance sw{s} according to
(3.5); for brevity we can denote d·,s = d(xp, {sw{s}}), the dot signifying any instance. Let us consider
the feature map of points xp and the structure instance sw{s} representing a flat wall. A classifier, which
models the configuration of points produced from flat walls and other structures can be used to estimate
the probability that a point x
p{i} was generated by a flat wall sw based on this point and others in xp, as
shown in Figure 5.2.
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Probabilistically this is represented as p(di,· = 1|xp) (where di,· = d(xp{i}, {sw}) for brevity),
and can be computed from Bayes rule,
p(di,· = 1|xp) = η p(xp|di,· = 1) p(di,· = 1), (5.4)
where η is a normalising term and p(xp|di,· = 1) is a likelihood model for the points based on the
structure. Because we do not have xp but an estimate p(xp|zp) based on observations zp = zp(k1 : ka),
we marginalise out xp to condition on zp,
p(di,· = 1|zp) =
ˆ
p(di,· = 1|xp) p(xp|zp) dxp. (5.5)
We then compute the probability that x
p{i} is associated with the structure instance s given it came
from any instance of sw,
p(di,s = 1|zp) = p(di,s = 1|di,· = 1) p(di,· = 1|zp), (5.6)
noting that because of the structure hierarchy p(di,s = 1|di,· = 0) = 0. By gating we can usually restrict
the candidate structure instances for s to a single potential instance. Under certain circumstances the
classifier may specifically detect the structure instance s, in which case it returns p(di,s = 1|zp) directly,
and (5.6) is not needed.
Assuming the same for the map xm and substituting into (3.5) gives
p(din,s = 1|zp, zm) = p(di,s = 1|zp) p(dn,s = 1|zm), (5.7)
where di,s = d(xp{i}, {sw{s}}) and dn,s = d(xm{n}, {sw{s}}).
Note that here we do not use any information as to whether the maps are geometrically compatible
and thus obey the relation θin = φ in (3.47), as this is part of the likelihood function p(θin = φ|din,s =
1, zp, zm) in (3.47). Note also that this means that the two probability distributions are independent
(assuming there is no other source of dependency a priori between the maps).
Thus inferring the presence of common structure between features in maps does not solely depend
on evaluating the geometric likelihood between the maps in (3.48). In situations where computation is
limited or there is high positional uncertainty of features in the maps, such prior classifier information is
likely to be very useful.
For the simulations below, the sparsity of the environment is such that we do not require an explicit
classifier, instead concentrating on the performance of the geometric likelihood at disambiguating clutter
with a constant prior. However in chapter 6 where we perform a real experiment we use a classifier (with
a simple heuristically-derived likelihood) to determine whether features are likely part of a wall structure.
5.3 Simulations
5.3.1 Comparison with CSF-MHSLAM
We use the same simulation scenario as used in chapter 4 to compare the performance of the single state
method with CSF based MHSLAM.
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Figure 5.3: rMSE comparison between the CSF MHSLAM from the previous chapter and the single
state method in this chapter for resolving relations. The single state method has produced a less optimal
estimate, however the errors of both methods lie comfortably within their 3σ uncertainty estimates.
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Figure 5.4: Inconsistency severity comparison between the CSF and single state method. The consis-
tency metric indicates for what percentage of runs the vehicle pose was within a given standard deviation
criterion for at least 95% of the run. Both methods exhibit a similar, low degree of inconsistency.
Figure 5.3 shows that the single state method is suboptimal compared to the CSF estimate, as the
uncertainty and error is greater. The CSF estimate also has slightly better consistency as shown by
Figure 5.4. This is because the CSF can apply relations immediately without delay, whereas the single
state method has to wait until the posterior probability of a set of relations holding exceeds the threshold.
For the CSF results we show the MAP hypothesis at any time step, which is likely to contain incorrect
relations if it is not the correct hypothesis. However despite this, it appears to give better performance
because the greater number of relations applied offsets the negative effect of unmitigated linearisation
and EKF errors.
Although in this case the CSF has a more accurate vehicle estimate, the number of relations applied
(both correct and incorrect) is proportionally higher than that of the single state method, as shown by
Figure 5.5. This suggests that the single state method has been more conservative, which although
resulted in less incorrect relations being applied, has given a significantly less accurate vehicle pose
estimate and slightly lower consistency. This suggests that in our case applying relations optimistically
(with a greater number of incorrect relations) gives better results than being conservative.
It appears that the effect of the nonlinear system or EKF errors (or both) on the likelihood compu-
tation is to make the system more optimistic in the case of immediate relation application (CSF), and
relatively more conservative in the case of delayed relation application (single state method). However
both strategies perform similarly in terms of the number of true compared to false positives, indicating
similar relation resolving ability.
The computational penalty the CSF sees for the more accurate vehicle pose estimate is shown in
Figure 5.6, which shows the storage cost, and Figure 5.7 which shows the covariance update cost for all
the hypotheses.
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Figure 5.5: Left: Comparison of the number of correct relations present in the state at each time step
for the single state and multiple hypothesis methods. Right: Comparison of the average number (over
30 MC runs) of incorrect relations present in the state at each time step for the single state and multiple
hypothesis methods. In the MHSLAM case this corresponds to the most likely hypothesis at each time
step, and thus the number can decrease when this hypothesis changes.
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Figure 5.6: Covariance storage cost (not exploiting symmetry) for the single state method and the CSF.
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Figure 5.7: Computational cost of updating the covariance of all the hypotheses (not exploiting symme-
try), for the single state method and CSF.
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At the end of the run the single state method had performed 2.22 GigaFLOPs for the covariance
update, while the CSF required 11.6 GigaFLOPs, a five-fold increase. Unlike the CSF, the complexity
of the Kalman update for the single state method is independent of the number of potential relations,
and thus the method retains the computational update complexity equivalent to EFK-SLAM with known
relations.
Since the relation resolution performance of the CSF approach does not appear to be better than that
of the single state approach, while the computational costs are far greater, for investigating the effect of
clutter and prior map accuracy we use the single state method. As in chapters 2 and 3 for computational
reasons (we do not use submapping for instance) we discard beacons not seen after 5 s for beacons
not associated with any structure, with the exception of beacons in the loop closure region. Beacons
associated with structure are only discarded after the last beacon that gated with their line segment has
not been observed for 8 s. The vehicle travels at 14 m/s, thus 8 s corresponds to a distance of up to 112 m
behind the vehicle.
5.3.2 Robustness to Spurious Line Segments
In this scenario the prior map has a 1σ error of 1 m, and 6 spurious line segments have been added to
the 48 already present in the prior map. Thus 11% of the line segments are spurious; that is they do not
exist in the real world so are not associated with any structure. This could occur because of a mapping
errors or because their structures are no longer present in the world. Thus with reference to section 4.5.2,
p(d(x
m{n}, {sw{s}}) = 1) = 0.89, that is the nth line segment has an 89% chance of being generated by
a wall in the real world. The clutter density of points (the proportion that were not generated by the same
wall as the line segment they gated with) is 40%, thus p(d(x
p{i}, {sw{s}}) = 1|d(xm{n}, {sw{s}}) =
1) = 0.6.
Figure 5.8 shows the absolute error in the robot pose estimate, along with the 3σ bound of the error
estimate. The SLAM system using the prior map shows a dramatic improvement in consistency and
accuracy from the prior information, showing that even with the high clutter level and spurious lines,
the geometric prior map significantly improves SLAM, even when the 1σ error in the prior map is 1 m
(compared with the 0.01 m range accuracy of the sensor).
Figure 5.9 shows that the number of constraints applied where there was common structure between
the features (and thus the constraint holds). For most of the trajectory no constraints were applied
incorrectly (as indicated by the missing values), however for the few that were, the number applied
correctly was between one and two orders of magnitude higher on average, showing that the method
is effectively able to determine when there is common structure, and discount relation hypotheses for
spurious line segments.
In the following sections we consider only the effect of varying the clutter density and prior map ac-
curacy on performance and thus there are no spurious lines in the prior map, thus p(d(x
m{n}, {sw{s}}) =
1) = 1.
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Figure 5.8: Vehicle x, y and θ pose error over the trajectory for regular SLAM without a prior map, and
with a prior map of 1 m std. dev. error where 40% of the line segments in the prior map are spurious.
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Figure 5.9: Average number of relations applied correctly (thin line) and incorrectly (thick line) to
features in the state, with the dotted line indicating how many were from spurious line segments. Because
we use a sliding window features are constantly being added and removed from the state. Note how for
most of the runs at most 1 or 2 out of the 100 Monte Carlo runs contained any incorrect relations, and
thus the average comes to a small fraction below 1.
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Figure 5.10: Root mean squared error (rMSE) of the vehicle poses with four clutter densities and the
case with known relations (i.e. no clutter) shown for comparison. From top to bottom x, y and θ. 3σ
standard deviations are shown as dotted lines. Loop closure occurs at 4310 s. The average vehicle pose
x, y and θ elements remain within their average 3σ bounds in all cases.
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5.3.3 Varying Clutter Density with a Constant Prior Map Accuracy
Figure 5.10 shows the effect of increasing the clutter density on the vehicle pose for a 1 m std. dev.
error prior map. The error and uncertainty increase nonlinearly with the degree of clutter, as does the
inconsistency. The error and inconsistency increase from going from 50% to 60% clutter is very high;
the vehicle x position error is more than double at 2500 time steps, and in the 60% clutter case has
exceeded the 3σ uncertainty bound.
Comparison with the ideal case, when the relations are known and thus there is no clutter shows
that even at 30% clutter there is a noticeable error increase, however for the prior map accuracy level
and sparsity of this environment (average of 1 beacon per 5 m of wall), performance begins to severely
degrade when more than 40% of these beacons are clutter (do not lie on the wall).
The orientation is only significantly affected by the degree of clutter for the 60% clutter case, sug-
gesting that for our motion model (that of a steered bicycle), clutter has a modest effect on orientation
error compared to position. This is also reflected in the orientation uncertainty estimate, which remains
very similar for all the clutter levels considered.
Figure 5.11 gives an indication of the severity of inconsistency in the vehicle pose over all the runs,
and thus the probability that any run will remain within a given consistency criterion. Considering the
3σ consistency bound, for unconstrained SLAM less than 30% of the runs meet this criterion. With a
sparse high clutter (60%) environment, this increases to 48%. Without clutter this becomes 87%.
We see the nonlinear increase in inconsistency at the 6σ bound; for the 60% clutter case, only 80%
of the runs meet the criterion, whereas the clutter levels of 50% and below exceed 94%. All clutter levels
see significantly more successful runs compared to unconstrained SLAM, where 63% of the runs exceed
the criterion. This shows that all the clutter levels considered reduced the inconsistency in EKF-SLAM,
the degree being dependent on the degree of clutter.
Comparison with the ideal no clutter case (where the relations are known) shows that at 4σ and
above the consistency of the 30 and 40% clutter cases approach that of the ideal case, showing that at a
relatively low degree of clutter the severity of the inconsistency of EKF-SLAM is significantly reduced,
and thus a run at these clutter levels will likely produce a map whose error estimate is representative of
the actual error.
Figure 5.12 shows how the degree of inconsistency is negatively correlated with the number of
correct relations applied. This suggests that a greater error in vehicle position corresponds to a greater
beacon error and thus a lower likelihood of relations being applied. This trend is not seen in the num-
ber of incorrect relations applied, suggesting that the incorrect relations do not significantly degrade
consistency.
Figure 5.13 shows that the number of beacons with correct relations applied (the beacons actually
lie on the wall) in the state at each time step decreases dramatically even for low clutter densities (such
as 20%), yet as Figure 5.10 shows this has only a small effect on the vehicle variances. This suggests
that applying relations to a small number of beacons may be sufficient to have a significant effect on
the performance of the algorithm. The effect of the beacon density (with no clutter) on the vehicle
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the number of Monte Carlo runs where the vehicle pose remained within
the given number of standard deviations (on the x-axis) for at least 95% of the run. For comparison the
case without relation ambiguity (no clutter) is also shown.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the number of relations applied for a run with the (sorted) average Ma-
halanobis distance of the vehicle pose, a higher average Mahalanobis distance indicating worse perfor-
mance. The average Mahalanobis distance appears to be inversely correlated with the number of relations
applied, but uncorrelated with the number of incorrectly applied relations.
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Figure 5.13: Number of beacons with correctly applied relations (they actually lie on their line segment)
in the state over time. The case without relation ambiguity (no clutter) indicates the maximum possible
number of such beacons (beacons are constantly being removed by the sliding window).
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Figure 5.14: The number of relations applied over time for the 60% clutter case compared to the max-
imum number that could be applied at this clutter level if the relations were known. The relatively
inaccurate prior map (1 m std. dev.) means that less than a third of potential relations are used.
uncertainty will be investigated in the future to remove the effect of clutter beacons as a possible cause
of this effect. Ideally we would expect the decrease in the number of beacons with relations to correspond
to the increasing clutter density, however the decrease is disproportionately greater. Figure 5.14 shows
the number of correct relations applied for the 60% clutter case compared to the maximum number of
correct relations that could be applied at this level of clutter. The number applied is less than a third
of the number that could in theory be applied. This penalty comes from the difficulty in determining
whether relations hold given the sparsity of the environment with the relatively inaccurate map (1 m std.
dev. error), where few sets of beacons will be sufficiently correlated to meet this threshold. The number
of relations applied could be increased by conditioning the prior for a relation holding on further sensor
data using the framework in chapter 3.
Figure 5.15 shows the number of false positives; beacons with relations applied incorrectly (the
beacons do not lie on the wall because the structure is not common). The number of such beacons is
approximately ten times less than the number of correctly constrained beacons, for each clutter level
(with the exception of the no clutter case). The clutter level does not appear to significantly affect the
false positive rate, indicating that it does not affect the functioning of the geometric likelihood.
The rMSE and degree of inconsistency is still substantially lower for the vehicle operating in a
60% clutter environment compared to SLAM without a prior map, showing that even though this clutter
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Figure 5.15: Number of cases where relations have been applied to beacons that do not lie on their line
segment (the structure is not common, thus these are false positives) in the state over time. The number
of relations is fractional because they have been averaged over 100 MC runs.
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level results in significantly degraded performance over lower clutter levels (40% being the approximate
threshold in this scenario), it does not affect the false positive rate, and the prior map is still useful. Even
though the number of relations applied decreases nonlinearly with the clutter level, it appears that few
relations need to be applied for each line segment for most of its information to propagate into the SLAM
state.
The use of a more informative prior could significantly improve the number of relations applied at
such clutter levels, potentially resulting in a localisation performance similar to that achieved at lower
clutter levels.
5.3.4 Varying Prior Map Accuracy with a Constant Clutter Density
Figure 5.16 shows the effect of reducing the accuracy of the prior map on the vehicle pose while keeping
the degree of clutter at 40%. As with the case of increasing clutter, the orientation error and uncertainty
remains similar for all the levels of prior map error. Surprisingly the pose error for SLAM with a 50
cm prior map is slightly more accurate than with a 10 cm prior map. This is likely caused by the high
number of relations being applied incorrectly in the 10 cm prior map case, as shown in Figure 5.19. The
degraded performance suggests that for accurate prior maps, the geometric relation likelihood is more
susceptible to EKF and linearisation errors.
The pose error for a 1 m prior map is generally similar to that of the 10 and 50 cm prior maps,
however the error with the 1.5 m prior map is significantly worse. The number of relations applied
correctly is similar to that of the 0.5 and 1 m maps, and the number of incorrect relations applied is
lower, suggesting that this performance degradation is not due to a lack of relations or incorrect relations.
Instead it appears that at this level of prior map accuracy and beyond the map information is weak enough
that SLAM performance reduces and EKF and linearisation errors begin to dominate.
Figure 5.17 gives an indication of the severity of inconsistency in the vehicle pose over all the runs,
and thus the likelihood that any run will remain within a given consistency criterion.
There is a significant improvement for all prior map uncertainty levels compared to regular SLAM.
At 3σ regular SLAM only has 29%, whereas SLAM with the 10 cm prior map has 56%. At 6σ SLAM
with all the prior map uncertainties exceeds 90%, whereas regular SLAM achieves just 63%. This
shows that even at a 40% clutter level in our environment, using the prior map reduces the degree of
inconsistency in the filter estimate.
The degree of inconsistency does not correspond to the prior map quality; the most inconsistent
was for the most accurate (10 cm) prior map. The 50 cm and 1 m prior maps gave the least inconsistent
pose estimate. This suggests that at accurate prior map levels consistency is significantly affected by
nonlinearities and association errors.
Figure 5.18 shows that the number of beacons with correctly applied relations (the beacons actually
lie on the wall) in the state at each time step does not vary as significantly with prior map accuracy as
with clutter, except in the case of the relatively accurate 10 cm prior map, where significantly fewer
correct relations are applied. This suggests that at the 40% clutter level the system is not “starved” of
beacons with which to resolve relations.
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Figure 5.16: Root mean squared error (rMSE) of the vehicle poses with four prior map accuracy levels
(1σ). From top to bottom x, y and θ. 3σ standard deviations are shown as dotted lines. Loop closure
occurs at 4310 s. The average vehicle pose x, y and θ elements remain within their average 3σ bounds
in all cases.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of the number of Monte Carlo runs where the vehicle pose remained within
the given number of standard deviations (on the x-axis) for at least 95% of the run.
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Figure 5.18: Number of beacons with relations correctly applied (the common structure is present) in
the state over time.
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Figure 5.19: Number of false positives; beacons with relations incorrectly applied (the structure is not
common) in the state over time.
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Likewise the 10 cm prior map shows a greater number of incorrectly applied relations, as shown
in Figure 5.19. For the less accurate maps the number of incorrect relations applied is far lower, and
decreases with increasing prior map error. In general the normal distance of incorrectly constrained
beacons to the wall is far less than 1σ for all but the most accurate prior map, where errors can exceed
3σ (30 cm). These results are likely to be because of the effect of EKF inconsistency on the likelihood
of a relation holding. EKF map corruption in a local region affects the global position of beacons more
than the correlations between them. Thus the low accuracy maps are more robust to these errors because
the likelihood is more dependent on the joint configuration of multiple beacons than on their absolute
position. Because of the structure of SLAM, the joint configuration is less affected by such errors.
Unlike the case of increasing clutter, where lower clutter means better localisation performance, a
more accurate map does not necessarily result in better localisation performance. The geometric likeli-
hood for very accurate prior maps appears to be more sensitive to EKF errors when resolving relations.
As a result for very accurate maps the number of correct relations identified is lower than expected, and
the number of incorrect relations (false positives) much higher, and the false positive rate decreases with
increasing map error. Thus a more accurate prior map can result in worse localisation accuracy and
consistency than one that is less accurate.
Also unlike the varying clutter case, the consistency of the pose estimate does not appear to signif-
icantly decrease as the prior map error level increases, for the levels of prior map error we considered.
Thus SLAM with our least accurate prior map (1.5 m std. dev. error) significantly outperforms SLAM
without a prior map.
5.4 Conclusion
The single state method is effective at determining whether relations hold using a geometry-based like-
lihood function, for a computational cost similar to single state EKF-SLAM. The method is effective
even for a sparse map (with an average of 1 beacon per 5 m of prior map wall), where as many as 60%
of the beacons do not lie on the walls (and thus relate with the prior map), or for a prior map with a 1σ
error of 1.5 m where 40% of the beacons do not lie on the walls. This is within the error levels of many
geometric map sources, for instance urban OS MasterMap data [54] and Mars Explorer imagery [81].
The effect of varying map accuracy and clutter levels is summarised in Table 5.2, showing how in all
cases the absolute average error was better than that of Second Order EKF SLAM without a prior map.
The number of relations applied decreases nonlinearly with the clutter level, but appears invariant
to the prior map accuracy level for our range of map accuracies. Beyond a certain clutter level, the
localisation accuracy and consistency decreases significantly. The number of relations applied could be
increased by conditioning the prior for a relation holding on further sensor data using the framework in
chapter 3.
The geometric likelihood is sensitive to the prior map accuracy level, with an increase in the false
positive rate (relations being incorrectly applied) with increasing prior map accuracy. This is likely due
to the increased sensitivity of the likelihood function to EKF and linearisation errors as the prior map
becomes more accurate. The false positive rate is not significantly affected by the clutter level.
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Table 5.2: Summary tables showing the effect of clutter and prior map accuracy on the average absolute
error of the vehicle pose over the entire run for the average of the Monte Carlo runs. In all cases the
average rMSE was improved by exploiting the prior map compared to SLAM without a prior map.
Prior map 1σ uncertainty (m) Average rMSE (m) 3σ consistency criterion (%)
0.01 0.68 76
0.5 0.54 68
1 0.83 58
1.5 1.35 55
No prior map 3.25 28
(a) Varying prior map uncertainty with a constant clutter level of 40%.
Prior map clutter level (%) Average rMSE (m) 3σ consistency criterion (%)
No clutter 0.55 86
30 0.69 69
40 0.83 68
50 1.19 54
60 2.21 47
No prior map 3.25 28
(b) Varying clutter level with a constant prior map uncertainty of 1 m (1σ bound).
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The retrospective association strategy in this chapter has a number of advantages. Only a single
state needs to be maintained regardless of the number of relation hypotheses, thus saving computation
and storage costs and implementation complexity. The approach is flexible, as one can choose when to
exploit structure, whereas the MHSLAM approach (using the CSF) requires that the states of all hypothe-
ses be enumerated and updated. This is an inefficient strategy given the exponential growth of MHSLAM
and the CSF with the number of hypotheses and the fact that few hypotheses will ultimately survive. In
addition, like MHSLAM the CSF requires the weights to be computed following every update, whereas
by delaying the application of relations from structure we can evaluate the posterior distribution in a sin-
gle time step at convenient intervals, then (with the exception of EKF errors and nonlinearity) optimally
fuse the state and map once the correct hypothesis is known. We can also marginalise out problematic
relations to increase our chances of finding a highly probable hypothesis. Thus unlike even the CSF, the
computational cost can generally be kept manageable even when operating with sparse numbers of bea-
cons, large uncertainty and high clutter levels; under these conditions it can take a long time to converge
on the correct hypothesis.
Another disadvantage of an MHSLAM approach is that the representative (MAP) state is subject to
fluctuate between different hypotheses over time as the posterior distribution is updated from observa-
tions. For some applications it may be more desirable to have an estimate that is known to be correct,
even if conservative, in which case MHSLAM has little value over a single state method other than for
mitigating EKF errors.
However, the single state retrospective approach also has a number of disadvantages. In the linear
case, the posterior probability distribution over the structure relation hypotheses produced by the CSF
and the single state method is the same, however in the more realistic nonlinear case linearisation and
other errors will affect the single state method to a greater extent, because unlike MHSLAM it does
not apply the relation information immediately. If significant map slip occurs, the map produced by the
SLAM state will be unlikely, and thus unlikely to relate with the prior map. Because MHSLAM applies
relations immediately, nonlinear effects can be mitigated or reduced immediately.
One could combine the CSF with the single state method presented in this chapter to obtain the best
of both. For instance hypotheses may only be created once their number has been trimmed down to a
manageable level. For the case of a few very informative relations it may be worth maintaining a few
hypotheses concurrently and thus benefitting from the more accurate vehicle and map estimate.
There are a number of aspects of the method that may be improved in further work. The cause of
the need for stabilising noise in the line segment observations needs to be investigated. The mechanics
by which the Dual Representation is able to mitigate EKF errors also needs to be investigated. A method
such as lazy data association [51] may be used to reverse incorrect associations and thus reduce the
corruption that these cause.
In the next chapter we apply the method in this chapter to part of the Oxford City Centre data set, a
real data set collected by a robot with a laser scanner in an urban environment.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Results
6.1 SLAM with The Oxford Data Set
For evaluating the performance of our method on real data we use part of the Oxford City Centre data
set [24]. This is an outdoor loop in a flat urban environment, shown in Figure 6.1 and 6.2, where GPS
is unreliable and there is some dynamic motion. We assume that the environment is planar and thus do
planar 2D SLAM with a 3 DOF (degree of freedom) vehicle.
This data set offers a number of challenges:
• There are many dynamic objects, including cars, people and bicycles. These produce non-static
features which can corrupt the estimate if used in the SLAM process without explicitly accounting
for their motion, due to the assumption of static features.
• The environment is outdoors and unstructured. Unlike indoor environments which tend to consist
of planar rectilinear walls, the outdoor environment has many complex unpredictable shapes due
to cars, foliage, pavements and other “clutter” in the environment. The buildings are generally
at various angles with protruding or inset objects such as windows and doors. Thus the scans
produced by the sensor are more complex and there are fewer stable features from scan to scan.
• The GPS is unreliable due to the “urban canyon” effect (to the extent that we do not use the
GPS), and the physical configuration of the robot, being skid steer means there is high, correlated
odometric noise.
• The LIDAR sensor we use produces a 2D planar scan, the plane shifting as the robot pitches and
rolls (for instance on bumps). As the environment is unstructured and the sensor information is
sparse, it is challenging to extract common features reliably across consecutive scans; indeed it
is not even guaranteed that there will be any common features across consecutive scans for all
the scans. In addition some of the scan points can contain spurious structure, for instance due to
reflections from the ground when the robot pitches downwards.
• The high degree of clutter in the environment close to the building walls, for instance parked cars,
means that it is challenging to determine whether a point feature in the SLAM state came from a
wall structure or other structure near it when using a prior map of the building walls.
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Figure 6.1: Aerial image showing the environment, with the approximate robot trajectory shown as a
black line.
We run for 3 sides of the loop, for a total trajectory length of approximately 650 m. The last edge
has few stable features and many dynamic objects (which we do not model) and thus feature extraction
and SLAM fail to perform adequately.
6.1.1 SLAM Platform
The SLAM platform is a modified “ATRV-Jnr” wheeled robot called “Marge”, shown in Figure 6.4.
Although this platform has a nodding SICK scanner for 3D point cloud collection, an XSens inertial
sensor and GPS, we only use its 2D (fixed) SICK scanner and the onboard odometry. The GPS data is
highly inaccurate in the urban area of operation and is thus unused.
As the trajectory is relatively flat we performed 2D SLAM with a 3 DOF vehicle pose, instead of
full 6 DOF SLAM. We did this partly to reduce the complexity associated with working with 3D data,
such as aligning the scan slices into a common coordinate frame (compensating for the robot motion),
and to make the real experiment consistent with the 2D simulations and prior map used throughout this
thesis.
The robot motion model is

x
y
θ

k
=

x
y
θ

k−1
+4t

(uv(k) + vv(k)) cos (ϕ(k))
(uv(k) + vv(k)) sin (ϕ(k))
uθ(k) + vθ(k)
+Qs, (6.1)
where4t is the time elapsed between k − 1 and k and ϕ(k) = θ(k − 1) + (uθ(k) + vθ(k))4t, and Qs
is stabilising noise. uv(k) is the velocity from odometry with noise vv(k), and uθ(k) is the orientation
angular velocity from odometry with noise vθ(k).
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Figure 6.2: The OS MasterMap image from which the prior map was derived, with the approximate robot
trajectory shown as a dashed line. We only selected the main long building wall line segments around
the trajectory, to give a significantly sparser prior map. (Image source: Ordnance Survey/EDINA)
Because of biases introduced by wheel slip and inaccurate wheel radii, the velocity error is non-zero
mean. We model the bias with an additive velocity correction factor uδv(k|k), which we estimate in the
state, thus
vv(k) ∼ ℵ(uδv(k), σ2v), (6.2)
where ℵ (µ,Σ) is Gaussian distributed noise with mean µ and variance Σ. We assume that uδv is subject
to zero-mean drift over time with standard deviation σδv ,
uδv(k) = uδv(k − 1) +4t vδv(k), (6.3)
where vδv(k) ∼ ℵ
(
0, σ2δv
)
.
Table 6.1 shows the vehicle and sensor parameters used in the experiment.
6.1.2 Feature Extraction
Our SLAM implementation is based on using relatively sparse beacons extracted from 2D laser scans
(from a SICK scanner). After extracting salient features we do not make any further use of the laser data;
it is discarded.
We perform SLAM using three separate point feature beacon types based on 3 feature extrac-
tion methods; isolated points, point clusters and CPDA [52] points. Observations extracted using each
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Figure 6.3: Prior map of line segments representing the main building walls, extracted by hand from the
OS MasterMap image shown in Figure 6.2 (units in m). The short light lines indicate the direction into
the building for each line segment.
Figure 6.4: The “ATRV-Jnr” platform used to collect the data set. Note how close the 2D SICK scanner
is mounted to the ground.
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Table 6.1: Vehicle and sensor parameters for the Oxford data set experiment.
Parameter Symbol Value
Starting uncertainty

Px 0 0
0 Py 0
0 0 Pθ

0|0

0.3 0 0
0 0.3 0
0 0 0.09
 (m2, deg2)
Speed noise σv 0.1 m/s
Speed bias parameter drift rate σδv 0.2 m/s
Orientation angular velocity noise σθ 3◦
Stabilising noise Qs 3.5× 10−5

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

Maximum range rmax approx. 30 m
Maximum sweep φmax ±90◦
Range error σr 0.03 m
Bearing error σφ 0.4◦
Prior map element-wise covariance Pm 1 m2
method can only gate with a beacon type corresponding to that method. Figure 6.5 shows a typical scan
with examples of the three types of features extracted from it.
Feature extraction on this data set is challenging for several reasons. Being an outdoor urban envi-
ronment, there are insufficient obvious salient point features to extract (such as points corresponding to
corners), and abundant clutter. Figure 6.6 shows an example of four typical consecutive scans, showing
the degree of clutter and appearance of apparent spurious structure in two of the scans; these are probably
returns from the ground. The SICK scanner is mounted very close to the ground, and will often pick up
returns from the ground when the robot dips, as also shown in Figure 6.7. In addition, there are many
dynamic objects such as cyclists, cars and pedestrians. Figure 6.8 shows an example of features being
picked up as a cyclist cycles past the robot, while Figure 6.9 shows features extracted from moving cars
on South Parks road.
6.1.2.1 Cluster Features
We group the laser points into clusters, based on a cut-off of 0.2 m in range difference between bearing-
wise successive points. We require these clusters to meet several criteria to be considered. The range
separation between successive clusters must be greater than 1 m, and each cluster must consist of between
1 and 15 points. In addition, the range of all points in a cluster must be over 2 m. Figure 6.10 shows
these thresholds diagrammatically for two clusters. Clusters that do not meet these criteria are removed.
The mean of the range and bearing of compliant clusters are considered salient cluster points.
Salient cluster points that are closer than 1 m to each other are removed, and the rest are returned as
observations.
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Figure 6.5: Example laser scan with three types of extracted features; isolated points (circles), point
clusters (×’s) and CPDA points (+’s). The dots represent the raw laser range points, the scanner being
at (0,0), forwards being in the y-axis direction. The shape in the rectangle corresponds to a car driving
towards the robot.
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Figure 6.6: Top going clockwise: four successive scans showing the degree of clutter and spurious
features typical of the environment. In two of the scans a vertical line that appears to be a wall appears,
however this is not present in prior or subsequent scans and is probably caused by ground returns as
the robot dips. Such spurious features contribute to making reliable feature extraction on this data set
non-trivial.
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Figure 6.7: Top and middle: spurious points on two consecutive frames being picked up from the ground
as the robot dips. Bottom: a scan where the ground returns are not present.
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Figure 6.8: Features picked up as a cyclist cycles past the robot (shown in a rectangle). We do not
explicitly detect moving objects, instead relying on such features being filtered out as clutter.
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Figure 6.9: Features picked up on moving cars (shown in rectangles) as the robot approaches South Parks
road.
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Figure 6.10: Extraction of two separate clusters showing the inter and intra-cluster separation thresholds
required for these to be valid clusters. Each point within the cluster must be within a range of 0.2 m of
its neighbour, and points separating beacons must be more than 1 m apart. In addition, points in clusters
must be more than 2 m away from the sensor.
6.1.2.2 Isolated Point Features
We seek to find isolated laser scan points that are potentially salient, for instance because they correspond
to vertical poles. To find these we consider the Euclidean distance between the laser points in a scan.
Points that are closer than 1 m to any other point, or within a 1 m exclusion zone are removed, as shown
in Figure 6.11. The exclusion zone removes points that may only appear to be isolated because they lie
in the periphery of the scanner.
We must also exclude the effect of walls, which produce a characteristic non-salient pattern whereby
points far from the scanner may isolated, but are not caused by to the presence of a salient feature in the
environment, but merely the sparsity of points. To do so we filter triplets of bearing-wise successive scan
points looking for colinearity, and remove those that appear to be colinear.
Compliant points are returned as salient point observations. Figure 6.12 shows an example of
stable isolated point features picked up from bollards along South Park road, next to a wall showing
the characteristic spacing of successive scan points that indicates these returns are from a wall, and thus
unstable. Most of these points have been rejected as isolated point features due to their strong colinearity.
The bollards have not been rejected as the laser points are not successive bearing-wise (there are other
points in between that are not visible as they are further away).
6.1.2.3 Features from the Chord-to-Point Distance Accumulation (CPDA) Detector
We use the corner detector from [5], which is based on the chord-to-point distance accumulation (CPDA)
[52] of an edge boundary. Such edges could correspond to the corners or ends of buildings and other
objects in the environment. The CPDA of an edge boundary, which is a robust measure of its discrete
curvature, is based on summing the perpendicular distance between a chord (line between two points on
a curve) and the points in between, as shown in Figure 6.13. Thus for a point pk on an edge and a chord
of length L, the CPDA hkL is given by
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Figure 6.11: Extraction of isolated points. The thick dots represent laser scan points. The grey strip at the
bottom indicates the 1 m exclusion zone from which we do not consider isolated points. The two shaded
circles indicate potential isolated points; there are no beacons within 1 m of them. However whereas the
dark dot on the left is a valid isolated point feature, the point on the right is discarded because it forms a
colinear triplet with the bearing-wise neighbouring scan points (shown as white dots), indicating that it
probably lies on a smooth wall and thus does not correspond to a stable feature in the environment.
hkL =
k∑
i=k−L
Dik, (6.4)
where Dik is the Euclidean normal distance between the point pi on the edge boundary and the chord
(line) between the points pk−L and pk.
We extract salient points using CPDA as follows. First we form an occupancy grid for each scan at
a resolution of 0.2 m per cell to form a binary image. Continuous edges in this image are then identified,
smoothed with a small-width Gaussian kernel to remove quantisation noise, and the CPDA is computed
for them for three chord lengths. Candidate corners are identified based on the local maxima of the
computed CPDA values, and weak corners are removed by thresholding. The result of this process is
that a number of cells corresponding to (salient) corners are returned, one cell per corner, as shown in
Figure 6.14.
A salient point is derived from each cell by computing the mean of all the scan points that lie within
0.4 m of the centre point of the salient cell, as shown in Figure 6.15. We reject salient points within 1 m
of the periphery of the scanner as the scan cut-off is often misinterpreted as corner features.
6.1.3 Observations
Most features produced from the feature extractors do not correspond to salient features. Thus clutter
management is essential to filter out points that are not useful. Thus we remove beacons from the state
if they are seen less than twice in the first 2 seconds after initialisation, and 3 times in the first 5 seconds.
In addition, to reduce data association ambiguities we aim to keep beacons at least 1 m apart, by
not initialising new beacons if they would be closer than 1 m to an existing beacon in the map.
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Figure 6.12: Top: laser scan image with extracted features corresponding to bollards and a generally
smooth wall, both shown in the bottom aerial image. The bollards generate stable features, whereas
those from the wall are unstable and return a fixed range; we seek to detect such features based on their
colinearity and filter them out. (Image source: www.multimap.com)
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Figure 6.13: For the discrete set of points lying on an edge boundary, the CPDA of the point pk with
respect to a chord length L is the sum of the normal Euclidean distances between the points in between
pk−L and pk and the chord between those points (shown as a thick grey line); this distance is shown for
the point pi by the thin black line.
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Figure 6.14: Features corresponding to corners and end points, extracted using the CPDA detector. Note
that the sparsity of the scan means that corners are not always detected.
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Figure 6.15: Diagram showing how a salient point (the cross) is extracted from the scan using the CPDA
detector. An occupancy grid is formed at a resolution of 0.2 m per cell, and is processed as a binary
image by the CPDA detector, which identifies salient cells. The salient point is then the mean of the
set of scan points found within a certain radius (indicated by the arrow) of the centre of the salient cell
(these points are shown as white circles).
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Because we do not perform advanced map management techniques such as submapping, to keep
the computational complexity manageable we remove all beacons not seen within 100 seconds from the
state.
The range-bearing beacon observation model is the same as that described in chapter 2. We use
joint compatibility branch and bound (JCBB) [88] to perform data association. JCBB searches for the
set of beacon-observation pairings {i, j} with the highest cardinality that also meet the criterion that
the Mahalanobis distance of the error between the pairings lies within a given χ2 bound (we use a
95% bound); thus they are considered jointly compatible. If there are ambiguous associations (multiple
pairings with the same cardinality), we choose the set with the lowest Mahalanobis distance. By forming
an interpretation tree, JCBB is able to bound the search for pairings {i, j}, significantly reducing the size
of the search space.
6.2 Using the Prior Map in SLAM
6.2.1 Prior map processing
The prior map consists of line segments representing the major walls of buildings in the environment,
and was extracted by manually overlaying line segments onto a raster image of an OS MasterMap map
of the area, shown in Figure 6.2. For every line segment the side that corresponds to the building interior
is manually identified. The prior map is shown in Figure 6.3. The OS MasterMap (urban) data has an
average 1σ error of 0.6 m according to [54] and just over 0.3 m according to [94], however because we
extracted the line segments from a lower resolution raster image1 we assume the 1σ error in our line
segments to be 1 m and independent.
6.2.2 Implementation
We use the single state method in chapter 5 to determine which features in the SLAM have a shared
structure with features in the prior map, and apply it robustly using the Dual Representation.
We use the Gaussian likelihood function from (4.17) to evaluate (5.1) every 40 time steps, accept-
ing the MAP structure indicator hypothesis if it exceeds a posterior probability acceptance threshold
paccept = 0.5, this giving the best results. Thus the MAP hypothesis with a posterior probability greater
than 0.5 is accepted as correct; otherwise none of the hypotheses are accepted and their structure indica-
tors are considered ambiguous until the next evaluation.
For computational efficiency we only consider beacons that gate with a line segment as potentially
being part of a wall structure. To reduce the effect of clutter, beacons can only gate with a line segment
once they have been observed at least 4 times. A beacon gates with a line segment feature if any of its
3σ ellipse lies within the 3σ bound normal to the line segment.
To reduce the influence of clutter from dynamic objects such as cars we tried performing SLAM
while removing all beacons that did not gate with a prior map line segment (i.e. those that are not close
to a wall). This could reduce data association errors under the assumption that structures close to walls
tend to be static and produce less clutter than areas such as grass and roads. However we did not see an
1Unfortunately MasterMap GML data was not available in time for the experiment.
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improvement in the results, and thus we did not use this method. This was because there is significant
clutter from parked cars and other objects near to the building walls, in addition to the walls themselves,
while some features not lying near the walls are stable and improve the data association process. Thus
the complexity of the environment and the characteristics of the scanner mean that it was not clear a
priori which features would be stable based on their proximity to the wall.
We use the likelihood function from (4.17) to evaluate (5.1), with a prior computed according to
(5.6) using a heuristic-based model of building wall appearance as a classifier.
Point beacons have a prior probability p(d(xp{i}, sw{s})) = 0.4 of being part of the wall structure
instance s, as they are themselves unlikely to have a common structure instance with a prior map line
segment. As walls are persistent, we require all beacons to also be persistent rather than clutter (we
consider beacons to be non-clutter if they have been seen at least 4 times). This reduces the computational
and false positive effect of considering spurious beacons.
From the point beacons we detect agglomerated point features. These are wall-like features that are
represented by a group of four or more regular point beacons, in a similar manner to the agglomerated
features in [76]. These agglomerated features meet certain criteria that give them wall-like characteris-
tics, and thus have a high conditional prior p(d(x
p{i}, sw{s})|zp) = 0.96 (the prior referring to the fact
that this is the probability prior to conditioning on the prior map observations zm) of being part of a wall
structure, and corresponds to the prior in (5.1). The criteria for beacons in agglomerated point features
are the following:
• The walls in the environment that we are interested in are all planar (straight lines in 2D space).
Thus all beacon estimates xˆ
p{i} within an agglomerated point feature must be compatible with
colinearity. We evaluate this as follows. Consider a hypothetical line x
l{n} with high uncertainty
going through the first and last beacon estimate. The normal distance of each beacon to this line is
given by (3.11), and would be zero if the true beacon positions are colinear. If this is the case, as in
data association gating the Mahalanobis distance of the estimate would be expected to lie within a
certain value 95% of the time, corresponding to the 95% confidence bound of the χ2c distribution
with c degrees of freedom, where c = dim(ν), ν = f(xˆ
p{i}) and the covariance of ν is S,
νT S−1 ν < χ2c |95%. (6.5)
Note how although we use this gating to evaluate whether there are four or more features compat-
ible with being colinear, we do not use the value of the Mahalanobis distance in the prior value,
as the Gaussian likelihood function from (4.17) implicitly considers the colinearity of the points
(along with the uncertainty of the beacons and the prior map line segment).
• Walls are solid and planar in the region around a feature that lies on them. Thus all beacons that
are part of an agglomerated point feature must be furthest into the building in their local region;
that is if a beacon lies on a wall, while local beacons can lie in front of it, they cannot lie behind
it. We assume the local region to be within 7 m of the beacon estimate as shown in Figure 6.16.
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Figure 6.16: For a beacon whose estimate (shown in bold) indicates that it may be part of a wall structure
(whose prior map estimate is shown by the horizontal line), we consider beacons that lie within a 7 m
radius behind it and along the wall (shown by the highlighted region). If any such beacons lie more than
0.5 m further into the building than the beacon (as indicated by the arrow), we consider the beacon to
not be part of an agglomerated wall structrue.
A beacon is assumed to lie behind another if its estimate is greater than 0.5 m behind that beacon
in the direction normal to the wall. Because the building-side of each line segment in the prior
map is marked, we know in which direction to look for such beacons.
6.3 Results
Figure 6.17 shows the run with pure odometry. By the end of the run the vehicle is over 50 m away
from its actual position. To gauge the accuracy of the map we project the raw scan points from the laser
scanner into the global frame using the vehicle pose estimate, showing the line segment prior map for
comparison. By inspection the prior map agrees with aerial imagery, suggesting that the 1 m 1σ error
we have assigned it is representative of the true error.
We tried to use the inertial sensor to improve the quality of the odometry, however we found it to
hinder rather than help performance, even when used in a limited capacity to help in corners. Because
the vehicle is skid steer, we would expect the odometry to be accurate in straight lines, but unreliable
when cornering. Here the vehicle odometry tends to overestimate the angle by which the vehicle has
turned, as shown in Figure 6.17. We tried switching to the INS (inertial navigation system) angular
velocity when the steer angle exceeded a threshold, however the INS did not help in this regard (after
having compensated for the INS bias at the start of the run), and thus we did not use the INS data at all.
Figures 6.18 and 6.19 give an overview of the entire trajectory. Note the presence of clutter that the
laser has picked up, such as parked cars, grass and moving cars on South Park road. Comparison of the
maps shows the improvement when performing SLAM with a prior map.
Figure 6.20 compares the maps at the top and bottom right corners of the trajectory. At the first
(top right) corner, SLAM without a prior map error has accumulated approximately 5 m error, growing
to around 8 m by the second (bottom right) corner, whereas SLAM with a prior map has accumulated
around 1 m error at both corners. The vehicle pose uncertainty is correspondingly lower for SLAM with
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Figure 6.17: Trajectory estimate using pure odometry. Note how the path drifts away from the roads,
appearing to go through the buildings in the prior map.
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Figure 6.18: Map produced by SLAM without a prior map.
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Figure 6.19: Map produced by SLAM with a prior map.
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a prior map, as shown by the smaller uncertainty ellipses. Thus the use of the prior a prior map has
considerably reduced the error and uncertainty in the map and vehicle pose.
Figure 6.21 compares the entrance to the building in the middle of the right edge of the trajectory,
between the two corners. Without the prior map the entrance is poorly aligned, with an error of around 5
m in the x and y directions. However with the prior map the entrance is well aligned, and the robot pose
uncertainty is smaller.
Figure 6.22 shows how both SLAM with and without a prior map have built up error by the end
of the run, however the error for SLAM with a prior map is lower, as is the uncertainty in the robot
position. In both cases the robot position estimate falls short of the position indicated by the prior map;
this occurs gradually from the bottom right corner to the end. This is likely due to odometric bias,
possibly due to the pavement environment on the bottom edge of the trajectory, compared to the prior
tarmac surface. Figure 6.23 shows a moving average plot of the velocity bias estimate over time, with
the time steps corresponding to the bottom section of road highlighted; the time taken to traverse this
section is approximately 5 minutes. Note how the mean value decreases here, then sharply increases
again. Few observations and dynamic objects on this part of the trajectory could cause the velocity bias
estimate to fall below its actual value here. No associations with prior map line segments lying normal
to the direction of travel were made on this part of the trajectory, and thus the unmodelled error in the
direction of travel remains uncorrected and the estimate is clearly optimistic in this direction.
6.4 Conclusions
Even with our battery of feature extraction algorithms, SLAM on this dataset is challenging because of
the lack of stable, repeatable points in the environment, and data association errors caused by spurious
observations from clutter and dynamic objects, in addition to the EKF errors described in chapter 2.
However the experiment shows that even using sparse point features, a prior map can be deployed,
with the effect of improving the accuracy of the SLAM estimate. This benefits are attainable even though
the prior map is very inaccurate (1 m error) compared to the sensor on the robot (3 cm range error), and
the fact that information from only some of the line segment features in the prior map was used.
By detecting which beacons in the SLAM map are likely to correspond to wall structures we are
able to selectively tailor priors on there being a common underlying structure between features in the
SLAM and prior map. Thus we do not have to rely on the geometric likelihood as the sole means of
inferring whether underlying structure holds, this being of value as the uncertainty in the prior map and
vehicle estimate are too high to successfully infer the structure without the informative prior.
There are a number of improvements that could be made. Firstly, dynamic objects could be iden-
tified and filtered out, from a combination of their movement and classification of the point cloud to
exclude potentially dynamic object types, such as people. This could allow for the entire loop with loop
closure to be performed. Secondly, GML data should be used directly, rather than manual extraction of
lines from a raster image. Thirdly, the prior could be conditioned on more accurate models of build-
ing walls informed by surveys of buildings, rather than the crude models we have used. This would
make use of the dense 3D laser scans, rather than just the spar
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SLAM without a prior map
SLAM with a prior map
Figure 6.20: Top: SLAM without a prior map. Bottom: SLAM with a prior map for the top right and
bottom right corners of the trajectory. The blue ellipses represent the 3σ robot position uncertainty at
equally spaced intervals on the trajectory - the smaller ellipses for SLAM with a prior map indicate that
the uncertainty estimate is smaller.
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Figure 6.21: Alignment of the point cloud with the prior map for the entrance to the building in the
middle of the right edge of the trajectory, for SLAM without (left) and with (right) a prior map. The blue
ellipses represent the 3σ robot position uncertainty at two points on the trajectory, the grey points the
projected scan points. The arrow shows the position of the grass verge indicated in the OS MasterMap
to facilitate comparison between the two maps.
tially information from other sensor modalities could be used to complement this, for instance by using
observations from a camera mounted on the robot.
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Figure 6.22: Top: Without a prior map. Bottom: With a prior map. Note how the robot trajectory appears
to enter the building due to the error build up, whereas with a prior map the trajectory remains in front
of the building. The blue ellipses represent the 3σ robot position uncertainty at regular intervals on the
trajectory.
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Figure 6.23: Sliding window average value (over 1000 time steps) of the velocity bias parameter uδv
estimate with time step over the run, the marked region corresponding to the bottom part of the trajectory
between the dashed lines (units in m). The robot travelled in the direction of the arrow, and took around
5 minutes to traverse this part of the trajectory.
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Summary and Future Work
7.1 Summary
In this thesis we investigated the performance of SLAM when the assumption of no prior information
being available about the environment is relaxed. Although this assumption is commonly made, for most
environments, such as cities a priori maps and satellite images often exist. The nature of SLAM, whereby
any errors introduced propagate indefinitely limits the progress that can be achieved when restricted to
the “pure” SLAM problem (that of no prior information), and as a result no single SLAM method meets
all the criteria for a robust, practical SLAM system.
Fundamentally we sought to answer the question “does prior information significantly improve the
SLAM problem?”, concentrating on absolute prior information in the form of a sparse prior map, as this
is a compelling and obvious strategy.
We focused on incremental EKF-SLAM, as it is popular and well studied. However the EKF suf-
fers from several problems that reduce its applicability to real environments. In particular its compu-
tational (storage and update) cost, and susceptibility to linearisation and angular representation errors.
We hypothesised that a geometric map can be used to mitigate these problems when integrated into
EKF-SLAM.
In order to use such a prior map, we need a formal way to consider the relations between features in
the SLAM state and those in the prior map, and evaluate whether these relations hold. With this in mind
we formulated a unified probabilistic framework that considers the world as consisting of an underlying
structure hierarchy, from which features in maps (including the SLAM state) are generated. Common
underlying structure between features in two maps allow us to formulate constraints between them and
thus improve their estimates.
We investigated whether prior information improves SLAM, beginning with the case where the
relations between features in the SLAM state and prior map are known. We found that integrating
prior information is non-trivial in an EKF-SLAM framework. While a prior map can be treated as an
observation and/or parameterisation that is to be estimated jointly with the map and platform pose, the
ability of the map to mitigate EKF errors is reduced, as the prior information is vulnerable to being
corrupted along with the other information in the state. To prevent this we developed a novel method
called the Dual Representation for using information from such a prior map in a way that is robust to
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EKF errors. Using the Second Order filter with the Dual Representation, we found that the prior map
reduces the platform pose error and uncertainty, even for a relatively inaccurate prior map (1 m standard
deviation), and reduces the severity of linearisation and EKF errors. The improvement is significant even
though the prior map consists of few features.
We then considered the realistic case where the underlying structure between features in the SLAM
state and prior map must be inferred. This is a vital component of being able to practically and robustly
use a prior map when performing SLAM in real world environments.
Initially we took an incremental multiple-hypothesis (MHSLAM) approach to evaluating the pos-
terior probability, as it would allow us to apply the prior information immediately, thus reducing un-
certainty and EKF errors. This involves creating a copy of the state for every likely relation hypothesis
associated with an observed feature, then pruning these hypotheses based on subsequent observations.
However MHSLAM results in an exponential increase in the storage and update cost with the number
of hypotheses, and this makes it intractable as a practical method. To address this we developed a novel
method called the Common State Filter (CSF), a generic method for resolving ambiguity in SLAM type
problems. Its computational cost is still exponential, however multiple hypotheses only need to be cre-
ated for part of the state. The CSF will in the worst case have the same costs as full MHSLAM, however
we have found that it is generally much lower.
The CSF gave almost identical localisation performance to full MHSLAM, with half the computa-
tional update cost compared to full MHSLAM. However, the reduction is not enough to make the CSF
suitable on its own for resolving relations, as the number of hypotheses still grow exponentially.
As the MHSLAM strategy is potentially too expensive computationally for general use, we decided
to delay resolving and applying relations, in effect batching the observations until features in the state
are sufficiently well known that there is only a single probable hypothesis. This has the advantage of
only requiring a single state, and allows for the use of classifiers for detecting potential structures in each
map. However it has the disadvantage that linearisation errors and EKF errors are not mitigated in the
time it takes to determine whether a set of relations holds. In addition, constraints are only applied when
a single hypothesis is probable, which can result in no information being used in high-clutter or sparse
feature density situations.
Both MHSLAM and the single state approach were approximately equally effective at determining
which relations hold. However the localisation accuracy of CSF-based MHSLAM was greater, whereas
the computational performance of the single state strategy was greater.
Because of its computational tractability, we investigated the effect of the single state method when
some of the line segment features in the prior map are spurious, and when varying the degree of prior
map uncertainty and clutter in the environment. In general increasing clutter results in nonlinearly worse
localisation performance, whereas increasing prior map error is more complicated. A very accurate prior
map does not necessarily result in better performance compared to a less accurate map, because of the
effect of EKF errors on the process of inferring whether relations hold. However a highly inaccurate
prior map will generally give worse performance than a moderately accurate map. Even when 11% of
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the line segments are spurious, and the map is relatively inaccurate (1 m standard deviation compared to
the 0.1 m range error for the sensor) with a high degree of clutter (40%) the method is able to effectively
discount the relation hypotheses associated with the spurious line segments.
Thus we found that in practically all of our scenarios a prior map can significantly improve the
accuracy and consistency of SLAM compared to regular SLAM, even if there is high clutter and uncer-
tainty.
7.2 Future work
There are a number of avenues of research that follow on naturally from the work in this thesis.
In chapter 5 we showed how a prior could be formulated for determining whether a relation holds
between a feature in the prior map and the SLAM state. However we applied a constant as the structure
relation prior in our simulations, rather than condition it on any feature observations. In future work
object recognition methods such as a classifier could be implemented to improve the prior. For dense
laser clouds objects can be recognised using methods such as [46], and for SLAM with a camera images
and texture patches could be used, such as [53].
In this thesis we restricted ourselves to static environments for simplicity. However, the real world
features many dynamic objects, from cars to swaying trees. A functional SLAM algorithm should be
able to handle such dynamic objects. Two strategies for considering objects identified as being dynamic
are to eliminate them from the state, or include and model them in the SLAM state. Prior information
can help identify whether an object is dynamic or likely to move in the short term. For instance features
detected on a road (from a prior map of roads) are likely to be cars, and thus dynamic.
In this thesis our geometric prior maps only consisted of line segments. We found these to be useful,
however the nonlinearity in this representation caused problems for EKF-SLAM, and necessitated the
use of the Second Order Filter. Other nonlinear parameterisations could be investigated in further work,
in particular the utility of the Dual Representation in their case. In addition qualitatively different maps,
such as topological and hand-drawn maps could be used. Utilising and quantifying the errors in hand-
drawn maps is a major research topic, however the relative ease with which such maps can be produced,
and the diversity of information they can represent makes them attractive as sources of prior information
for SLAM.
Currently we assume that the prior map remains fixed for the duration of the SLAM process; that
is the platform has no additional information other than from its sensors. However in reality information
about the prior map could become available while the platform is performing SLAM. This could be
because the prior map came from another platform performing SLAM, and is thus being constantly
refined. In further work a method by which the prior map could be updated while it is being used in
SLAM could be investigated. The Dual Representation in particular complicates this because the prior
map is fixed.
A related problem is that of sharing maps between multiple platforms. The map being produced by
a SLAM system using a prior map may itself be used by another system as a prior map. This may in
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turn be shared with the original platform. Multiple platforms may also be performing cooperative (multi-
agent) SLAM. This problem is non-trivial, and includes elements of data fusion, which is a research topic
in itself. In an EKF framework, this is complicated by the need to share maps in a way that explicitly
considers robustness to EKF errors.
Another problem is that of dealing with large correlated prior maps. The covariance matrices of
such maps would be non-sparse, and would imply estimating the entire prior map along with the beacons
and platform pose in the SLAM state, regardless of how many prior map features were being observed.
We avoided this problem in this thesis by having a diagonal prior map covariance. In this case all the
line segments in the prior map are independent, and thus we need only consider the line segments we
are interested in. A possible strategy to address this is to use postponement [66]. This is an optimal
method that allows EKF updates of part of the state to be postponed for any period of time, then applied
in a single step. There is overhead associated with the postponement, however it is far lower than that
of updating the entire state at every update. The updates associated with the majority of the prior map
features could thus be postponed until those features are needed.
In this thesis we did not consider reversible data association. Thus we had no means of rescinding
constraints that were applied but turned out to be unlikely based on subsequent observations. In future
work reversible data association methods, such as lazy data association [51] could be applied.
We also did not consider the global localisation problem, where the initial platform starting position
in the environment is completely unknown or has a very high uncertainty (for instance in the order of
hundreds of metres). The work in this research could be extended to work with such high errors.
For our implementation, we restricted ourselves to EKF-SLAM, however the inability of the EKF
to correctly handle nonlinearity turned out to be a significant problem. Other methods such as Fast-
SLAM may provide a better framework on which to perform SLAM with prior information, for instance
FastSLAM having the ability to inherently handle nonlinear process models and multiple hypotheses.
We also assumed that the SLAM system has no control over the platform’s motion (passive control).
However, when the SLAM system is able to control its motion, such as when used in active exploration,
prior information could be useful. For instance a SLAM platform could use a prior map of a building
to determine its size and tailor its search strategy appropriately, or incorporate an area for which it has a
prior map. The role of prior information for making decisions such as these can be investigated.
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Conclusion
The aim of the research in this thesis was to investigate whether prior information, in particular in the
form of a geometric prior map can improve the SLAM problem. SLAM has a number of advantages for
localisation and map building over alternatives such as GPS and odometry, but suffers from a number of
problems that make it difficult to solve, and as a result has found limited use in practical applications.
However the “classical” SLAM approach assumes that no prior information about the environment is
known. In many environments such as cities this is not true, and diverse range of prior maps are available.
In this thesis we hypothesised that such information, in particular a sparse geometric prior map applied
during the SLAM process can improve its performance, in particular its accuracy and consistency.
We formulated a general framework for how features in a prior map can inform those in the SLAM
state, based on the concept of shared underlying structure producing features in both maps. Features
with common structure have mathematical relations of a known form between them. Implementing the
framework in a novel parameterisation of EKF-SLAM called the Dual Representation, we showed that
for the simplified case where the structure and thus relations between the features is known, even a sparse
prior map that is relatively inaccurate compared to the sensor used for SLAM significantly improves the
consistency and accuracy of SLAM.
We then considered the more realistic problem where it is unknown a priori which features have
common structure and thus whether relations can be applied to constrain their estimates. We showed how
this can be inferred during SLAM based on the map estimates, and implemented these for EKF-SLAM
based on two strategies; an incremental MHT-based approach that applies relations immediately, then
tracks their hypotheses over time, and a single state method that delays applying relations until they can
be resolved. The MHT approach involved developing a novel method for efficiently tracking multiple
hypotheses called the Common State Filter (CSF). We found that both methods had a similar ability
to resolve correct relation hypotheses, however while the CSF-based method was still computationally
expensive, its undelayed application of relations produced a more accurate estimate.
We investigated the effect of spurious (non-existent) features in the prior map, and varying the
degree of “clutter” (features in both maps that do not have shared structure) and accuracy of the prior
map. The two are related, as the ability to use the prior map information depends on the ability to
resolve the relations; as the degree of clutter or map uncertainty increases, the ability to resolve relations
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decreases. However we found that even an inaccurate prior map with a high clutter level and some
spurious features can still significantly improve the accuracy and consistency of EKF-SLAM.
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Appendix
A.1 Equivalence of the Batch and Incremental Likelihoods
We can show that (4.10) is equivalent to (4.12) by showing that the likelihood terms are equivalent,
p(zp{i}(k)|zm, din,s = 1) ∝ p(f(xp{i},xm{n}) = 0|din,s = 1, zp{i}(k), zm). (A.1)
We do this as follows. From (3.50) and (4.2),
p(xv,xp{i},xm{n}|din,s = 1, zm, zp{i}(k)) =
η1 p(zp{i}(k)|xv ,xp{i}) p(xp{i},xm{n}|zm, din,s = 1) p(xv) =
η2 p(θin = φ|din,s = 1,xp{i},xm{n}) p(xp{i}|zp{i}(k)) p(xm{n}|zm) p(xv). (A.2)
Then for each of the two terms on the right hand side, marginalising out xv, xp{i} and xm{n} gives
η1 p(zp{i}(k)|xv,xp{i}) p(xp{i},xm{n}|zm, din,s = 1) p(xv) =
η1
ˆ
p(zp{i}(k)|xv,xp{i}) p(xp{i},xm{n}|zm, din,s = 1) p(xv) dx =
η1 p(zp{i}(k)|zm, din,s = 1), (A.3)
and
η2 p(θin = φ|din,s = 1,xp{i},xm{n}) p(xp{i}|zp{i}(k)) p(xm{n}|zm) p(xv) =
η2
ˆ
p(θin = φ|din,s = 1,xp{i},xm{n}) p(xp{i}|zp{i}(k)) p(xm{n}|zm) p(xv) dx =
η2 p(θin = φ|din,s = 1, zp{i}(k), zm), (A.4)
where η represents normalising terms and x = {xv,xp{i},xm{n}} for brevity. Thus
η1 p(zp{i}(k)|zm, din,s = 1) = η2 p(θin = φ|din,s = 1, zp{i}(k), zm), (A.5)
so the two likelihoods are proportional to each other.
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Figure A.1: The map and trajectory used in the simulations. The crosses represent beacons and the
rectangles represent buildings (for occlusion). The solid line represents the vehicle trajectory, which
starts at the bottom. There are two loop closures; at the top and in the centre.
A.2 Resolving Ambiguous Data Association using the CSF
In this section we apply the CSF to the well-known data association problem, that of determining which
observations go with which features in the state. Ambiguities in data association can arise whenever
beacons are not uniquely identifiable. The most well-known cause of this is loop-closing [15], but they
can occur whenever the environment has a large number of repetitive beacons. Incorrect association can,
at best, cause the creation of additional spurious beacons and, at worst, cause catastrophic filter failure.
Basic approaches such as individual compatibility nearest neighbour (ICNN) are computationally simple,
but most prone to data association failures [88]. Some methods for data association, such as JCBB [88],
attempt to make the most informed decision using all the observations, however must do so at the time
the observations are received. Thus their decisions may still be incorrect. An MHT-based strategy can
be used to maintain multiple hypotheses over data association decisions. Here we implement such a
strategy for EKF-SLAM, comparing the performance of full MHSLAM with the CSF in a simulated
environment.
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A.2.1 Simulation Studies
Simulation studies allow us to explore the properties of the algorithms in a controlled setting. We com-
pared full MHSLAM to the CSF, with the metrics from section 4.4 in a simulated environment. The
runs were performed on the map and trajectory shown in Fig. A.1. This map represents a large urban
environment, with data association challenges due to the close proximity of many beacons. The distance
covered is 1 km, and incorporates two loop closures. The vehicle is modelled as a steered bicycle [23]
with a wheelbase of 2 m, and travels at a constant speed of 10ms−1, in steps of 0.02 s. The motion
standard deviations were 0.1 m for the velocity and 1o for the orientation.
The range-bearing sensor returns readings every 0.04 s (25 Hz), and has a range of 40 m and a
sweep of ±90◦, with 0.1 m and 0.02◦ being the respective range and bearing noise standard deviations.
The chosen motion and sensor covariances allow the vehicle to finish the trajectory in a reasonable time
without becoming inconsistent or spawning excess hypotheses.
To analyse the storage and accuracy trade off, we introduce a figure of merit, representing the
tradeoff between the accuracy of the vehicle and the storage requirements of a filter,
E(k|k) =
√∏
diag
(
(xv − xˆv) (xv − xˆv)T
)
k|k
S(k|k), (A.6)
where diag(·) is the matrix diagonal, and S is the number of elements required to store the entire state
covariance across all hypotheses 1 . . .m, which is
S(k|k) =
m∑
h=1
dim(xˆh(k|k))2 (A.7)
in the case of full MHSLAM and
S(k|k) =
{
dim(xˆ)2 +
m∑
h=1
(
dim(xˆh)2 + 2dim(xˆ) dim(xˆh)
)}
k|k
(A.8)
for the CSF, where dim(·) is the dimension.
The square root term in (A.6) gives us a qualitative indication of the root mean squared error (rMSE)
of the x, y and θ components of the vehicle pose. This metric is more qualitative and comparative, as
opposed to quantitative and absolute, partly as there is an implicit assumption as to the relative value
of accuracy vs. storage (i.e. halving S is considered as valuable as a doubling of the accuracy term).
However, it gives us an idea of how full MHSLAM and the variants of the CSF compare with each other.
In particular, how effective the various metrics are compared to each other, and how effectively the trade
off between storage/computation and accuracy (discussed in section 4.4) works in each case.
Because of the the expense associated with creating hypotheses, we took additional measures to
make our implementation of MHSLAM more effective. The next section describes how we remove
hypotheses that we have difficulty triming when new observations require their resources.
A.2.2 Hypothesis Management
To effectively manage the number of hypotheses and prevent memory being exhausted, the threshold
value (wt) could be increased. However, we found that simply setting values often resulted in the correct
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Figure A.2: Tree representation of the hypothesis states. The numbers represent association hypotheses.
To remove the beacon represented by hypotheses 1 and 2, we keep the branch that contains the highest
weighted hypothesis, and remove all other branches. If the highest weighted hypothesis is 0-2-3 (shaded),
we would remove node 1 and its children. In our case we then delete beacon 2 but keep its children.
hypothesis being trimmed. Instead, we employed a heuristic to remove amibiguous beacons and their
hypotheses. These are beacons whose observation resulted in the creation of multiple hypotheses, that
could not be disambiguated in a reasonable time period. The heuristic works as follows.
If there is an ambiguous observation that we would like to use but cannot as there are too many
hypotheses, we sacrifice an ambiguous beacon that has not been seen for a long time, pruning it and all
of the hypotheses (filters) its observation has spawned. We keep the tree whose branch has the highest
weighting and remove the others, as shown in Fig. A.2.
We perform this heuristic as many times as is required to keep the number of hypotheses man-
ageable. This gives us improved performance as the observations of beacons close to the vehicle are
prioritised over distant beacons that are unlikely to ever be trimmed, and are thus of little benefit. It
should be noted that because we are only interested in determining whether two association histories are
the same, maintaining the association tree is relatively cheap, with storage cost O(mnh), where m is the
number of hypotheses and nh is the number of beacons in the h hypothesis state.
The maximum number of hypotheses that can be created before memory is exhausted is hmax, be-
ing 250 in our case. Each hypothesis h out of a total of m is allowed to spawn off at most hthresh new
hypotheses, where hthresh = hmax/m, thus giving all hypotheses equal potential to create new hypothe-
ses, rather than working on a first-come first-serve basis. For a given hypothesis and observation, if the
number of hypotheses spawned off by this observation will cause it to exceed hthresh, the observation is
discarded.
To further improve our implementation, the next section describes how we merge duplicate beacons,
thus preventing persistent hypotheses being created following loop closure.
A.2.3 Merging beacons
When loop closures occur, the error in the vehicle pose can be significant enough to cause an observation
of a previous beacon to be interpreted as a new beacon. Thus, following loop closure there may be a
set of duplicate beacons that are actually the same physical feature. Subsequent observations of this
feature create wasteful hypotheses that are difficult to resolve due to the similar beacon estimates. Thus,
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Figure A.3: Root mean squared errors for the runs, along with 2σ covariance bounds. The accuracy and
covariances of the CSF variants are very similar to full MHSLAM in all instances.
to consolidate state estimates that are likely to represent the same beacon, a nearest neighbour test [88]
for each beacon in the common state was performed at every time step. Beacons likely to represent the
same feature had their estimates merged in a similar manner to the way we merge vehicles in section
4.3.3. We chose to merge beacons if they were closer than 1.5 m, and the exponential likelihood of their
Mahalanobis distance was greater than 0.3, this arrangement being sufficient to prevent beacons from
being merged incorrectly.
A.2.4 Multiple hypothesis data association
We compared full MHSLAM to the CSF and its variants when performing MHSLAM with unknown
data association as discussed in section 4.2. Each simulation was averaged over 10 runs, using the same
seed across all filters for a given run.
The results show that in general, the basic CSF gives similar performance to full MHSLAM, but at
a vast computational and storage saving. For parts of the run the CSF even gave slightly better results
than full MHSLAM.
Fig. A.3 shows that even the basic CSF gives similar rMSEs to full MHSLAM, but at a large
computational and storage saving as seen from Fig. A.5. The CSF does not appear to interfere with data
association or trimming, as Fig. A.5 (b) shows that the number of hypotheses throughout the run are
very similar, and Fig. A.7 shows that the CSF and full MHSLAM made a similar number of incorrect
associations (mainly due to observation rather than motion ambiguity).
Fig. A.4 shows that the degree of information loss in the CSF over full MHSLAM is comparable
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Figure A.4: Effect of different metrics on the root mean squared difference between full MHSLAM and
the CSF. Although all the metrics gave some improvement, a well chosen metric gives better results can
in some cases give a more accurate estimate than full MHSLAM. Full MHSLAM using second order
updates has been included for comparison [56].
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Figure A.5: (Top) Storage and (bottom) number of hypotheses between the CSF and full MHSLAM.
Throughout the run, the number of hypotheses remained very similar between the two, however as
the run progresses and the state size increases, the baseline and peak storage requirements increase
significantly. The storage requirements of the CSF cannot exceed that of full MHSLAM. It should be
noted that averaging smooths out the number of hypotheses indicated; on a per-run basis they could reach
as high as 80, and thus the storage differences and efficiency metric in Fig. A.6 were more extreme in
parts.
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Figure A.6: The storage efficiency metric gives an idea of the storage-accuracy tradeoff in the CSF. The
efficiency of all the CSF variants is similar to that of full MHSLAM, though better between 3500 and
4500 steps when there were many hypotheses. The best tested metric, based on MI, gives a slight though
noticeable efficiency improvement over the other CSF variants.
Figure A.7: The number of data association failures, that is measurements that were associated with an
incorrect beacon. They remained similar between full MHSLAM and the CSF variants.
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Figure A.8: The estimated number of FLOPs required to perform the Kalman update in 4.29. The
computational efficiency of the CSF stands out as the run progresses and the size of the map increases.
The worst-case CSF update cost cannot exceed that of full MHSLAM.
to the loss from neglecting second order terms [56] in the updates. While second order full MHSLAM
gives a small improvement in accuracy, the implication is that the linearisation errors are significant, and
can offset the gains from updating the entire map.
Fig. A.6 shows that the efficiency metric of the CSF variants with different metrics are very similar
to full MHSLAM, except between 3500 and 4500 time steps where full MHSLAM is clearly inferior,
due to the large number of hypotheses that do not contribute to a corresponding increase in accuracy.
We also see that of the metrics considered, the mutual information metric gave the best tradeoff; indeed
Fig. A.4 shows that it is more accurate than full MHSLAM1 for a substantial part of the trajectory
while exhibiting significant storage savings. It should be noted however that given the complexity of the
problem and the large number of variables, the effect of a given metric can be unpredictable, and may not
give a similar performance on other trajectories. As a result, one must be careful in the realisation of a
metric, as it may result in inferior performance at a storage cost approaching that of full MHSLAM. The
computational performance of the CSF variants, shown in Fig. A.8, are far superior to full MHSLAM, as
they do not need to update the vast majority of the map in the common state as the number of hypotheses
increases.
In general, the storage cost associated with a small increase in accuracy is very large, and can some-
times be negated by the build-up of linearisation errors. In this case the partitioned structure of the CSF
can prevent linearisation errors from propagating into the map, resulting in an accuracy improvement.
1This is likely to be due to the Schmidt-Kalman update preventing linearisation errors from propagating through to the whole
map.
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A.2.5 Conclusion
The CSF can potentially give more accurate results than full MHSLAM due to the partitioned state block-
ing the propagation of linearisation errors. The difference in accuracy between the CSF and full MH-
SLAM is comparable to the difference between full MHSLAM with second order and regular Kalman
updates. This provides further evidence that the linearisation errors in the Kalman filter are significant,
and under certain circumstances can negate the benefit of updating the full covariance structure of EKF
SLAM.
The use of a good metric, such as mutual information, to selectively transfer beacons into the
hypothesis states can improve the accuracy of the CSF, whilst still maintaining a large storage and com-
putational improvement over full MHSLAM. This also provides a mechanism by which the storage and
accuracy can be traded off, depending on the platform requirements.
For futher work, the metric used to transfer beacons to the common state may be explored in more
detail, and a more principled way of controlling the number of hypotheses may be investigated. Although
we have only considered the augmentation of the hypothesis state, the opposite case, that of merging and
transferring insignificant beacons from the hypotheses into the common state may also be considered.
A.3 Maintaining a Common State Vehicle Pose
Maintaining a common state vehicle (platform) pose is an alternative to moving observed beacons from
the common state into the hypothesis state to update them. By keeping these beacons in the single
common state, the storage and computational requirements of the filter are reduced compared to moving
these beacons into each hypothesis state.
However, there is a degree of information loss present in this scheme, as the common state vehicle
uncertainty is greater than those of the hypothesis state vehicles, on account of it not receiving informa-
tion from beacons being updated in the hypothesis states. In our experiments we found that using the
common state vehicle strategy gave inferior trimming performance, so we do not use it. However it may
work well in other applications.
The common state vehicle is used for the purpose of updating the common and hypothesis states
immediately after the merging stage in section 4.3.3. We did not do this in our experiments, as we found
it to degrade the CSF performance, however it is mentioned as it may have future merit.
If used, the comon state in (4.18) gains a common state vehicle xˆv to become
xˆh(k|k − 1) =
[ [
xˆ
T
v xˆ
T
b
] [
xˆTv xˆ
T
b
]h ]T
k|k−1
, (A.9)
and the covariance (4.19) of hypothesis h becomes
Ph(k|k − 1) =
 » Pv pTvbpvb Pb – » pTvv pTvbpTbv pTbb –h»
Pv P
T
vb
Pvb Pb
–h »
Pv P
T
vb
Pvb Pb
–h

k|k−1
. (A.10)
The form of the prediction Jacobians∇Gh(k) and ∇Fh(k) in section 4.3.1 is
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∇Gh(k) =
[
∇Gc 0 ∇Ghh 0
]T
k
, (A.11)
and
∇Fh(k) =

∇Fc(k) 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 ∇Fhh (k) 0
0 0 0 1
 , (A.12)
with respect to (4.18), where∇Fc(k) is the common state vehicle Jacobian and∇Fhh (k) is the hypothesis
state vehicle Jacobian for the hypothesis h, linearised about their respective vehicle estimates. The form
of ∇Gh(k) allows the common and hypothesis vehicles to receive common process noise.
Although we do not use xˆv to update beacons, it is correlated with xˆhv (as seen by the pvv term in
A.10) through common process noise v. Thus although we block information from passing from the
hypothesis states to the common state, the correlation between the common state and hypothesis state
vehicle allows us to propagate information from Pb (the hypothesis state beacons) to Pb (the common
state beacons) when we come to merge the hypothesis and common states.
Before transfering beacons into the common state as in section 4.3.3, we merge the vehicle poses
by performing a Kalman update to constrain both vehicle states to have the same estimate. The pseudo-
observation [112] is thus zˆ = xˆv − xˆcv. As both vehicle states represent the same vehicle the true value
is z = 0. There is no noise in the pseudo-observation hence R = 0. Following this step the hypothesis
state beacons may now be transferred into the common state as above, and one of the vehicles discarded.
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